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I. Introduction 
A. · Previous ~ ig the Field 
Viallpaper, its history, design, and relative im-
portance are topics that have been fully discussed in other 
publications. To merely repeat their facts, figures, and 
opinions would add little to the industry or field of market-
ing. However, the story of wallpaper can be traced from the 
creation of a design through to the selection of color, its 
manufacture, distribution, and final use to give an interest-
ing picture. A review of the wallpaper history has been in-
cluded to insure a complete knowledge of the industry. 
B. Statement of the Problem 
The number of books and trade publications cover-
ing the manufacture, design, and history of wallpaper, are 
plentiful. However, this thesis, it is believed, will be the 
first attempt to discuss, report, and diagnose the financial 
6. 
and operating pro~lems related to the marketing of wallpaper 
as they now exist. From a direct study of this individual 
industry, certain problems were discovered to which possible 
approaches will be suggested. The effectiveness of these 
suggestions can only be determined through future a pplication. 
. . 
This report will not use the term, wallpaper, 
merely to connote so~ething on the wall, as it exists in the 
minds of most people. Rather, this study will be concerned 
primarily with the industry, the manufacturers, and the 
mercha~disers of wallpaper who have a product of value to 
market. To these businessmen, wallpaper is a commodity that 
must be moved from mills and shelves onto suitable walls if 
they are to continue in business. To others interested in 
entering this trade or merely in seeing how it operates, this 
re port may serve as a useful source of information. 
C. Approach to the Study 
1. Field and Method of Investigation 
The method of investigation used is an important 
consid eration of the value of this study. The procedure 
followed was to obtain a certain amount of b a c kground mater-
ial from book s in this field. It was indeed disheartening 
to f ind that a verr limited number of book s relate to the to-
p ic of this report. The ma jority of the existing book s were 
published before 1930 and deal only with the decorative aspect 
of wallpaper. 
Therefore, to gather pertinent information on the 
business phase of the industry the sources were t wofold. On 
the one hand, trade publications a nd periodicals, and govern-
ment reports were studied; on the other hand, direct contact 
was established through interviews and corresp~ndence with 
the users (as architects, decorators , salesmen, and consumers) 
a nd the marketers of wallpaper. 
7 . 
2. Limitation of the Study 
Although it was desired to have as much primary 
material as could possibly be obtained, this source was re-
stricted by the uncooperativeness of persons in the field. 
Ra ther than criticize them for their failure to see the value 
that could be derived from the setting of standards of success-
ful operation, merchandising and distribution, in the indus-
try, I prefer to acknowledge with my sincerest appreciation 
those respondents of my many questions and time consuming in-
terviews. It was their a dvice, criticism, and comments that 
prodded this study into many untouched aspects of the field . 
- -
Only time, money, ignorance of the desired facts, and a gain 
the great lack of cooperation which permeates, exists and is 
evident in the wallpaper industry prevented this report from 
being complete. 
The secrecy long maintained by the business organ-
izations in the industry regarding their metl1ods of doing bus-
iness has contributed in ~o small degree to the lack of knowl-
edge on the part of those outside the field. The c ons p icuous 
lack of a ny books dealing with this subject is evidence of 
this. 
Statistics also proved to be very limited. Data 
in regard to the produc ti on of wallpaper were not compiled 
until 1921. ~ that year the Department of Commerce Bureau 
of the Census, took a census on the industry. Since 1921 and 
every other year, a census has been conducted though suspended 
for 1941, 1943 and 1945 and renewed in 1948 to cover activi-
ties during 1947. Unfortunately, no trends of major impor-
tance relate these figures to the other segments of the dis-
tribution process. This is primarily so because no extensive 
compilation of statistics on the wholesale and retail phases 
is available. 
Surprisingly, there are still too many manufact-
urers, wholesalers and retailers in this industry who believe 
. . . 
that business facts are strictly confidential. Consequently, 
9. 
they havB refused information to scholars or to other outsiders 
capable of collecting research. This material, if properly 
ga thered, could aid the operating standards and the industry 
more than it would benefit t heir competitors. 
D. Wallpaper's Importance~~ Decorative Item 
The industry, even while fostering these narrow-
minded individualities, has advanced and its story is worth 
recording. This, however, is not just a history of a success-
ful business from the angle of the balance sheet alone. Wall-
paper is a lso concerned with the wider field of creative art, 
and its inevitable influence on public taste. 
The term "wallpaper industry" is defined to mean 
11the process of printing, imprinting or embossing upon raw 
paper stock a pattern and f()r design in colors or otherwise, 
thus producing an article suitable for decoration or the 
embellishment of wails and/or ceilings in homes, hotels, 
]0. 
apartments, or other buildings".~:-
Thus is produced not only a commodity, but an im-
portant decorative art which can provide the fullest possible 
needs for every purse. This is arrived at by persistent 
efforts in the industry for an exacting standard of design. 
However, there is no pretence in wallpaper. It de-
ceives no one as to its real importance. It is merely a le-
gitimate step in decoration to popularize art by reproducing 
through a simple and inexpensive process .the richer and more 
costly decorations that are beyond the reach of the great ma-
jority of people. 
Wallpaper, then, is a form of art which exists for 
all as compared to art wh ich exists for the few. Its relative 
importance and significanc~ increases when we consider the 
length of t~me spent within any four walls and the natural 
appreciation of pleasant surroundings. Without the beauty 
and charm which wallpaper can provide we would suffer a great 
loss. 
The decorator has, on the bare walls of our rooms, 
a splendid area for enrich~ng not only the h?use, but the man 
himself who lives therein--his mind, his eye, and his affections. 
37; p.lo. 
6, · Introduction. 
3, p.ll. 
ll. 
E . Competitive Position 
But what about paint ? Plain surfaces are very 
monotonous, and for thi s reason, painting or kalsomining, 
however attractive the tint, grows tiresome to look at. 'J:lh e 
slightest scratch or stain bec omes plainly v i sible on t h ese 
surf a ces. 
The wallpaper cominodit y no longer can be classif i ed 
as merely a paper product. It now competes for t he consumer 
d ollar not only with paint, generally regard e d as t h e c h ief 
c ompetitor of wallpa per, but also with utili t y items and home 
f urn i shi ng s. I t is u p t o the p ers ons i n the wallpape r indus-
try to convince the publ i c of t h e importance of wallpa per in 
home decoration. Wallpaper has more e f fect on the dec oration 
of a home than any other s i n gle item. It is the res ponsibil-
ity of the people in the i ndustry t o educate t h e consu~er to 
that f act. 
" "'i\ 3, p.ll. 
II. Wallpaper 1 s History and Distribution 
A. Origin of Wallpaper 
1. The Inception 
The history of wallpaper started with immediate 
acceptance as compare d with its questionable status today. 
Almost miraculously ancient wallpapers provided a feeling of 
warmth, color and design. This was a welcome contrast to 
the drab monotony of the plain walls of that day. 
This aesth etic sense can be traced back as far as 
the cave period. Here our common progenitor found that by 
draping the pelts of animals on the walls of his cavern or 
hut a certain atmosphere was obtained. This livability which 
now adorned his cavern, he soon realized, cbuld be remodeled 
12. 
by r eplacing one colored skin with that of a different mottled 
~:· 
fur and thus changing the 11 tone 11 of the interior. 
The tour of observation as to where wall "papers" 
as such actually orig inated must continue into another period 
whj_ ch furthered its development. 
Tapestries became the next link in mural decoration 
as we come to the Mesopotamian Empires of Nineveh or _Ba.bylon. 
The temples of this period such as Bel a nd Ashtaroth, famous 
for their architectura l structures, are known to have had cloth 
-3~ 7, pp.l,2. 
13. 
of varying texture. Silk, lace or v. arp and weft of stuff 
were used for these wall hangings. This was indeed the 
most i mportant stag e for tapestry and is considered by _many 
as the advent of the first crude s pecimen of wallpaper. 
There ex ists, however, an uncertainty as to when 
wallpaper first came into use. Various authorities, all with 
good reason, set differ ent dates. It has been a greed upon, 
though, that about 2000 B.C. the Egyptians, by means of an 
-~:u~~ 
adhesive, were f irst to apply paper to their nak ed walls. 
Other than this wall surface they did nothing towards advan-
c~ng the wallpaper trade as we wish to k now about it. 
2. The Evolution of Wall Paper in Europe 
The records of wall paper history beg in to indicate 
its early or i g in about 1500 A.D. Marco Polo, the Venetian 
e xplorer, mentioned in the account of his journeys, the art 
of decorating walls with paper. Thus wallpaper was imported 
into Europe from China and the Far East late in the F ifteenth 
.-rl-•i:~~i­
Century. 
France, En gland and Holland, as well as even Spain 
are all contestants for the title of the origina tor of Euro-
pean wallpaper. But the manufacture and use of wallpaper de-
veloped so g radually and from so marty different sources at 
once, that it is difficult to assign any one t ime and place 
~~ 7, P• 7. · 
·!~-~} 19 , p • 9 • 
,, .. , ,, 
i\"'-io. .. ~·· Ibid, pp.9,10. 
14 • 
.;~ 
of origin. 
The French were the first to put such papers to 
general use as wall hangings. These papers became inexpen-
sive substitutes for the cost~y and sumptuous hangings of the 
brocade, brocatelle, tapestry, stamped leather and Genoese 
. . . ' 
velvet which were the common wall decorations of the palaces 
and great houses of Europe up until the Seventeenth Century::H:· 
Their papers, however, were made in small sheets 
(12" x 16 11 ) and were sold by the quive or ream. Although con-
sidered 11painted" papers, they were merely mural paintings . 
No attempt vms made in these early papers to arrange designs 
so that they would match when the sheets were hung. Rather, 
they were merely small squares decorated entirely _by hand, 
but of~ering a new means of warmth, color, design, and liva-
bility. O~ly the nobility and the wealthy tradesman could en-
.. ;~~}~} joy this luxury, though. 
With modern methods of production, the advantages 
of wallpaper have become available to each and every home to-
day . The difference is that present-~ay wallpapers a r e pro-
duced on the developments, inventions, and skill of past cen-
turies. These improvements have been ttcapsulized 11 and can 
now be offered for greater appreciation of art and technique 
of wallpaper. 
* ., vl, Pele · 
.,..,, 19, p.9. 
,, '' ,, ·,.~;"?<" 1, pp • 2-5 • 
/ 
l- 'ifteenth 
Cent'Lli'Y 
Sixteenth 
Century 
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Tlill EVOLUTIOH OF WALLPA.P.t<.;R I N EUR OPE l 
1481 The earliest European wallpapers were made 
in t h e f ashion of t ape s tries and we r e u s ed 
as morab le hang ing s. One of the first his-
toric references tell s how Louis XI ordered 
fifty of t hese "painted; scrolls from Jean 
Bourdichon f or use in his palaces. 
1509 The ol dest f ragment of .t<.;uropean wallpaper 
1568 
with its block print was found a t the !iiaster's 
Lodge, Ghr i st College, Ca mbr idge, l:!:n g land. 
It is the e a rliest known example of wallpap er 
with imprinted designs. 
P irst s p ec if ic refePence to the manufacture 
of block -pri nted paper comes from Ho l land. 
l.Iade by Herman Schink et, but produced only 
as a casual exp eriment. Dur i n g this c e n tury 
it was soo~ produced in Holland as a regular 
commod ity. 
eventeenth 1602 
Century 
The manufac t 1..1re o f wallpaper had become a 
more compl i cated proces s . I n t his y e ar, 
1688 
1691 
Le l•'rancois intPoduced his h a ndsome :;} lock 
papers ' wh ich s:lmulated velvets and brocaded 
f abr i cs. l•'l oc k s a r e still b eing pr oduced. 
Jea n Papillon revoluti oned the infant wall-
paper industry b y h i s product i on of papers 
with a continuous re peating design. He merely 
pasted the small sheets together before prin-
ting . 'l'he implications o f the innova tion 
were wi thout limit. r n t ha t s ense h e may be 
termed the orig inator of mod ern wa llpaper, but 
his method. was cumbersome and t h e volume small. 
It did relieve the peop le of the casual e f fects 
created previously b y the unmatchin g wall-
pap er. Pa p il l on was so successful that he 
was able to a f ford a shop in s tea d of peddl-
i ng from p lace t o place as the old pa pers 
were sold. 
The first patent for the manuf acture of wall-
paper vtas taken out in England a n d dates the 
beg i n n ing of a "reco gn i zed wall paper indus-
try ;' . i:..:ngl i sh wallpap er manufactu rers, though -
often drawing i nspiration - from their French 
neighbors, gave impetus to t he development 
and refinement of the product. The grant was 
g iven to W]_lliam Bayley who wa s ex periment-
ing in wa llpaper' p r i nt i n g by using brass en-
g ines in pla ce of' the wood b lock s technique. 
16. 
IJ.lJ-IE BVOLU::VION uF' '.i.AI ,LPAY 'R IN EUROPE (C ontinued) 
.Gighteenth 1730 
Century 
Yallpaper f irst offered in rolls as i•'ranee 
and :t;n gland found a new wa llpaper market in 
Americ a . 
1750 ):'a p lllon 1 s invention wa s suppl a nted when 
Jac qu e s Chal.J.vaux. devise d a me a ns of applying 
the several colors of a mul ti - c olor e cl pr ;_nt 
in a s i n g le operati on, emp l oyin g oil col ors 
n ot t h e s ~_ z ed c olors u s ed b y the _t;n g l1sh. 
1 ?54 j 'ohn Bap t i st J a c k son , an English inventor , 
in h i s factory a t Bat t ersea , Sn g l a nd where 
he i s c redited wi th the first color - fas t p a -
pers . it was n ot unt i l 1Sj3LJ, that washable 
wallpa p er was introduced and th~ s was an 
lUnerican techni cal innovation . 0 · 
1768 Ho l l and was produ c i n g at thls time a high-
class wallpape r c overe d wi th g ol d a·n d sll ¥er 
whic h t wenty years later Germany cop ied . 
1 772 l''irst wallpaper f actory on record owned by 
Reveillon and loca ted at •'aubour g aint 
Antoine, ~ ranee . Besides producing paper he 
.also ma inta i ned a whol e s a le and retail outlet 
Nineteenth 1803 
L.;entur y 
f rom whi ch h e s old his produced p a p ers ln im-
itation of ma gn if icent b r ocades, t ape stries 
and a wide r a n ge of patterns . 'l'hese were 
works of art and gained him the t i tle of 
11l"ather of t h e vvallpaper I ndustry11 • 5 
L:ub e r in ~~·ran ee produce d a serie s of s cen i c s 
whi ch even today are quite popular . 6 
1830 Cylind ers were s ubst i t uted for bloc k s and the 
pr i nting pr ocess b ec ame a c ontinuous repeat -
ing design on a s ing le roll of paper . 7 
18 3 9 I n .8ngland a paten t was gran ted to ? otter to 
u s e a l-'rinting machine wi t h rol l ers around 
the c irc urr.f erence of a huge drum. Tb.i s i nno -
vation, which ten years later mad e its appea r -
ance i n Fr a n c e , mark e d the d eparture f rom 
t h e printing of wall paper l n s mall sheets or 
squares which had t o be pasted tog e t h er , and 
was t h e cor nerstone of mod ern wa llpaper printing 
technique . 
1854 The ma chine wa s comp l etely perf ected a nd in 
genera l use everywhere . l·lhat wa s p reviously 
an article of luxur y became uni verss.l p r operty, 
and the wallpa p er industry wa s r apidly grow-
i n g and i mproving. 8 
------~----=---~~-----------1 . All i tems unless otherwis e listed c ome f r om 8 , p . l . 
2 . 1, p . 43 . 3 . Ibid , p . 28 . 4. I bid , p . 4 3 , 5. 3 , p . 9 , 6 . Op c i t . 
p . 5 9 , Ack erman , 7 . lbid , p . 5 9 . 8 . lb i d , p . 60 . 
17. 
B. Development of the Wallpaper Industry in America 
It thus appears that the French really started the 
wallpaper business. The first indication of a wallpaper in-
dustry, according to records compiled and chec~ed by his~or­
ians, was inaugurated by Jean Papillon in 1688. However, the 
French Revolution, which was pccurring in the 1770's vn~en 
Reveillon was producing paper in the first wallpaper factory, 
brought about better working conditions and more money for 
the embryonic industry. This also gave impetus to the inven-
tion of the machine method of manufacturing wallpaper around 
1830;. 
The development of the wallpaper industry in the 
United States as compared to Europe has been remarkably rapid. 
During the first few years of the Eighteenth Century, wall-
paper was. imported frol!l France, Englan~ and China as a general 
article of merchandise. Michael Perry, bookseller and station-
er in Boston, recorded in his list of stock in 1700 "seven 
.. 
quires of painted paper and three r eams of painted papers"·"''" 
Judging from the use of the name ftpainted paper" Perry was 
importing paper from France at about the time Papillon was 
making the first wall papers in continuous repeating designs. 
During this peri?d English papers were generally known as 
• ?}~~ 11 sta1ned papers 11 • 
Advertisements of the old book-sellers and stationers 
-:: .. 5, pp.237,275 • 
.. :~~~ 
Ibid, pp.237-275. 
indicate an increase in imports as more merchants devoted 
time to these stamped papers. 
By 1730 John Phillips, bookseller, advertised in 
the Nevv En gland Journal Ttstampt paper in rolls, fer to paper 
•:} 
rooms 11 • This appears to be the earliest mention of paper 
in rolls in this country. This was only an improvement in 
the product not an indication of the importance of wallpaper. 
Merch ants continued to devote only part of their time to the 
18. 
product. Wallpaper .was sol~ by upholsterers, undertakers as 
well as ironmongers, army equipment furnishers and the already 
.. , ,, 
*~'"~~"" 
mentioned booksellers and stationers. 
Even today the sales volwne of wallpaper is generally 
not h igh enough or sufficiently well established for all re-
- . 
tailers to devote their whole time to it, without some associa-
ted line, allied or alien, as the case may be. It is not un-
comL1on to find wallpaper sold in funeral parlors or located 
in a drug store. 
The first wallpaper produced in America was made by 
an upholsterer, Plunlcet Fleeson, in Philadelphia in 1739. 
Fleeson kept a great variety of _articles in stock, and it is 
apparent he _was a good mark~ter. He maintained a shop and 
manufactory, and by 1769 advertised in the Pennsylvania Gazette, 
"American Paper Hangings, manufactured in Philadelphia, of all 
kinds and colours, n ot inferior to those g enerally imported 
~~ 5, pp.237-275. 
19, p.lO. 
and as low in price.n-ll- This appeal to patriotism proved to 
be a powerful incentive and became the theme of the early 
American advertisements. 
The yea~s 1740 to 1780 found the wallpaper industry 
expanding rapidly. In 1765, Fleeson was join~d by John Rugar 
of New York in the manufacturing of wallpaper. Fr om this date 
Rugar was able to announce "paperhang ings made in this pro-
vince.11 By 1775 a dozen or more individuals opened factories 
in America. During this period and until the outbreak of the 
French Revolution paper-hanging s were constantly imported on 
every ship from London, Paris and the East. European flock 
papers and Chinese papers, advertised as elegant India paper-
hang ing , formed the desired decorative hangings of t h e Colon-
~~~f­ists. 
These wallpaper establishments cont:tnued to in-
crease in number during the .next twen~y years. Factories were 
loca ted in New York, Albany, Hartford, Baltimore, Boston, and 
Philadelphia. 
Albany came into the list of wallpaper producers in 
19. 
1790 when John Howell and his son founded a factory there, si-
milar to the one they previously operated i n Eng land. John 
Howell became more than a produce~ when in 1844 h~ brought from 
En g land the first multiple color-printing machine~ He continued 
·~~!­production in Philadelphia after he sold his Albany factory. 
-h .. 
, .... 5, PP• · 237-275 • 
.,, . .,,- Ibid., PP• 237 -275. 
4, p.82. 
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Two years later, William Walchon in _New Brunswick, 
New Jersey built a six color printing machine. This press, 
in combination with t h e others that were being imported, meant 
that wallpaper had entered its great era of development in 
this country. 
During the next 100 years, the w~llpaper industry 
was e xpanding in this country. The qual~ty, design, and color-
ing of the product were greatly improved. The year 1928 found 
t h e American wallpaper indus t~y offe ring papers printed on 
light-fast, fade-proof papers . This was followed by the much 
awaited innovation of wa s hability introduced in 1934, another 
~}~· 
typically American technical improvement. 
~( 
33, p.l3. 
** 4, p.82. 
c. Manufactt~ing Methods and Improvements 
1. Period from the Wooden Block to Cylinders 
~---- ---- --- -- . 
From these early records, advertisements, e.nd re-
ferences showing the _development of wallpaper as an industry 
both he re and abroad, have also come the mor e technical but 
interesting details of wallpaper production. Although the 
first records of ~allpaper date back to the early Fj_fteenth 
Century in France, it is in Holland that the first reference 
is made to the manufacture of block printed paper. 
21. 
The method of printing hi gher quality wallpaper was 
not publicized until 1750 when the English technique of multi-
color printing with wood blocks was perfected. This was a 
long and tedious operation in which wooden blocks with the 
design cut in relief, one for each color, were applied by 
hand, after first being dipped in _an elastic cloth sieve 
char g ed with wet tempeia pigments . So that the various colors 
vwuld 11registerrt or fit toge ther, great care had to be t a ken 
{H~-~· 
to lay each block exactly in the right position. 
The width of these wo?den blocks was re gulated by 
the papei' mills in each country. Thus while blocks were 21 
inches wide in England, they were 18 inches wide in France. 
The length of the block ·was limited to what a workman could 
easily lift with one hand--two feet being the approximate 
~} Previously referred to: 1, p.43. 
~H~· Ibid, pp. 27' 28. 
19, pp .9,10. 
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limit. 
This process, crude as it appears, enabled the early 
craftsmen to develop an artistic, h i ghly _priced print. Al-
though t h i s slow process is now outdated, it was still being 
~~~;. 
used by many concerns producing hand prints in the 1930 1 s. 
Great development and i mprovements during t h e past 
ten y ears have made the old method of hand-printing and hand-
blocking pr~ctically obsolete in this country. In place of 
the wooden block in the hand-print~ng or hand-blocking method 
a silk screen has been substituted. This screen is a frame 
of wood wi th silk stretched over it, one (piece of silk ) for 
each print color in the 0- e s i gn. The transferring method or 
type _of screen varies, but re gardless _of how the screens are 
made, the printing method is the same. The desired ground 
color is f irst mechanically coated to the pa per, after which 
the paper is laid out on long tabl e s s ixty to eighty feet 
long . The remaining process of silk~screen printing is a re-
f i nement of stenciling and similar to the early form of this 
method. 
During the year 1830 a succ e ssor t o the wood block 
wa s introduced in the f orm of rollers, or later referred to 
as rylinders, which pe1~itted a continuous process and design. 
The ma chines were still run by hand but production was in-
'* 19, pp .9,10. 
~:··!~.. 4' p .117. ¥ 
Ibid, pp.ll7,118. 
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creased to an estimated 200 rolls per 8 hour day. 
2. hlech anical Press 
The hand operated cylinder process was shortlived 
when in 1850 the present machine method of manufacturing wall-
pape r was completely perfected. This machine with only 
minor though _importa nt improvements durin6 the past 150 years 
is basically the same essential process and type machine used 
today. 
All mechanical wallpaper printing is done on a cyl-
inder or rotary printing press similar to the one illustrated 
below. These presses produce as many as 20,000 rolls per 8 
i~~~~~ hour day, although all manufacturers do not work at this rate. 
Paper may come from the company's mill~ but more connnonly 
factorys buy both paper stock and _dyes. They then concentrate 
on the printing, embossing, if desired, and preparing of their 
product for the market. 
The center of this cylinder is a larg e central drum 
of metal covered with a lining of canvas. For finer work, 
thick ·rubber is used to mak e a slightly softer printing sur-
face. A series of roll ers a pplying the colors t o the paper 
as it passes over the dr~un are p l a ced ar ound i t. Althou gh all 
print colors can now be applied in a sing le revolution of the 
drum, the pattern or design of the paper must be between 15 
. . 
and 21 ihches deep. This enables the desig n to repeat pro-
* 1, p.60 • . 
~'"* Ibid, p.60. 
Interview with Mr. Addison Hathaway-Thomas Strahan WallPaper Co. 
perly and not have more than 12 color tints--which is the 
~:­
maximum number of rollers on a modern wallpaper press. 
The solid background color is first applied to the 
pa per. This is put on by a separate roller or grounding ma-
chine which is usually placed directly behind the prin ting 
machine (Fig ure 1). This solid tint which can be found on 
24 . 
most papers serves as a background and protects the stock from 
~, .. 
21, p.l09. 
~~·-:,. 4, p.lll. 
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light which would darken it. Clay color is next applied and 
the wet paper is t aken from the coating machine on a conveyor 
belt in the form of a festoon (Figure 2) to a room filled with 
steam pipes in which it dries. Vfuen the paper is dry, it is 
returned on a second conveyor belt (Figure 3) to the print 
machine. Bere all colors are app lied by individual rol~ers 
( F i gures 4 & 5) as the paper passes around the big drum. Each 
roller is inked with color by a revolving felt blank et (Fig-
ure 6). This belt picks up the color mixture to which a pro-
tein size, usua lly casein or soy-bean meal, is added in the 
case of washable papers. Non-washable papers have a starch 
or glue bond added to their color mixture. After the color 
is picked up out of a color b ox (Figure '7) it is transferred 
~ .. 
by the revolving felt . blanke.t to the roller (Figure 8 ). 
After printing, the paper is a gain heat-dried. If 
a wa terf ast paper is desired, a coating can be applied now 
instead of mixing the chemicals with the clay colors • . Next, 
the finished paper is rolled into jumbo rolls. These are in 
turn rewound into commercial rolls or market length, labeled, 
and properly bundled for shipment. 
If t h e printed pa per is to be embossed, it i s run 
t l?-rough a press consisting of two steel rollers. The upper 
roller carries the des ign to be embossed. This forces the 
design into the paper and a linen finish, a burlap tex ture, 
a grass cloth or anyone of a number of woven qualities is ob-
4, p.lll. 
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tained. The paper is ready for the final step of market prep-
aration and shipment. 
The term ttrolltr applied to wallpaper .means enough 
paper to cover 36 square feet. Vihen purchased, however, the 
roll is technically a 11bolt 11 , consisting of two rolls if it 
is 20 or 22 inch es wide and three if it is 30 inches wida. 
While paper may be purchased by the sins le roll it is cut off 
and reeled at the factory in double or triple rolls to save 
waste for the c onsumer. The 30-inch paper trims to 28 inches 
and comes in three five-yard rolls. 
The cylinders or rollers used for printing colors 
were originally made of hard seasoned wood, then of metal and 
felt, and n<?w, through im:rroved processes, are usually found 
to be made of metal alone. A separate roller is used to 
print each color. The design is traced on the wooden or metal 
roller of these cylinders and then a brass outline is driven 
into the roller and left projecting about one-half an inch. 
Pieces of fe~t are ~illed in around _the brass strip, provid-
ing a strong, quick~ drying surface. The paint is thus trans-
~~ .. :~--:~ f erred to the paper. 
In prints where a quantity of fine work is involved, 
the manufactu~er will replace the customa~y brass and felt on 
the wood roller with an aluminum cylinder. On the aluminum 
roller the areas which are not to be painte~ are gouged away, 
leaving at full height only the areas or sections of the de-
* 1, p.98. 
-lH<- 1, p.99 and I, 4 p.113 
-lHH~- 4, p.113 
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sign to be printed. This metal surface does not proyide as 
smooth an application of color to the paper as does the felt 
and thus is not too desirable where the printing areas are 
?'" large. 
~nere a r e still additional processes of printing 
by machine. The "engraved" method is very similar to the 
11surface 11 process already described. It v aries in that the 
pattern is etched into the roller, and ink instead of day 
color is used for printing . Here the ink is transferred to 
the paper from the etched or depressed areas in the areas in 
the roller in the rollers whereas in the surface method the 
raised printing area trans f ers the color from the roller to 
-~ ... ~,. 
the paper. 
It is no exag geration to say that t h e c ommencement 
of vvallpaper printing by rotary mach ine, with the aid of paper 
in continuous lengths revolutionized the industry. Manufact-
urers became obsessed with visions of unlimited output the 
w~chines off ered. The hand-printing method continued, how-
ever, for a number of years. 
Even today, _close inspection shows attemp ts on their 
part to devel op newer, less costly, and more productive methods 
of manufacture. From the improvements in the products and 
trends in the indu~ try t h ese advancements do not appear too 
far in the distant. 
~~ 4, p.ll9. 
-lH~· Ibid, p.ll9. 
Decorator's 
Delight 
Wallpaper manufactured by Thomas 
Strahan Company in Chelsea provides 
the decorator with a vast variety of in-
dividuality, designs and color. Process 
of wallpaper making a highly special-
ized art, calling for knowledge of pig-
ments, paper and mechanical design 
By ALICE E. TILLY, Associate Editor, INDUSTRY 
SIGHTSEERS visiting the Paul Revere House in Boston's North End may see a repro-
duction of the original wallpaper 
which is so exact, that the place 
where the new took the place of 
the old cannot be detected. Worthy 
of note and interest here is the un-
usual perspective and beauty of 
detail of its pattern. 
Credit for this fine reproduction 
-and for other reproductions such 
as are found in the Old Carver 
House in Marshfield, the Buckman 
Tavern near Lexington, and the 
old Lee Mansion at Marblehead 
(which is now the headquarters of 
the Marblehead Historical Society), 
. W=be 
fully serving the company for 61 
years as Treasurer, has just re-
signed this year. "It should be 
possible for everyone to live in a 
harvest of beauty and color," said 
Thomas Strahan when the com-
pany started and he proceeded to 
make his statement come true. His 
outlook was that lovely wallpaper 
should be in every home to help 
make them more comfortable and 
attractive. This is what has been 
done. 
Rep r i nt ed f'rom 11 I n dustry 11 , November , 1947 
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D. Distribution Process in America 
1. Introduction to Late 19th Century 
In 1788, a Frenchman, Brissot de Warville, on a 
visit to the United Sta tes made a report on commerce between 
t h e two countries. Af ter citing various American exports, he 
elabora ted on the articles Americans must import from France 
to satisfy their needs. According to de Warville, the Ameri-
can people were unable to produce wines, cloths, linens, silk 
stockings, jewelry, and 11different sorts of paper, stained 
paper, etc. 11 ~" 
He stated uif t h ere be an object of commerce for 
which Europeans need not fear a reciprocal competit i on, if 
there be an article which offers to all European manufactt~ers 
a certa in and lucrative employ, it is that of paper. 
11 The A!nericans cannot enjoy this a dvantag e for a 
l on g time to come; besides the dearness of workmanship , their 
population cannot furnish them old rags in quantities suffi-
cient to establish paper mills whose production would be equal 
to the c ons umption of the inhabitants. 
uRags are e x cessively dear in America; but the time 
i s arriving when by an increa se of population they will be-
c ome plenty. In Pennsylvania they already make very good 
paper. 
5, p.237. 
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"The happy invention of coloured paper for hanging 
is of a nature always to cause a greater consumption of paper; 
and the manner of hanging with paper will subsist for a long 
time because it gives a neat and agreeable appearance to dwell-
ings. 
"No other is known in the United State~; it is 
universal; almost all houses are neat and decent. 11 ·:" 
It is evident from this report that Brissot de 
Warville did not inquire too closely into the .source of the 
wallpapers that he found "universal" in American houses. As 
we have already seen, by no means were all papers foreign made. 
By 1788 at least 8 Emerican manufacturers were listed as pro-
ducing wallpaper. 
For the really fine papers, however, America still 
looked to France and En gland. Thus the earliest American sup-
plier accommodating the clientele who could af~ ord these ex-
pensive decorations was the merchant who imported wallpaper. 
When the demand for decorative hangings became more 
noticeable in the later quarte r . of the Eight~enth Century, more 
retail outlets were established. Stationers, booksellers, up-
holsterers, undertake r s, ironmongers, army equipment sellers 
all made space available for wallpaper, and included it with 
their wares. They did not take the time, however, to make it 
a leading seller. 
By the middle of the Nineteenth Century, American 
5, . pp.237,238. 
~H~ 1, pp.69,70. 
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production of wallpaper was firmly established and competing 
in price, quality, and design with European orig inators. Price 
for American papers ranged from two and five shilling s a roll 
to as high as sixty shilling s for pictorial sets. And as manu-
facturing processes in this country improved papers found they 
had to compete with the product-made by American craftsmen. 
In both cheaper and more expensive grades, American paper was 
now often preferred over the gorgeous European wallprints. 
The development of American manufacturers was stimu-
lated by the War of 1814. This development in turn gave im-
petus to the wholesale business of the country. To what extent 
or number wholesale establishments in this pe~iod were engaged 
in the distribution of wallpaper is not known. But with this 
later production the wholesaler became a key figure in the dis-
tribution of the product. According to Dr. Howard T. Hoode, 
wholesalers also became a factor in financing and warehousing 
the printing _of wallpaper. 
Very little resear ch has been done in the field of 
wallpaper wholesaling . Its growth and relative importance, 
however, is reflected in the production fi gures of the early 
Amer ican factories and by considering the wholesaler's task of 
"closing the gap" between the producer and the retailer. In 
1840 the total yearly ou~put _ of ~aper in this cotmt~y w~s 
2,000,000 rolls; in 18 50, 15,000,000 rolls; in 1860, 30,000,000 
~~ 1, p.70. 
18, pp.342-345. 
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rolls; in 1870, 45,000,000 rolls; in 1880, 65,000,000 rolls; 
and in 1890, 400,000,000 rolls. 
The foundation of the modern wholesa le wallpa per 
system was probably laid during this period of the nineteenth 
century, and was established in its major essentials _by the 
end of this period. The basic internal organization, method 
of operation, and relat i onsh ips of wholesale institutions with 
suppliers on the one hand and with customers on the other was 
set in the early twentieth century. 
2. Sample Book 
About this time the paperhangers' sample books, a 
new selling technique, was initiated by a wholesaler. The 
sample book rapidly changed the distribution process. Pre-
viously sold only through retail stores, the change came when 
paperhangers were encouraged to solicit trade with the sample 
boolt. It also set a pattern for the future plans of wholesalers 
,, ,, 
who now seel{ and obtain direct consumer distribution • .-,,·-.~ 
The reason fo r what may a ppear unorthodox marketing 
through the sample book is found in the nature of the product. 
The economics of the printing trade with requirements of roll-
a ge are followed by the manufacturers. Consumer lines are not 
made up by the mills, with the exception of one manufacturer, 
who happe~s to be one of the leading producer s of wallpa per in 
the world. The vn~olesa ler will select s tock from several 
-~4 
3, p.ll. 
-lH~ 18, p.343. 
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manufacturers who sample their lines to the trade. From these 
samples, four htmdred to a thousand patterns may be selected 
for the wholesaler's sample books and show room stock. The 
issuance of sample books is necessitated as a convenience in 
the display of the bulky merchandise and because of the demand 
·!1-
of the paperhanger. 
The paperhanger, although he does not sell the volume 
of paper that he did ten or twenty years a g o, still has a 
mark ed influence on the trade. Besides being a contractor in 
the sense of applying wallpaper, he has gradually become _an-
other sales outlet, a retailer in the sale of this paper. 
The effect of the paperhanger as a sales outlet can 
be seen in the mixed distribution methods of the wholesalers. 
Road selling for d~aler distribution, regularly considered a 
wholesale function, is now combined with retail transactions 
in dealing with paperhangers. Their clientele is referred to 
the wholesalers for more capable satisfaction of individual 
decoration needs. Wallpaper wholesalers have developed into 
chain stores and vice-versa, handling wallpaper either exclu-
sively . or in combination with paint. ~H:- To cover distant terri-
tories, sub-jobbers are appointed either by manuf acturers or 
by wholesalers. 
Thes e f actors complicate the wholesale position and 
any a ttemp t to set ac curate s tandards. While the m~nufacturer 
., 
... - 18, p. 343 • 
-:H<- Ibid, p.343. 
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is following new trends in add itional allied items, the old 
operating practice of wholesalers of adding related products 
as g lass, window shades, paste, a nd wall coverings other than 
wallpaper increases t he difficulty of studying the cost factor 
regarding the wholesaler . 
The cost factor is of great importance to the whole-
saler, the retailer and the entire wall paper . industry. Many 
retail outlets with facilities for the handling of wallpaper 
deter away from it because of the bulkiness and expense of the 
product. Stocks must be backed up for the period of the line 
or its inclusion in the sample book. The nature of the pro-
duct is such that to show it is t o sell it. So it is t hat ade-
quate retail store display and space must be devoted to it. 
To reduce the operating expenses at the retail level, 
wal l paper is sold as a companion item in home furnishings 
stores or departments , paint stores , hardware stores, drug 
stores and in the New England states is even found in funeral 
parlors. v'al l paper does exist as t he pl"imary item in many 
stores , however, although related items as pas te, wall size, 
wallpaper tools and tool k its complete the line. Complicated 
by the added d irect selling by paperhangers, thel'e is little 
wonder that no accurate census of the number of retail sa.les 
outlets has ever been made . Estimates, h owever, have placed 
" the n umber between eight and twelve thousand consumer outlets:·• 
18 , p .344 . 
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Included in this estimated figure and comprising a large 
proport ion of it are the many contractors and interior decora-
tors. 
The quest i on may arise here that in attemp ting to 
reduce and eliminate the complexity of distribution why the 
manufacturer doesn't well direct. Th is plan has been attempted, 
but did not prove very successful. Eliminating the whole-
saler and assumin~ his duties and servi ces could not be done 
as economically and ef f iciently as the wholesal er is capable 
of doing. The wholesale J?Osition, as in anyother trade with 
perl~ps some reservations, can be eliminated. His ~ajor 
functions of determining design, sample book making, storage 
and risk bearing , however, cannot. They would have to be per-
formed by the manufacturer or retailer, neither of whom in 
this i ndustry is financially able. 
Although there are no recent fi gures t o indicate the 
proport ion of the ma nufacturers' sales the wholesalel"s receive, 
Table I shows a relat~ve trend in the years 1939, 1935 and 
1929. Of the ~:;25,925,000 ma nufacturers' sale s in 1939, 
~~ 21, 893,000 or 84.4 per cent was made through wholesalers and 
jobbers. This is s ome indication of the vvholes a ler' s i mpor- _ 
tance in the distribution of wallpaper. Included in this fi-
gure are manufacturer owned -. "Qr operated wh olesale branches or 
offices. This is one more attempt to conceal information. The 
trend, though, over the period shows more transactions passing 
.;:- 18, p. 343. 
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through the wholesale position. Th is is probably exp l a ined 
by the greater use of sample books and the wholesaler's incr-
eased retail activity, to be elaborated on fL~ther in the 
study. 
The retail position, it appears, is slowly being 
separated from direct contact with the r~nufacturer. The 
strengthenine; of the wholesale position through sampl e book s 
and the excessive cost of direct contact are the basic reasons 
for this. The greater portion of direct contact sales are pro-
b ab ly t hos e of chains such as Montg omery, Ward, Inc., Sears 
a nd Roebuck and Chicago Ma iling houses which assu.me the whole-
sale position, but with increased volume and greater coverage, 
are financially able to sell direct. 
From this r e view of the distribution process can be 
seen the ex tent of t h e interrelation in this business. Manu-
facturers 1 sales c1epend a l most tlompletely upon wholesalers 1 
s a les. Vfuo lesalers' sales accordingly depend upon the re-
tailers' sales and the retailers' sales are proportioned to 
the consumer public the retailer can influence favorably. The 
mark ets and how well it can be educated to wallpaper is now 
being jointly undertaken and the major problems here, will be 
the next area of thought. 
III. The Present ,Industry 
In a review of a business or industry such as this 
one, there is an infinite variety of subjects to be covered. 
The past conditions and a ccomplishments, the success and de-
. 
velopments and, eventua lly , t h e necessary s teps t hat are re-
c omrnended for a brighter outl ? ok are some of t h e pros pects 
that come within this purview. 
A. Trend of the Industry 
1. Its Status 
But the ta sk which we are now considering is not 
to p r edict what the nex t year has in store for this industry. 
It is t o regress i n t o t h e past and see from an anal :fsis of the 
his tory o f t h e indus try what progres s has been made, relative 
t o the p ote ntials of the indu stry ~nd the national econ omy. 
In the past fifty years, our national i no ome has 
risen in dollars fiftee n to eighteen times. The purch asing 
p owe r of a n h our' s wa g e s of American work ers, co~sider ing the 
wa rs a nd t heir effe c t on pr oduction, h a s treb led. Average 
wor k hours, however, . h ave been cut one-third t h r ough enforced 
union policies. And still t h e Amer i can work er now rece i ves 
nearly sixty~five per cent of the national income in wa ges 
and salaries. 
All this certa inly is comm endable for the Amer ican 
-~· 31, p.43. 
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economy, but is not proportionately reflected in the progress 
of the wallpaper industry. The relative use of wallpaper has 
increased, but at a decreasing rate. In other words, in ratio 
to the increases in American population and economic growth 
construction of homes and other establishments, the use of 
wallpaper has steadily _ decline~. 
Mr. Harlow H. Gaines, Sales Manager of the Hurlon 
Milling Company of New York in a speech made at the Wallpaper 
Wholesaler's Association Convention said this regarding the 
trend of the industry: 
"The v:rallpaper industry has not made any pro-
gress in the past 20 years and I think the follow-
ing figures will p rove this statement. Here are 
statistics fr om published records by manufacturers t 
that may not g ive a wholly true p icture of sales 
to consumers but to me are significant. 
"During the fiscal periods of July 1 to June 3.0, 
the annual production of wal~paper has averaged: 
305 million rolls for the four-year period 1929-30 to 1932-33; 
350 million rolls for the four-year period 1933-34 to 1936-37; 
370 million rolls for the four-year period 1937-38 to 1940~41; 
297 million rolls for the four-year period 1941-42 to 1944-45; 
280 million rolls for the four-year period _l945-46 t o .1948-49; 
and it is estimated that it will drop to 205 million 
24, pp.58,59. 
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rolls f or the current year of 19 49-50 . 11 
Gaines p oin ted out t ha t h is figu~es d id n o t includ e 
imports whi ch , a c cording t o t h e U. ::::> • .0epa r t ment of Commerce 
(Luarterly Re p ort , r ea ched a n ew high during 1 9 50. 
.c:xports 
Imports 
TABLE I I 
AALL:P P.PE .H. FU?~IGH TR).DE 
EXP ORTS AND IMl~o TS 
( Short tons) 
1 939 1 841 1 943 1 944 1945 1 946 1 947 1948 1 94 9 1 950 
668 729 339 290 757 1,077 636 91 205 206 
241 1 44 30 2 7 77 1, 285 1,435 1 , 259 1,365 2 , 638 
He has apparently ignored these figures v.rhich r epre -
sent such a small portj_on of American produc tion . '.l'he rela -
t :i.onship of import on the basi s of one pound t o B. roll of wall -
pa p er would mak e t h e 1 9 50 ' s imp orts sl ightly mor e t han 5 
million rolls. According to the ·vva llpaper · Jholesaler 1 s .Associa-
tion, Un i ted ~tates producti on i n 1 9 50 was aroun d 250 mill ion 
rolls. 'l 'hus the imp orts wh i ch normally a mount to les s than 
2 pei' cent of tota l c onsump tion, a lthough showing a s teady rise, 
are mere l y in l ine with pre-war percentages. 
Mr. Gaines acknowl edges the f act t ha t he does not 
h ave a c omplete p icttiTe here and t hat his production fig~res, 
whi ch are an a v erage , must not be t a ken as status quo . 'l 'hese 
production figtiTes , however , can indicate a v a luable trend 
~ l- 31, p . 44 • 
... .. . ~ 
'j~-·~(" • 
Ib ld . p . 44 . 
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when compared with producti on figures of related products . 
It is to the construction of new homes that wallpaper· manu-
fa c turers depend to a high degree for the consumption of their 
products. 
2. Compared to Related Industries 
From the following table and chart I have tried to 
combine some published fi gures which, are pertinent to the 
study in showing the tr·end of the industry as compa red to re-
lated i ndustries. 
The va lue added by manufacture provides the best 
census measure of the relative economic importance of manu-
fa cturing. The wallpaper industry compared fr c:m 1914 follows 
a direct relationship to the residential constructi on in·us-
try. As pointed out, this is a major source for the c onsump-
tion of the wallpa per product. Value ad~_ed ?Y m~nufacture in 
the industry during 1947 amounted to $ 32,700,000, an increase 
of 154 per cent over the ~?13,200,000 value add ed in 1939 of 
the 96.4 per cent increa se in wholesale paint prices over the 
same period. Wallpaper production a t least in va l u e h as 
fluctuated d irectly with the millions of dollars s pent in 
maintena nce and repa ir of residential buildings. 
In Chart I covering the past five years, the gradual 
increase whi ch has taken place in the general category of 
"Building Construction" is shown. In 1951 a new pe ak was 
reached and expenditures for new constructio~ totaled nearly 
~~ ~~30 billion, a 7 p e r cent increase over 1950. Th is was 
42. 
the result of larger public outlays for military construction, 
defense plants, and schools, none of which are importa nt out-
lets for the sale of wallpaper . 
The Table als o indicates that wholesale prices have 
followed a direct relationship to the construction industry. 
Increases in paint prices take p lace with rises in the build-
ing trade, only at a higher percentage. This to me indicates 
that t he competitive positi on of the wa llpaper indus try is 
the main reason for . i ts c omparatively poor sale~ volume dur-
ing the past decade. Paint has developed its markets whereas 
the wallpap er industry has developed and improved its produc~. 
This i s one factor which has work ed a gainst the n ormal exp~n­
sion of wallpaper sales. There are other factors which should 
not be ignored and which h ave als o retarded the wallpaper in-
dustry' s progress , but I a m mere l y trying to emphasize the 
fact that the selling opportunities of wallpaper have increased. 
If, for example, the industry sold 300 million rolls of wall-
paper in 1930, it shoul d have sold 375 million rolls in 1950, 
merely on the basis of t h e po pulation increase . Th is estimate 
is based on the singl e f actor that populati on in this c <:nmtry 
has increased 25%" in the 20 years between 1930 and 1950. ~:· 
It is not a complete picture to say that wallpaper 
sales volume has not increased . The average value of a roll 
of wallpaper direct from the manufacturer is b e lieved to be 
today three time s the price it was 20 years ago. I have 
Interview with W~ . Hennessey-U.S.Dept. of Commerce,Bureau 
of Census 
-!H:· 24, P • 59 • 
4 3 . 
TABLE III 
tlt'M 
PAINT - 1NALLPAPER - CONS TRUCTION COMPARI SON 
1914-1949 
Resi dential Building• V&l/pap~,. .. '"P.z.wf ""rhd 
Year New Oon.st~v.e.t/o~ Ma ,'nt~M.IIc• i hd ~cpc.i ,. Va.luc aJdcJ ~)I Pi in'f MzteJ-itl~ M 8 hcr~a.c:turc w/11/e~alt: h-ie45 
(M•ll•oi\S ol' "Pflll al-5) ( H ;JI ;olts dF ])t,//;us) 'trlrov sa.bJs Dr #) 1'1 3 9 •/(1() 
1914 ~~----- r~ .. :~ 7, 351 '·!?----- ---
1915 1,529 592 n.a. 66. 2 
1919 2,137 714 9 , 895 1 69 . 4 
1921 2,203 797 12,812 1 01.3 
1923 4 ,542 959 17,765 122.3 
1925 5 , 656 1, 0 29 15, 0 70 132.0 
1927 5 , 320 1 ,183 15,447 116.3 
19 29 3,772 1,358 16,528 114 .6 
1931 1,624 1,028 11,044 95.9 
19 3 3 499 794 8 , 949 88 .5 
1 9 35 1,080 1,023 9, 768 96.4 
1 937 2 ,068 1, 277 14,852 100.7 
19 39 2 , 851 1,283 13,273 100.0 
19 40 3 ,330 1,396 n.a. 103.5 
1 941 4 ,122 1,508 n.a. 110.4 
' 
1942 2,395 1, 397 n. a . 121.4 i 
19 43 1,745 1,293 n . a . 123.6 
1 944 1,134 1,267 n.a. 127.1 
1945 1 , 280 1,339 n.a. 129.1 
1946 4,798 I 1, 847 n.a. 142.8 I 
7, 121 I 2,625 32,732 196 . 4 1947 I 
1 9 48 9 , l:±Of7 2 , 967 n. a . 1 <73 .0 
1949 9 ,270 3 ,131 25,919 4 182.5 
n. a .-no t available 1 New construction i ncludes private n onfarm dwellings,nonhouse-
k e eping,re s idential additions and alter ations , farm opera tors ' 
2 dwelling s and publi c resident ial This mea sures the approximate value create d in the proce ss of 
:manufacture; i s c alculated by s ubtracting the cost of materials , 
supplies,and contai ners,fuel, purchased electric energy,and con-
tract work from the t otal value of shipments 3 A 1
.'"/e ighted Indexes;price s in 1926 as 100/f> ; wei z;h ts cu r rently used 
a re the average of quantities marked in 1929 and 1931. For pur-
poses of c omparison wi~h other tables in thi s publication,the Dept . 
4 of C o~merce has shifted these i ndi ces to a base of 1939 equali~g 1 00 . 6.5~ average error on 1 949 es t imate 
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pointed out, through productive processes and improvements, 
reasons why this is true. r~ . Ha i nes summed this up in his 
s peech , previously referred to, as follows: 
11 But by any honest standard of measuring real 
sales progress, it can't truthfully be said that 
the wallpaper industry has made progress i f it sold 
no more rolls of wallpaper in 1948-1949 than it did 
in the fiscal year of 1934-35, . even though it took 
~~ in three times as many dollars. 11 
B. Growth of the Mar keters 
45 . 
Competition, as mentioned previously, from new ways 
of living and other wall-surface decorators have influenced 
consumer e x penditures to their preferred products as opposed 
. . 
to wallpaper. Compe tition, however, has also aided the de-
velopment of the industry. In general, the wallpaper industry 
has always had severe compe tition. This did not hinder t h e 
early innovators with capital who found it easy to enter the 
manufacturing side, often with scant or little appreciation of 
their responsibilities in the matter of design. Since 1929, 
though , fewer firms have b ecome manufacturers. 
1. Manufacturing Level 
Table IV, showing the General Statistics for the 
wa llpaper industry on a manufacturin~ level, indicates that 
t h e c o sts of e quipmen t or produc tion, dis tribution, materials, 
~i- 24, p.59. 
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and design have been barriers against manufacturers. Those 
who have entered were probab ly silk screen pr oducers in 
which method, t he cost of production is appreciably less . It 
is estimated t hat many f irms listed do not a ctually nmnufa ct-
ure . Rather, they mer e ly contract with the larger manufact-
urers to produce their patt erns at an a greed upon price . 
Aver a ge emp loyment in the ind u stry . amounted to 
5,462 in 1947 as c ompared wi th 4 , 885 in 1939 . Sa l ari es and 
wa ges paid to all employees increased 113 per cent, from 
~~7 , 655,000 in 1939 to ~~16 ,28 7,000 in 1947 . The industry in-
vested 6 million dollars during 1947 f or new plants and equip -
ment. The fi gures indicate a definite growth . 
Of the ~~i 58 , 895,000 total va lue of sh i pments in t h e 
industry, $1,158 ,000 were sec onda ry products . $ 57, 737 ,000 
represents shipments of wallpaper alone . This is t he accepted 
total wallpaper producti on in the United States for 1 947 . 
Production s eems to h ave ta pered off recently as 
revealed by a preliminary report f rom t h e annue.l survey of 
manufactu rers. The manufactur in~ va lue has decrea sed 20% from 
1'847 t o 1949 . But by comparison, the Paints and Varnish i n -
dustry has suffered a '7 .6 7~ drop in t he va lue of t he ir manu-
f acture . It must not be over l ooked that a 6 .5 per cent aver-
n ge error on 1949 e s tima ted f i gures should be considered be -
f ore drawing a ny conclusion s fr om t h is c omp arison. 
Wa llpaper manufacturers have not increased in number 
44 , p . lO . 
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TABLH; V 
General Statistics F or Operating 
!ianufacturing Es tablishments By viial lpaper, }'aint I n dustries 
1 94 9 , 1947 and 1 93 9 
( Ntone v l•' i gures in 1'housands) 
Al l bmployees 
I~ o . (averag e for 
t he year) 
Salarie s and 
::v·a ges, 1l 1otal 
~r educt ion ~orkers 
No . (average for 
t h e y ear) 
J.iian- hours, Total 
,;a g es, Total 
Va lue Added by 
r:Ianufac turer 
Cost of Ivla terials 
Fuels, electr i city 
1 949 1 947 1 939 
~aints Paints Faints 
~·ia11- and vall - and Wall- and 
J?aper Varnishes Pape r Varn 5_ she s 1-'a per Varnishes 
4, 802 51,317 5,462 53 ,412 
1 5 ,324 186 ,600 
4,043 31,247 4 , 7 71 3L1 1696 4 ,054 2 1, 8 '79 
7, 894 64,742 10 ,696 ? '6 , 599 
11, 232 9 2 , 9 19 
25 , 919 433, 98 7 32 ,732 469,584 1 3 , 273 18 5,723 
and. contract work 23, 2 51 616,042 26,163 779 , 257 11, 6 96 241,36 6 
Value of Products 
Shipped 49,1'701050, 029 58 , 8 9 5 1 248 , 8 41 24, 969 4:::7, 089 
6 .5fo averag e err or on 1 949 est ima tes 
Source: U. S . De p t. o:t Cow.1erce, Bureau of the Census . 11 Annual 
Survey of 11anufactl..rr>ers -19 49 ;; • Series Ivii-\.S - 4 9 - 3 . 
1
.ilashington, D. C., Government Pr inting Of f ice, 1 9 50 . 
and size at anywhere as high a percentage as has t h e Paints 
and Varnish industry over t he same ten year per ~od. But it 
i s from the wallpaper manufacturers, themselve s, that new 
meth ods must come of meeting the c ompeti tion. This seems 
49. 
more likely ·with the great er influx of younger men and modern 
meth ods of merchandising into the trade. 
2. Wholesale Position 
The wholesale census for 1948 did not g ive the same 
proportion of increase found in the supposed expansion period 
of 1939 to 1948 . The U.S. Business Census reports 260 wall-
paper wholesale establishments primarily enga ge d in selling 
wa llpaper in 1948 as compared with 281 in 1939. Sales for these 
26 0 wholesalers amounted to ~'' 32 million for the year, a n aver-
a g e of ~~124 ,000 per house. Corres ponding figures for 1939 were 
~;;i21 million sales and ~~ 74 ,000 per house. This is proof that 
the national output of wallpaper is still beine; distributed 
primarily t h rough the industry's wholesa ler at about the same 
proportion that existed in 1939. 
There were 1,783 paid employees wholesaling wallpaper 
in 1948 or a decline of 18 per cent from 1939. Payroll fo~ 
wholesale wallpaper trad e totaled fp5.4 million during 1948, 
compared with a 1939 tota l of ~~3.2 million. As p ointed out by 
the Census of Business Bulletin, payroll increased 67 . per cent 
" in 1948 over 1939, while sales were up to 56 per cent • .,,. 
Operating expenses, including payroll, but not 
46. 
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withdrawals for compensation of proprietor-owners nor cost 
of merchandise, amounted to 33.6 per cent of sales in 1948 
or about the same as recorded in 1939 and slightly higher than 
that of 1935. Operating expenses of the wholesalers, when re-
lated to sales, remained the same ih 1948 as in 1939, although 
payroll seems to have i n creased from 15.5 to 16.7 p er cent of 
sales . 
The vai.ue of wallpaper wholesaler's stock s totaled 
~p6 million at the end of 1948. This amount was 18.8 per cent 
of sales or slightly below the 1939 ratio of 21.2 per cent. 
Geographica l ly, the Middle Atlantic and West South 
Central Division registered the largest increases of sales over 
1939. No long - r ange trend can be compiled since the 1929 fi-
~'­gures are not available . 
In the 1948 suryey, the merchant wholesalers were 
primarily engaged in selling embossed and printed wallpaper, 
with paints and varnishe~ frequently handled as secondary lines. 
Excluded from th~s study were wholesalers selling wallpaper as 
a secondary line, and sales branches and offices of wallpaper 
manufacturers . 
The wholesaler of wallpaper covers five times as 
large an area as does the pa int wholesaler . In 1948, there 
were 260 wallpaper wholesale establishments compared to 1,280 
individual paint and varnish wholesalers . Wallpaper wholesalers 
46. 
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1948 CfnSUS Of BUSinESS 
, WHOLESALE TRADE 
For Release March 27, 1951 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
Release Series BC-2~W-49 
PAINT WHOLESALERS . (WITH GLASS, . WALLPAPER) 
Sales in 1948 of paint (with glass, wallpaper) wholesalers were 
about three and one-half times the pre-war 1939 dollar volume, according to 
final figures released today by the Bureau of the Census, U. S. Department 
of Commerce. 
Paint (with glass, wallpaper) wholesalers operated 516 establish-
ments(places of business) in the United States in 1948, with total sales for 
that year amounting to $108 million, or $209,000 per house. In 1939 there 
were 311 establishments with sales amounting to $29 million~or $92,000 per 
house. 
States recording the largest dollar volume for ~the trade during 1948 
include New York, Illinois, Oh.io, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Texas, and Indiana., 
in the order named. Together,·. these seven States accounted for 50 percent ®f 
the national total. 
Paint (witn g~a.ss, wallpaper) wholesalers provided employment for 
4,741 persons in mid-November 1948, at a weekly pay roll of $276,000. Pay roll 
for the year totaled $15 million. In addition to the paid employees, 260 
proprietor-owners of unincorporated businesses devoted the major portion of 
their time to the trade in 1948. 
Operating expen'ses, including pay roll but not cost of goods sold · 
n9r compensation of proprietor-owners, amounted to 23.9 percent of sales, 
compared with 27.6 percent recorden in 1939. It may be interesting to note 
that while Operating expenses, when expressed as a percent of sales, showed 
a decline below 1939, pay roll, when related to sales, remained unchanged at 
13.9 percent • . 
stocks on hand at the end of 1948 were valued (at cost) at $20 
million, or 18.3 percent of sales. 
This release is one of a series on Wholesale Trade showing basic 
data on establishments, sales, expenses, pay roll, personnel, and stocks for 
States, geographic divisions, and the United States. Data for cities, metro-
politan areas, · and States for Wholesale, Retail, and selected Service Trades, 
are being issued in a series of 1948 Census of Business Area Bulletins which 
may be ordered from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D~ c., by requesting "Armouncement of 1948 Census of 
Business Area Bulletins," the official order blank. Additional reports now 
:i_._n __ t_:ht: .J?.r~aratciry stage -c_qversuc~ subjects as _: s~z~ of e~-t.ablishmE:)!l~' . 
analyses of expenses, merchandise line sales, credit sales, receivables, 
and legal form of organization. Inquiries relative to these subjects 
should be addressed to the Bureau of the Census, Washington 25, D. C. 
Included in this release are establishments primarily engaged in 
selling paints, varnishes, lacquers, enamels, calcimines, shellac, stains, 
etc •. , but also selling substantial amounts of wallpaper and glass. Estab-
lishments handling paints as a secondary line and sales branches and offices 
of paint manufacturers are not included. Data contained herein are also 
included in a release entitled ~Wholesalers, issued on January 31. 
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PAINT \YHOLESALERS (\HTH GLASS, WALLPAPER) 
UNITED STATES, BY GEOGRAPHIC DIVISION AND STATE 
·Establishments, Sales, Expenses, Pay Roll, Personnel,and Stocks: 1948 
Geographic divi sion and State 
United States, total • . • • • • • • 1948 •• • • 
1939 • . .• 
New Eng land •. • • . •• •. • •••.• • . •.. .. .. . • . .•• • 
Maine . . . . .. . .. .... . .. .. . . .. ..... . . . .. . . . 
New Hampshi re • • . . .• .. •• . ••• • . •• • . .. . ...• 
Vermont •... • .•. •.• •. .• . . .• • . . .. . ..• . . . . • 
Massachusetts • . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . ... .. •. . • 
Rhode Island ...... .. ...... . ..... . .... . . .. 
Connecticut •. .•. • • • •• • • •••• . .. • .. • . • . • •• 
Middle Atlantic .. . ...... .. . .. .. .. . ... . . . .. 
New York •. .. •. . • • • ••.••••.. . ..• ••. •. . • .. 
New Jer sey • . · ....... . . .. .. . ..... .... ... . . 
Pennsylvania • •..•• . • • . •••• . .••••.. .. .•.• 
East North Centr a l. ••• . .• • • • ••. . •.••• . .. .• 
Ohio .. .. . ...... . . ....... . .. . . .. . . . ... . .. 
Indiana • •••• . •... . • . • .. •• •.• . .. . .. . ••• . . 
Illinois . . . . .. . . . .. .. ....... ... .. . . ... .. 
Michigan . . .. . . .. ..... .. ............ ... .. 
Wisconsin •. .. . ... ..... .. . . ....... .... ... 
\lest North Central •... . . .... . .. . . . . .•.• .. . 
Minnesota •. ... . . . . . .. . . • •• •.•.. . .. . ... .• 
Iowa • . ... .... ........ .. ..... ..... . . . . . .• 
Missouri. . .. •.. . •.. • . . • . . .. . . . . .. . .... . . 
North Dakota •• •.. .. . . . . .. . . ... ... ..... . . 
South Dakota •..... ... . •.... .. . . . .... . . .• 
Nebr aska • ... ... .. . .. ..•• .. .. .. .. ... . ... . 
Kansas • •.. . ...... . . . . ... . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. 
South Atlantic .. . ... . . .... .. ... . . . . . . . . .. . 
Delaware ... .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . ..... ... .. .. . . 
Maryland ... .. . . . . . ... . .. ... . .. . . . . . . ... . 
District of Columbia ••.•.. . . . .. . : . .... . • 
Virginia , . . . . . . . . . . . • .. •. .• . . •. . ..• .. .. . 
West Virginia .. .. .. . ..... . . .... . . . .. . . . . 
Nor th Carol ina .. .... .... . ...... .. .... . . . 
South Carolina . . . .... . . ....... . .. . .. ... . 
Georgia . . ... . ... . ... . .. ... . . ....... .. .. . . 
Florida . .. .. .. . ; .... . . ...... . . . . ... . .. .. 
Ea st South Central ..... ... .. . .. ....... .. .. 
Kentucky • ••• • . • ••• · •.• ••• . •. . ••• • . •• ••.• • • 
Tennessee • . . . .• .. .•. . ..... .. . .. .. ... . . . • 
Alabama ••. .. ••.. • •• .•• . • • . . . . .. . •• .• ...• 
Mi ssissippi. ... . . . . . ... .. . .. .. .. ... . .. . . 
West South Centr al. .. .. ... ... .... . . .. . .. . . 
Arkansas ••• • . •• .•.••• • ••. • ••• • .••. . • . ••• 
Louisiana • . . .• ... . ••• . . . . • •.••• ..•. . .•. • 
Okl ahoma ••.• . ..•• .• • .• .. • . .••• •. • . .•• ... 
Texas •. • . •. . • . . .. . .... .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . • •• 
Mount a i n •.. ••••••• . . ••• .. • .• . • . •• . •• . •..• • 
Montana • •.. : • • •••. ••. ••. ••..•. . . ... . . . •• 
Idaho •• • .• • . . . •• •. . •. . . .•• . . .. . .... . ...• 
Wyoming • ...•• . . ••••. . .. •...... . ... ..• . . • 
Col orado . .. ... . . ...... . ... .. . . . ... . ... . . 
New llexico •. •. . • . .•. . ••. . •.. . . .. . . ..• . .. 
Arizona • • . . .• . . . • . • . . . • . . . •... .. . ... •. • • 
UtF':l • • • ••. •• •• •• • • • • .. •••• • ••• • ••• .•• . • • 
Nevada •. • .•.• • . . ...... .. . .• .. . . ... . . .. • • 
Pacific •. •. . .... . .. . •. . ..• .. . . . .. . .. . . ... . 
Wa shington •• • . • . .• . . • • .•. •. .. . . .• . . .. . .. 
Oregon • • . ... . .. . .•• . . . . •. . • .. .. • . . .... .. 
Ca lifornia • . .. .. . .•... . • •. , .. . . . .... . . . • 
Establish-
ments 
(Nuinber) 
516 
311 
32 
5 
l 
13 
2 
ll 
137 
63 
28 
46 
154 
37 
17 
61 
24 
15 
59 
15 
12 
13 
3 
3 
10 
3 
28 
l 
5 
3 
7 
2 
4 
1 
2 
3 
- - --
18 
5 
5 
5 
3 
30 
6 
3 
21 
14 
1 
5 
1 
6 
1 
44 
5 
3 
36 
* Propr i etors of unincorporated businesses . 
x Withheld t o avoid disclosure . 
n . a . Not availa bl e or not applicable. 
Qper ating Sales, 
entire ·year expenses, 
per cent 
of sales 
(Thousand 
dollars) 
108,041 23 . 9 
28,675 27 . 6 
6,033 28 . 4 
1 , 243 28 . 6 
(x) (x) 
2,087 35 .2 
(x) (x) 
2,373 22 . 2 
24 , 517 22 . 3 
13,597 21.3 
4,362 20 . 5 
6,558 25 . 5 
30,383 25 . 6 
7,615 26 . 0 
5,2:75 26.6 
8 , 667 24 . 7 
6,294 25.6 
2,532 26 . 1 
18,869 22 . 2 
2,872 26.7 
4,172 20 . 8 
2 , 743 22 . 6 
3,702 21 . 3 
2,461 19 . 8 
2,859 22 . 9 
60 23 . 3 
8 , 459 24 . 2 
(x) (x) 
1,217 24 . 6 
1,490 24 . 4 
2,153 17 . 6 
(x) (x) 
2 , 420 31.0 
(x) (x) 
(x) (x) 
272 32 . 0 
r- -- - --- -
2,565 26 . 2 
364 26 . 9 
1,028 30. 0 
708 16 . 2 
465 32 . 2 
8,253 21. 1 
1,513 21.8 
741 23 . 2 
5 ,999 20.7 
2,999 28 . 9 
(x) (x) 
1 , 474 29 . 4 
(x) (x) 
1 ,028 28 . 9 
(x) (x) 
5,963 22 . 1 
419 26 . 0 
1 ,152 21 . 4 
4,392 21 . 8 
Pay roll, 
entir e year 
(Thousand 
dollar s) 
15,000 
4,012 
1 , 014 
223 
(x) 
41.9 
(x) 
293 
3;101 
1, 639 
510 
952 
4,716 
1,093 
886 
1 , 187 
1 ,130 
420 
2,541 
479 
640 
356 
4ll 
275 
377 
3 
1,186 
(x) 
115 
274 
218 
(x) 
443 
(x) 
(x) 
42 
351 
54 
171 
60 
66 
969 
188 
84 
697 
427 
(x) 
183 
(x) 
151 
(x ) 
695 
57 
180 
458 
Active 
pr opr i -
·etor a ,* 
November 
(Number ) 
260 
136 
ll 
(x) 
5 
(x) 
4 
72 
33 
9 
30 
69 
17 
8 
31 
ll 
2 
30 
6 
5 
ll 
4 
4 
12 
(x) 
4 
4 
(x) 
1 
(x) 
(x) 
2 
1-- -
4 
3 
1 
17 
2 
2 
lJ 
9 
(x) 
(x) 
7 
(x) 
36 
5 
2 
29 
Pai d empl oyees and Stocks 
pay roll , wor kwee k ended on hand, 
nearest November 15 end of 
Employee s Pay r oll 
(Number ) (Dollars) 
4,741 275 , 999 
2 , 587 n . a . 
346 18,720 
69 3,830 
(x) (x) 
150 8,561 
(x) (x) 
105 5,389 
1 ,021 56,451 
537 30,882 
179 9,472 
305 16,097 
1,439 86 , 659 
318 20,704 
282 16,967 
409 23,057 
263 17,243 
167 8,688 
777 46,633 
145 9,424 
-201 10,199 
94 5 , 661 
142 8,234 
83 5 ,608 
llO 7,430 
2 77 
299 20 , 845 
(x) (x) 
43 2,701 
70 4,349 
57 3,692 
(x) (x) 
84 7 , 810 
(x) (x) 
(x ) (x) 
14 761 
----
--
131 6,435 
24 1,148 
61 3,407 
24 769 
22 1,111 
389 19 , 760 
56 3 , 227 
28 1,515 
305 15 , 018 
153 9 ,043 
(x) (x ) 
63 3,550 
(x) (x ) 
56 2,978 
(x) (x) 
186 ll,453 
14 1,063 
34 1, 888 
138 8, 502 
year, 
at cost 
(Thousand 
dollars) 
19,765 
6,229 
933 
197 
(x) 
237 
(x) 
414 
4,518 
2,284 
700 
1,534 
. 5,979 
1 , 511 
1, 156 
1,721 
1 , 128 
463 
3,218 
629 
640 
234 
613 
487 
599 
16 
1 , 264 
(x) 
(x) 
(x) 
(:-:) 
132 
330 
239 
294 
51 
489 
99 
224 
110 
56 
1, 816 
325 
153 
1,338 
673 
(x) 
356 
(x ) 
193 
(x ) 
875 
79 
126 
670 
serve 558,000 people as against 113,000 served by paint 
wholesalers. Another indication of the large undeveloped 
wallpaper market. 
3. Growth and Types of Retailers 
The difficulty in counting retail outlets stems 
from the very large number of retail establishments carry-
ing the product. The 'major outlet including wallpaper at 
53. 
the reta il level is that of paint, glass and wallpaper stores. 
Since this classification cannot be broken dovm into wall-
paper volume alone, the retail analysis will be for general 
information rather th~n a particularly accurate study of 
position, growth, etc. 
A real indicati on of the proportions of the wall-
paper industry can be seen at the retail level. Although 
wallpaper sales are combined with other products t he unit 
fi gure for 1948 shows sales for th e entire year a s only .4 
per cent when tal{en as a percentage of the primary . group of 
"lumber, building and hardware" under which "paint, glass 
and wallpaper stores" are classified. However, even here 
t h e 11paint et al 11 stores are only .6 per cent of the lumber, 
building, and hardware establishments. 
Paint, glass and wallpaper stores followed the gen-
eral dr op in sales and sales outlets during the depression 
period;.. But the total decrease from 1939 over 1929 was very 
slight. Aided b y increased construction, remodeling and the 
.. ~ 32, p.57. 
general prosperity _of increased activity brought on by 
World War II, 1948, reported a 67 per cent increase in 
sales. Payroll was increased to 65 per cent, slightly be-
low the increase in sales. The number of paid employees, 
however, proportionately increased 35 per cent. 
54. 
Figures to aid sectional dealers have been included 
although a complete trend from 1929 is not available. The 
Middle Atlantic and East North Central Regions show the 
largest increases in sales. The Middle Atlantic reports a 
reduction in the number of establishments, showing perhaps 
in t h is area a trend towards greater coverage with better 
merchandising methods. 
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C. Major Problems of the Trade 
It was the late President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
who once said in encouragement to th~ American people: ttwe 
have nothing to fear but fear itself." 
The wallpaper industry through its own ineffective-
ness in properly cultivating the market has developed this 
fear. Vfuen they recognize the b~sic outlines of the task 
they must approach in the future, _the details as to how it 
will be done will fall into place. But the fear of competi-
tion within the industry restricts the cooperativeness of the 
various elements from forming ~ogether and playing its full 
share of decorative leadership. 
The major problems are plain _enough. These problems 
loom so g i gantically and forbiddingly, that only an industry 
that is at war with itself can ignore their presence. First 
of all, there is the peril of seasonal consumption of the 
product which will be discussed completely. 
Again, there is the laxity on the part of distribu-
tor-s or wholesalers to finally sol~e the discount policy. It 
has emerged so blatantly that they, fo~ a long while, pre-
tended it wasn't wrong or didn't exist. 
There are other problems as important which have ex-
isted since the be ginning of the wallpaper industry in America. 
This is not an attempt to 11 poke holes" in an industry; but 
rather a serious attempt to constructively aid and eliminate 
the incompetencies that have prevailed. Though work is now 
being undertaken on some of these ma j or problems. I would 
like to discuss the still existing problems which through 
united action can be eliminated or at least improved. · 
1. The "Role" of 1Nallpaper in Decoration 
57. 
The present method of marke~ing wallpaper operates 
against its best artistic development. The public has little 
opportunity to express directly its preferences and thus 
make any improvement by its taste. They must ta~e what the 
wholesaler and the retailer are willing to offer. The whole-
saler and the retailer, business men more than decorators, 
determine wha t patterns will be included in a manufacturer's 
line. 
Because of the competitive element that exists in 
the wallpaper industry each individual wallpaper manufactur-
ing unit is obliged to produce a "set" of patterns which is 
both ~rt istically and commercially sound. Manufacturers strive 
to equip their plants with their own studios and their own 
artists. The talents of these artists are allied to those 
of the technicians of the production side. 
The designing of wallpaper is in itself a highly 
specialized industry~ The artists maintain design as far as 
two years in advance. These artists may spend their en-
tire lives designing nothing but wallpaper. Artists untrained 
in wallpaper design are almost useless in this industry. Thus 
~~ Correspondence with York Wallpaper Company 
22, p.26. 
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it can be said, design of wallpaper has become a distinctive 
art. 
The designer must provide a selection of ''beautiful" 
wallpaper for traditional, provincia l, modern or tra nsitional 
periods of decoration. Each of these selections must be made 
complete by an infinite rang e of colors. Designs must run 
the gamut from airy, lacelike patterns and dainty florals to 
flamboyant tropical motifs, many of which must serve archi-
tectural purposes. 
Modern designers must delve into every noo~ and 
corner in search of old designs, old wallpa pers or ideas which 
when recreated will provide a harmony b e tween the architecture 
and the f u~nishings of a room. An other important crite rion 
of the design is to have a range that will meet and fit every 
budget. 
Sales volume and interior decorators are two good 
indications that the s tandard of design has fal~en noticeably 
behind that of other components of t h e interior. In addition, 
architectural reviews refer to wallpaper as 11 that old expon-
ent of dis gusting designs". This decline in the popularity 
of wallpap er h as become a standing jok e because it is believed 
the manufacturers lack the initiative to introduce pat t erns 
which, because they stray a little from the acce p ted flowery 
groove, may be a slight comme r cia l risk • Th ou gh this 
.. ~'"' 9. 
Ibid. 
59. 
comment was made before modern architecture had outgrown its 
early purist phase, to ranch andg lass homes, the statement 
remains substantially true today. Modern designs in wallpaper 
are still obtained in this country from the works of Continen-
;~ 
tal manufacturers and designers. 
In recent years many g ood patterns have crept onto 
. ' - . 
the market and in some cases a tradition in the production 
of good period patterns have persisted. Generally, though, 
present-day manufacturers are all to.o ready to satisfy the 
demands of an ephemeral revival or period rather than make an 
i ntelligent ~ttempt to keep pace with advancing fields of · 
modern design in cooperation with the modern architect. Such 
cooperation with other trades might prove' very profitable to 
the wallpaper industry and be the proper impetus needed for 
improved position. 
Vfuatever the architecture, a home is not merely four 
square walls. The walls are one of the biggest factors in 
decorating a room and though many people inherit furniture 
which they keep all their lives, modern wallpaper can prevent 
a contemporary piece of furniture from looking out of place 
in a Victorian or another period home. Such designs would 
eliminate merely falling back, as so many people do, on a 
plain pai~ted surface wh ich cre a tes little harmony with the 
furniture, and i s an admission of defeat on the part of the 
From import fi gure presented 
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interior desi gner. 
Wallpaper clearly provides a decorative element, 
differ•ent in character from any other decorative fe a ture and 
unequaled in its power to enrich and beautify walls economic-
ally. By cutting down on the number of rec:r:eated designs 
and providing more modern up-to-date patterns, the manufact-
urers will be able to acquaint the public more in every possi-
ble way with the excellence and decorative possibilities of 
present-day wallpapers. They should be brought to r ealize 
the amount of art i stic thought, good taste and inventive gen-
ius ·, that h as been devoted to the production of wallpaper and 
resulting in a steady improvements especially during the past 
few years. 
Whatever the futu.re of wallpaper design, the industry 
must realize its responsibility and aim to cut the overly 
ex tensive number of patterns. At the same time t h e industry 
must provide a wide range to suit every taste at prices to fit 
every pock et which ensuing hi~ner standards in the quality of 
design and coloring of every piece of wallpaper whether it be 
at the cheaper or more expensive ends of the book. 
2. The Sample Book Period 
---=------
One of the most distressing thing s about the wallpaper 
business is the frequency with which wallpaper lines change. 
The wholesaler or jobber spends months setting up a line of 
patterns from various manufacturers which he will stock and 
~:-
4, Qhapte~ on Design 
10, p.50. 
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include in his sample books. Then after the sample books are 
distributed and the line starts _selling •••• the manufact-
urer issues entirely nevv styles. He drops his current patterns, 
and starts producing hi·s new lines and his new pattern books. 
What is the result of all this? Too often it is ex-
treme confusion JJJ 
The wholesaler can no longer order many of the old 
patterns since the manufacturer has stopped making them. IN 
the meantime t he distributor's sample books show all styles 
for which there is no stock for some and too much for the other 
numbers. The vYholesaler is now "stuck" with large quantities 
of stock which may not be included in the next year's line. 
Also, his entire business is disrupted by time devoted to 
check ing inventories~ t~aring out she e ts and trying to dispose 
of ex cess stock on hand. In the meantime new patte rns cannot 
be shown for they haven't been completed. 
This procedure is .maddenin g to the wholesaler who 
encounters the predicament. Before trying to propose any 
corrections for this situation a more thorough investigation 
is necessary of the core of the trouble, the sample book. 
The sample book , as described earlier, entered the 
distribution process of the wallpaper industry around the turn 
of the Twentieth Century. It is defined as an aggre gation of 
wallpaper which consists of samples in sheets compiled by the 
wholesaler and put into presentable form for paper-hangers or 
dealers who in turn show the samples to the consuming publicl 
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The sample book c ompletely revolutionized the dis-
tribution pr oces s a nd is bein c::: used during the present trend 
as t he i.YJ..ain item of merchandising . The books usually are made 
U l; b y the i ndividual sample b ook wholesaler who will select 
pa tt e rns from several manufacturers who sample their lines to 
the trade . From t h ese samples, four hundred to a thousand 
patterns may be selected f or the wholesaler 1 s sample books and 
show room stock . 
These 11 co':llpiledn sample b ooks , when completed and 
bound are sent to pros pective cus to mei•s, retailers, sub-jobbers, 
and other outlets, for a nominal fee. An avera g;e wallpaper 
wholesaler with sample b ook sales volume of about .! 12 4 ,000 
a pparently distributes a b out 2,500 sample-book s ets. A set 
whic h includes diffei•ent o;rowJs of patt e rns for d i ffe rent in-
c ome classes , a certain percenta~e of papers d evoted to each 
room in the home , a nd the vari e ty of shades and colors, will 
t ypically cost between ~~ 5 and ~6. So the who l esaler must usu-
a l ly obtain orders for, a t lea s t, about $25 worth of wall paper 
from a customer i n order merely t o be reimbursed for the cost 
of sendincr, the sample b ooks, and other direct e xpenses of com-
piling and binding . Obtainin g a satisfactory sales v olume 
per customer is one of the serious proble~s of .the industry, 
for prac tic ally every firm that is even a fairly g ood p rospect 
receives the s ampl e b ooks of a nu~Jer of wholesalers. 
" 
"' 1 8 , p . 343 • 
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The a l te rnat i ve me thod of maki ng sample books is the 
Hcanned process". This i s t h e process b y whi ch manufacturers 
make u p c onsumer l i nes. I.iany have e xclusive a gencies which 
to~ether with the other distributors determine what patt~rns 
will sell in their areas from a manufacturers pl anned line. 
These chosen pa tterns are b ound by the man u facturer vJho dis-
tributes the se 11 c a n ned" sample b ooks a s his line in t ha t par-
ticular area. These s ample b ooks about 14tt x 20 11 are used to 
aug,ment such stocks as are carried. A wider selection is thus 
made pos sible and easier presentation and d isplay of the stock 
carried of this bulky merchandise . It also affords an opportu-
n ity for the paper-hanger to satis f y his demand and act as an 
outl et for the sale of the product. 
Pr ior to World \~'ar II, sample b ooks were is sued on 
an annua l basis, but VJi th war -time restrictions, no new patterns 
were issued for f ive year s. The first line af ter the war in 
1 946 ,Nas a t wo-year line, and t h is practice continue d to 1949-
1950. However here the compl exity began anew when many manu-
fa c turers reported profits the first year o f a t wo-year line 
whi l e sufferin~ an appreciab le los s the second year. To 
a l levi ate t h is occurrenc e and level out profit potentials many 
manufacturers, led by United 1Nallpape r, Inc., the leading 
Amer i c an wallpaper _reducer, decided to introduce nevi lines 
every ye a r or even a t odd times within the year . This policy 
" "~' 18 , p . 343 . 
Yea r 
1950 
1949 
1 948 
194 17 
1 946 
1 045 
1 ~44 
1943 
1 042 
1 941 
Dn i t ed i;Ja l l paper, I nc. 
Sa le s and narnin gs , Year s t o June 30 , 1950 
( :Ln Dollars ) 
Ne t Sa les 
8, 24 2 , 519 
16,052, 952 
11, 61 3 , :2 50 
22 , 760 , 582 
14 , 073 , 028 
16 , 327 , 390 
14 , 196 , 748 
10 , 2 26 , 402 
8, 132 , ~19 
7, 099 , 32~ 
Ne t I ncome 
d . 592 , 689 
793 ,182 
d . 52 ,163 
· 1, 84? ,344 
759 , 4 13 
533 , 8 57 
526 ' 90 7 
394 ,792 
551,002 
025 , 9 74 
1\lo. of Shares 
1, 206, 190 
1 , 206 ,190 
1, 206 , 190 
1, 20 7 ·, 990 
1,18 7, 990 
1,184 , ~ 90 
1,16 9 , 490 
1,1 71,090 
1, 145 , 940 
1,18 7, 8 74 
No . of Stockholder s Decembe r 31, 19 50 : 
l-'ref erred - 400 
t...:ommon 5;600 
. No. of .Dmpl oye e s De c emb er 31, 1950- 1,000 
Sub s i d i ar:te s (wholly-owned) : 
.E;arni ngs on 
Common Stock 
d . 0 . 55 
0 .59 
d 0 0 .11 
1. 46 
o. 59 
0 . 42 
0 . 41 
0 .30 
0 . 4:4 
0 . 24 
Mi d - , t a tes Wa l lpaper & Pa int Co ., Uedar Ra p i d s , I owa 
!.~ i s s our i ·val l e y Wallpa pe r , I n c ., Kansa s c i t y , i:vo • 
.::3 . A. iviaxwell Company 
Sun-Tested \'va ll 1-'apers , Ltd. 
Su per ior ~al lpaper, I nc., Jol ie t, I ll i n ois 
'l'r i mz Company ot· Cs. nada , Lt d . 
Sourc e : Ivioody 1 s " i</ianuf~l of l nves tments n. !~ew York , Iv~o ody 1 s 
I nvestor s e rvic e , 19 51. P . 2035. 
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TABL.c; ~ -
Consolidated r ncome Account, rears ~nded 
June 30, 19 50 ( I nclud ing ~omestic Subsidaries) 
United ~allpaper Company 
1949 1950 
-
.Net Sales :;p8 ' 242' 519 ~ji l6 '052 ' 9 52 
I Cost of Sa les 6,605,126 11,690,011 
Selling, etc. expense 2,099 ,784 2,729,68 8 
Depreciation 333,468 322 ,382 
Operating .Profit d. 795,858 1,010, 8 71 
1 6 9 ,400 I 113,959 Ot h er I nc ome 
Total I ncome I d. 726 ,458 1,424, 830 
Interest 113,540 15L_b' 534 
Los s , Assets sold 19,826 393 
Other deductions 19,726 I 22 ,135 
Federal Income Tax 24,000 I 450,500 I 
3tate r ncome Tax I 58 0 7,600 
I -2 Federal Tax Ref und Cl' • 311,441 cr. 3,515 
.Net Income d. 592 ,689 7 93,182 
1.-'rev . earn. surplus 3,826,'790 3 ,126,619 
Ll ~ ' ~ fO pfd . d ividends 74,942 77,220 
I:1oving exp ., net --..--- l f> ' 79 1 
Pr. gross, inc ome t ax 300,000 -----
.. 
_e;arn. surplus 6/30 !e;, 8 59 ,159 3 , 8 26,'790 
.Garn . pfd . share Nil 20 . 5Ll 
No. oi' pfd . shares 37,091 38,610 
65. 
1. I ncludes ~L16;5?4 (1949 , ~~26,756) adjustment in connection with 
sales contra c t applicable to prior years. 
2. Refundable under carry-back provision~. 
Source: Moody 1 s :r ivianual of I nvestments :; . Nev'l York, I·2:oody 1 s In-
ves~ors ~ervice , 1 9 51. P . 2036. 
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is called 11 sweetening :: the line. 
S ome manufacturers have already commi tted themselves 
to bringing out a new l ine every year, conditions permitting. 
vvb ereas other ma nufacturers and wholesalers will ''sweeten their 
lines 11 , removing proven poor sellers and substituting papers 
designed to catch consumer· fancy when interest would ordinari -
ly lag . 
In either case, the two-year interval a p pears to b e 
a t hing of the past as a ll manufacturers are p l annin g to bring 
out new lines every year. In b oth periods, the s ame costs of 
publishing, design ing , distributing and introducing are encoun-
tered e x cept that the t wo-year costs found the initial margin-
al costs far greater , but thi s was spread over a longer period 
of time. 11 Thi s is about the only industry which must spend 
25% of the value of production on distribution of the product 
even before the proo_ucts hit the market. An d the whole proce_ss 
i s one in which ·everybody loses his shirt before he makes a 
* cent. n 
HECOMS..'iEHDATION 
~fuis confusion can only be settled b y finding a more 
orderly distr ibution of wa llpaper wh i ch would d etermi ne whether 
a one-year or a t wo-yea r line should exist. To be correctly 
answered a ll segments of the wallpa per business must be con-
sidered --the manufacturer, job b er, dealer, pa perha n ge r and 
~~ I ntervi ew with Julian Brj.ghtman, Pres i dent Julian .Drightman, 
Advertising Agency. 
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retail customer. 
I f we work f rom the ma.nufa cturer and settle his 
i :rrrrned i ate problems, dealers a nd jobbers will then be ~n a 
b etter bus iness p osition. ~be paperha n ger and reta i l cus tomers 
also wil l be more a ssu red of their product and enthus i astic 
ab out i ts use. And with thi s improved status a more Ul1.ii'ied 
coopera t ion will result in :l. n creased. sales at c onsumer levels. 
~~eref ore to put the i ndus t ry on an econ omic a lly 
sound ba s i s, a p l a n is needed that will: 
1. Iv1ore uniformly spread fa ctory production. 
2. S t imula te the use of more wallpaper by a 
better adverti sing program, aj_ded by the 
product ion of new and mor e f reque n t patterns. 
3. Spread out s amp l e bo ok expenses. 
4. Iviake invent ory c osts l ower and more uniform. 
5. Create less j obs or job- lots at the end of 
each line, whi ch clutter up the market and 
detrac t f rom the sale of new and regular priced 
merchandise. 
The first s tep in carrying out t hi s p lan woul d b e 
to eliminate the hundreds of patterns in hundreds of colors 
t u rned out b y the wallpaper manufacturers. 1nis i s t he crux 
of t he e::d st1ng confuslon. ivierch andi s e shoula be standardized 
as much a s poss ible a n d promotion on the be st sellers should 
b e a llowed as indicated by s a les rec ords and s urveys, if 
ava i l able. 
After t he re duct i on of patterns, c ol or s, sources, 
and samp le b ook s, the s amp le b ook itself can b e improved . 
Let us as sume t l _,_a t e a ch pr oducer or dis tr i butor 
~~ 
26' p .64. 
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puts out three dif f erent b ook s: an expensive or f ashion 
l ine , a medium priced line, and an inexpensive line. These 
three books in pla ce of a flock of varied 'book s a n d spread 
over a three year period , one per year, would even out pro-
duction and stra i n on the employees. By devoting particular 
i ndividual attention to the problems and pattern s of a sep-
arate type and grade of paper ea ch year, a better book would 
probably result. 
Sample book wholesalers, a f t e r rece i ving the line 
at the b e g inning of the year, would be able to choose patterns 
and back u p their stock by September or early fall. Their 
books would be printed by March, as the printing reels would 
b e available from the manufacturer by January or February. 
In t h e meantime the ma nufacturer can be producing 
for or d ers while concentrating on the quali.t y boolc ror the 
following year. His production costs would be spread out more 
evenly while at the same t ime helping the wholesaler spread 
out his invent ory and sample book costs. 
1'hus three separate cycles are formed and a normal, 
organized distr ibution process would result. Manufa cturers 
would be producing different patterns yearly f or new b ooks. 
At the same time they would c ontinue to pr oduce accoruing to 
economic rate f or t he a vailable patterns. A two-year sample 
b o ok would result fo r each of the three lines, each line now 
rece i ving greater attention from the dealers who can augment 
one manufacturer's inexpensive line with another producer's 
medium price line. 
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To a competitive indus trythat f eels it must get 
the jump on its competitor in order to properly corner the 
marke t, t h is plan may not appear feasible. Production costs, 
I feel , will be lowered appreciably aided a lso by the stan-
dardized. costs so that better promotion of each line will be 
achieved and a sound and economica l industry will be formed. 
3 . 'Ihe Problem of Seasonal Variation 
1ne problems related to the one-year or two-year 
sample books are also present in the merchandisi ncc: and produc-
t i on of wallpaper. l• rom the chart shown on the ne x t page one 
can see the d i stribut i on of sales. 'rhis chart was drawn up 
i n 1927 as part of a study made by the Harvard Research Bureau 
f rom i n f ormation provided by participating wholes a le firms . 
'l1his same da ta as shown gr a phically cannot be accurately corre-
lated with da ta from more recent p e riod s f or the a p parent lack 
or sales f igures. Ac c ord ing to a number of respondents re-
cently i nterviewed , though, this variation in sales ho l ds 
quite tru e to present monthly sales. 
F rom the fi gures cove red by the period charted , it 
can be noted that the months of March, Apri l and l·1Iay were those 
i n wh ich the pe ak s a les v1ere commonly made. A gr adua l dec l1.ne 
in sales in the mid-summer months was f ollowe d by another up-
~ard movement cul minating in October. 
~ne validity of the chart cannot be held too highly 
as it is based on fi gures obtaine d for a sing l e f iscal year. 
'rherefore t h e seasonal trends indica ted by these figures may 
70. 
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not be necessarily cha r ac ter i stic for all firms. Moreover , 
sin ce fi scal ye a rs varied c onsiderab l y arnong the reporting 
f i rms, the pe riod represented by these fi gures is not defin-
itely 1 927 , ina smuch as ma ny rep orts participa t ing in t h e 
study included a considerable part of the year 1926 . 
A seasonal na t ure d oes ex ist i n the wallpaper bus -
iness, t h ough with improved and cont i nual promotion i t h as 
b een partia l ly l e velled out . The primary reasons f or t hi s 
va riation are f ound in the production and distribution of 
s amp le b ooks and the inherent buying habits or att i tud e of 
wallpa p e r consumers. The woman of t h e house does not want 
to redecorate her home during the holiday sea sons of November, 
December an d J a nuary and the vacation months of the summer . 
Both reasons appe a r to De established ha b its which 
t h e :Lndu s try has not heen able to or d oes not bo ther to change . 
Ab out the f irst or the midd le of ,July has b ec ome, by custom, _ 
the time f or the showing of the new line of wallpa per . 'i'he 
manufacturers a pproximately at this time are producing g oods 
t ha t will run f or the ensui n g year. ~!he b ook makers and other 
buyers of wallpaper purchase ·or order from the f act ories "Lmtll 
about the middle of September wallpaper that they desire to 
stock and use the ne x t year . This applies mainly to the buyers 
o f wallpaper who us e sample b ooks , which as pointed out is the 
ma jor s a le s element of this industry. These sample book dis -
tributor s want their b ook s in the hands of their cl i entele or 
-:~ 34 , p • 15 • 
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publi~ which consists of r e tailers and pa p erhang e rs, on the 
fir st of January. 
Conse quently, f actor i es re c e i ve a grea t many order s 
fo r wa llpaper d~~ ing t he s~unmer or early f all. I n or d er to 
del i ver samples of wallpaper f or s a mple book s to be d lstri-
buted b y January 1, manufacturers have a great rush of work 
dur i n g t h e early f all and winter months during which time 
long er h ours a n d e x tra l abor i s neces s ary. 
1:v'i t h increased economies of production the yearly 
labor s i tuation n ow l o ok s, h owever, like th i s: 
l;ionth 
January . 
l''ebruary 
•iarch 
April 
i;iay 
June • 
July • 
August 
Se p tember 
October . 
Hovember 
December 
-X-
3'7, p . l6. 
--;~ .. ~~ 
44, p.8. 
• 
• 
All nmployees 
Number by Month Employed 
• 5,'718 
• 5,'740 
• 5,'731 
. 5 , 6 5'7 
5,417 
5,483 
. 4, 92'7 
• 5,584 
. 5, 430 
. 5,433 
. 5, 248 
5,167 
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f-is manufac turers no1N produce related products and 
form a more even product ion sched ule, lay offs and over-pro-
duction can be greatly reduc e d . Since more recent fi gures 
are not availab le, an d present tl~e nds a:re not indi c a ted by the 
industry , a solution cannot be formed. 
l~e industry has de voted particular attention to 
this variation in sales. F'eaturing the promoting of wallpaper 
on an all-year-round basis through ste pped up a d v ertis ing 
programs and gadgets, the sea sonal slump has been definitely 
a llevi ated . Wholesalers have added to this year -round adver-
tis i ng campa :lgn a 11Spring vv·a llpaper Style Month :1 whi ch has 
proven very effect i ve. 'l'he wallpap er industry through 1'un l -
f ied " nat i onal, sectional, local and point -of-sale a dvert i sing 
was a b le to increase s a les 9~ over expected increases in 1948 
when the 11 Style lilonth 11 was first introduced. They have elab-
orated on this progr a m yearly, fo rming a ~gressive c ampaigns 
a nd sellinG gadge ts t o i n crease and level off the selling 
season . 
Joseph C. Ballet pointed out that stepped-up adver-
tising and sell ing prog r ams during of f -seasons, s um.'Tier and 
winter months, have been ab le, somewhat, to break .UP the 
a vera ge customer's home decorating habits . 
1'he effect of th i s promotion coming from the whole-
saler is beneficial to the retailer. By tailor making i t to 
.;;- I ntervi ew with Julian Brightman. 
-:H;- I nte'rview with Joseph C. Ballet. 
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suit h is needs, the retailer helps himself and the painting 
a nd paperhanging trades to a year-round bus ines s . To t h e whole-
saler who learns to stock properly year-round as Iv1r. Ballet 
h as, i t can break down hi s tota l business like this: 
F irst quarter • • • • • • 2 2. 9/b 
Second quar•ter . . . . . • • 24.2% 
'l1hird quarter • . . • • 24 . 4 /b 
Fourth quarter ••••••• 28.5% 
:ihat the industry must lea rn al;out elementary mar -
keting is that a barrage of promotions is uneffective. Rather, 
promotion should be distributed by choosing the proper theme 
for the period a n d elaborating on it according to l ocal ity and 
needs. Adequate b uying on both wholesale and retail levels 
woulci. rel.Leve pres s ure on manufacturers and perhaps revitalize 
the industry. 
The primary cons idera tions, however, is to improve 
the complicated method employed by most distributors in 
bringin g out a line o:f:' ·wallpaper while educat:tng t he c u stomer 
and t h e old fashioned retailer that red ecorating is a year-
round occurrence. 'l'he dogma tic retailer is learning through 
f acts and observations that he can do business in the sunrrner 
and winter . At the same time the home decorator is seeing in 
advertisements , store displays, and publicity releases in 
magazine s, the merits and uses of wallpaper , which leads to 
more s a les. 'I'he consumer is learning that wallpaper can 
Interview with Joseph v . Ballet. 
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make a house a home wh i le the industry is tak ing ~reater 
pride in its product while cultivating more i ma g inatively 
the available market . 
4 . Selling Commiss i on - 'fue Discount Policy 
l•'rom the s a mple book has come a nother prob lem in 
the industry. On the reve r se side of patterns in t he samp le 
b ook , manufact'l.n'ers a nd s ample b ook whol e salers pr inted a 
susge s ted selling pr ice per roll. These prices we r e until 
1 931 , leadin g to price c onfusion and the ask ing of un reas on-
ab l e prices on t he part of unscrupulous contractors or paper-
h a ngers. 'l'bJ.s hurt the reputa t ion of t he indus tr y and wall-
paper was made to a ppear fa r more expensive than it wa s. 
Since about 1 944 most s amp l e bo oks have the price clearly 
ma r k ed as a suggested retail price , f rom wh i ch a selling com-
mission is paid the paperhanger as a d iscount off the price. 
From this early coded b ook which permitted a price 
of nwhat the traffic will bearr: a high price a t the ret a il 
level has b een set by the manuf acturer . This i s presently 
u sed by the s a les outlet s , whole s a le an d r etail alike , to 
wa ge a g ood for m of cut-throa t competition. I t has done 
l i ttle to br ing prestige to the industr y with i t s number of 
bar gain outle ts fo r the s a le of the product . 
Another reason f or the higher price leve l is that 
the mark-up f rom manuf acturers' selline; prices to consumers' 
pric es i s l arger than in the other wholesale f ields . 
->:- 18' p . 040 . 
-lH:- I nterviews with Mr. Ba llet and Mr. Miller. 
-iHd~ 1 8 1 p.343. 
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A s emi - wholesaler or combination wholesa le and retail mar -
k eter i s au l e to work on a mark-up of from 25 to 601~ while 
{~­
t he averag e reta i ler has the distinction of a 70% mar k - up . 
'l'his difference is caused by the multiple dut i es of t h e 
wholesaler who funct i ons as a reta iler, a wholesaler and a 
manufacturer . The result is tha t from the suggested. marked. 
pr ice the wholesa ler and reta iler must follow a p o liQy be -
g un by the paperhanger of g iving a discount amounting to as 
high as one-third to fif ty per cent to paperhangers and cus-
tomers for a sale. Another result ha s been to place 
the wholesaler who of f ers a di scount and attracts the h ome 
c onsumer trade in direct competition with his retail outlets. 
11he i nd-qstry h as b een co gnizant of thls discount 
policy. 'f.hrough a comb ined ef f ort to elimin ate it they 
r e ceived an indictment f or viola tion of the Sherman Ant i -
·rrust Act b y a F e dera l Gr an d Jury in · Philadelphia. The 
Justice sa id the de f endant, which included 85 per cent of the 
companies that made the industry's output, had unite d through 
the ~ila llpaper Institute , the manufacturers rep re sen ta ti ve 
or ganizat i on, to estab lish pr ices and discounts and o t her 
agreements on f ixing prices . Thi s restra int of trade 
was me r ely an attempt on the ir part to c orrect one mal-
-::- 18 , p.343. 
Intervi ews with :Wll' . Bailet and Ivir. Miller. 
*** Op. cit. p.345. 
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practice ·while a chieving it through another mal - practice . 
Because of this Anti - trust Ga se manufacturers 
now fear cutting the retail price while at the same time 
they mu s t work on a very small marg in . With the fantastic 
mar ~-ups and equally fantastic and 11 phony 11 dis c ounts . has 
come i_ l - will to the industry in the eyes of the public . 
I s there a cure or is there anything wrong with 
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the p olicy numerous wholesal e rs and retailers asked when ques -
t ione C!_ on their discount policy . ·.Vi t h increasing costs and 
services offered , t h e y insist on greater mark-ups in an at -
tempt t o make a greater profit. 
It i s my belief that a guide formul a should be set 
up and recommended for each member of the indistry from manu-
facturer to retailer . Ilir . Ad d ison Hathaway and 8 . Abbott Smith 
are of the opinion that if thj_s formula would include cost 
plus a f air profit , giving a reasonable commission (discount) 
for service s ac tually re ndered (wholesaler , paperhanger , etc .) 
a fai r price woul d be charg ed . It is also a greed that this 
policy v:oul d soon have t he indus try on a sounder economic 
standing. 
A trend toward eliminating discounts seems more 
l :ll::ely if costs would be cut at all levels, whi le emphasis 
is placed on mar.l:eting the pr oduct, and Hproduc ing the mar -
ket n ins.tead of mere l y p roducing the pr oduct and tem:;_J ting 
the customer through the paperhanger with a nice ::phonyn dis -
c ount. b'lore ima_g inative merchandising along the present 
promotional line to have the d ecorator hang her paper her-
self is needed . Tog ether with improved quality and educa-
t ion of the v a lues of the product, the consumer will ga in 
.c onfidence in wha t should be the be s t meC.ium of interior 
decorat:'L on , but falls short of t hi s paramount level because 
of the ma jor prob lems invo l ved in producing it . 
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IV. THE }MNUFACTURING POSITION 
The wallpaper industry through its product has 
enhanced the interiors of ma~y homes. By realizing the aes-
thetic responsibilities and the added factor of competition, 
increased efforts on the parts of the producers and designers 
have dete rmi ned and provided more colorful and suita ble paper 
backgrounds. These are presen ted in the wallpaper pattern 
books of toda y which besides revealing the perfection of modern 
manufacturing processes, also contains as fine a rang e of de-
si gn and shades as it is possible to see an~vhere in the world . 
Through this hi gh standard of design preva ils an 
attitude of complete confidence and understanding between the 
company and its customers, the marketers and users of wallpaper. 
A. Compilation of the Sample Book 
1. Determining the Patterns to Print 
The high standard of design and the great variety 
of patterns were not reached in the United States until the 
1930 1 s. In 1928 , wallpape~ was not particularly popular in 
America . At the same time, however, the best contemporary de-
signers of Paris, Vienna, and Iviunich were being attracted to 
wallpaper as a medlum of ~xpression, and the first modern wall-
papers were being created. This resu lted in patterns of ex-
treme simplicity and uncluttered design which when imported to 
America provoked Amer ican artists to try their hands at new 
" "il" 
4, Chapter on Desi gn. 
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wal lpaper design. 
Today the rewards are self-evident in the wall 
coverings which range from comparatively simple, plain colors 
and strikingly disciplined three dimensional textu~es to 
highly decorated panels ~nd intricate designs. 
The sources of supply from whence these patterns 
orig inate introduces an interesting topic. Briefly mentioned 
previously, some manuf acturers, to include as many patterns 
which are artistically and commercially sound as possible, 
strive to maintain their own artists and their ovm studios of 
design. In other cases where the cost of private designers 
is beyond the expense account of a manufacturer, a comp ilation 
of des igns is achieved through various inde pendent artists. 
The designs of the various artists, company and other-
wise, are usually submitted to certain individuals or a com-
mittee comp osed of executives, stylists and salesmen. From 
their decisions are chosen the desi gns which the particular 
company will incorporate into the line. Since wallpaper is a 
style product, it is necessary for these individuals to keep 
up with ctiTrent trends of color a nd design t y pes from chang ing 
styles in f urniture, carpets, rugs, drapes and even architec-
ture. Knowing advance styles aids their concensus of deci-
sions to achieve a well balanced line. 
Guesswork is still the primary basis of judging 
what pattern should be included in a line. In add ition, style 
4, Chapter on Design. 
and color, design and pattern, which are the factors in the 
sale of wallp aper, are vital considel~ations of choice. But 
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since there is no guarantee as to which pattern must take pre-
dominance over others of tantamount color, style, and design, 
it is purely a guess as to which to include, if neither was 
included in a previous line. 
From sample swatches submitted by designers or ar-
tists, the panel attempts to see the coordination of the color 
and style with other products which go into the home, such as 
upholstery, fabrics, draperies, carpets, and rugs. 
After careful consideration from the committees, 
and/or sales departments, important buyers and distributors, 
the line is now ready for sample runs. These will be distri-
buted through the manufacturer's sale s staff, to bookmen (or 
jobbers who make their own sample books, other distributors 
and large retailers) for initial orders on particular patterns. 
The manufacturers' sample books, which total 30 to 35 in num-
ber as in the case of Thomas Strahan Wallpaper Company and 
more for larger producers, are made by outside binders when 
they are "canned rr or hard cover books. The manufacturer com-
piles his own soft cover book. Outside binders are used by 
wholesalers with the e x ception of a few wholesalers who do 
their own binding to cut costs. 
Thus new patterns believed to be interesting and 
novel ideas for wallpaper are combined with designs which have 
" '4\ Interviews with lVh". Addison Hathaway and Mr. Arnold Grandberg 
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sold well before. Naturally, the tendency in the industry 
is to eliminate any design if _it is a poor seller. Strahan 
and a few other manufacturers, however, keep some poor sellers 
as prestige items. 
2. Elimination of Patterns 
The information as to what constitutes a good seller 
and one a poor one is provided by a production control system. 
This system is merely stock record cards similar to a running 
perpetual inventory indicating the frequ~ncy of sales of each 
paper to the company's various customers. From these sales 
the production is guided; that is, if one of the patterns sold 
to the majority of a manufacturer's cust~mers, more of this 
particular item would be produced -and that paper would he shown 
more often in sample books than. one which was not as popular 
with their customers. The more frequently a paper is seen by 
the consumer, it is believed, the more likely it is that paper 
will sell. 
" "'~'..· 
Through the accurate record maintained by producers 
of every sale according to pattern or design, production orders 
are kept up-to-date and manufacturing is done only on the basis 
of sales. This extra-precision control reduces the amount of 
guesswork involved in forming future pattern books since slow 
or poor sellers will be elirtlnated. These patterns are not all 
waste, however, for the cylinders used to make these patterns 
are kept on file and often in future years the style will 
" .,~ Correspondence with J.S. Ke g ler of the York Wallpaper Company 
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reappear and the producer is set to test his luck a gain on 
the pattern. 
Under today's method of analysis and co ordination 
the following will be the factors considered in selecting and 
carefully balancing a new line: 
1. Swatches on display for study by many dif f erent 
people . 
2. The necessary charts to show what is proposed 
for product:ton. 
3. Past year's records of what papers sell best 
in what areas, what -people bought last year 
and the year before. 
Though a certain ratio of bedroom, living room, 
- -
k itchen, hallway, colors, tones, and textures will exist in 
the introduction of this new line, the balance is not consi-
dered scientific as it would involve 100% accuracy. There is, 
however, greater precision and much less waste a nd guesswork 
than was the case just fifteen years a go in this industry. 
B. Improvement of the Product 
1. Waterfast and Fade Proof 
----
Consistent with manufacturers' attempts to have a 
complet~ly balanced line goes the efforts to have a better 
product. Wallpaper men in the later years of 1930ts, realized 
the need of pushing sales by bettering the product and the idea 
of water-fast papers came about . Such other selling factors 
~} Interview with ~~ . Addison Hathaway 
~,H~ Ibid . 
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as fade pro of or light resistant features have emphasized the 
most recent improvements wallpaper ~as undergone in giving 
the consumer the most for his money. 
Before a selection of wallpaper i's ma de, some know-
ledg e of its durability, qua lity, and properties is necessary, 
ma k ing it particularly essential that dealers know their pro-
duct. Particularly important as to these phases is how truth-
ful can these claims be. A brief review of this ballyhoo will 
point out that it costs as much to _hang poor quality paper as 
it does to hang g ood quality paper. 
Almost every roll of wallpaper bears an identifica-
tion brand of the manufacturer in addition to the special qual-
i ties of water-fast and/or fade proof on the edg es or salvag e. 
This means tha t every roll bearing the brand either stands up 
or the manufacturer must suff er the loss. The roll's failure 
would reflect on every roll he made. 
Though all wallpaper produced must be within the 
l :>_mits of current a nd t entative u.s. Com_-rner'cial Standards there 
is no guarantee as to the washable and fade proof features. 
This was substantiated in 1943 by a series of tests performed 
by the Consumer Research Magazine. 
According to their study wallpaper was broken dovm 
into three cla~sifications: 
" .,~ 
Type 1. "Skins" or 11ungr ounded 11 paper. These were 
nothing more than raw paper stock directly printed 
14, pp.l3~H5. 
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with color and design. Such wa llpaper is the cheapest 
sort, will readily fade, is not washable, and advis-
able to avoid unless for some very exceptional use. 
Type 2. Fade Proof, but not washable. Papers of this grade 
are ngrounded 11 papers, which means that the raw paper 
has been g~ven a·coat of clay and a so-called sun-
fast color. This coating is a dded for the purpose 
of protecting the paper from light, which causes de-
terioration of the paper stock. 
Type 3. Fade Proof and washable papers. These are similar 
to Type 2 papers, except that the colors are not 
only fade resistant, but insoluble in water. The 
terms 11washable 11 or 11water-fast 11 , often misunderstood, 
have their _only r eal imp lication in regard to color 
solubility. It should be pointed out ~~at there is 
really no such thing as washable papers in that they 
are impervious to rubbing, and too much or too vig -
or ous rubbing on a dirt spot will dama ge washable pa-
pers. Directions for washing such papers invariably 
stress the use of suds, light pressure, thorough rins-
ing , and cleani n g of small areas at a time. These 
papers are made water-fast by using less col or pig -
ments and more clay as some papers do. 
To test these marking s on the selvedge edge, Con-
sumer's Research selected samples from ten mills considered 
the largest producers in the country and Sears & Roebuck, 
Montgomery Ward and the Decorator's Wallpaper Company, a 
large distributor. 
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Available colors were used with preference for the 
popular blues and greens, colors that also tend to be less 
light-res i stant than some others. Papers were tested for burst-
ing,strength, basic weight, fastness to light in a Fadeometer, 
fastness to crocking, washability and width. 
The results of their finding s a r e summarized to 
point out the fallacy of some of these marking s while in other 
cases to show the r eal improvements made in the product. 
Of the 20 samples tes t ed, 19 were r epresented by the 
vendor as 11washable 11 , 11water-resistant 11 , or nwater-fast 11 , but 
only 12 samples made such claims on the selvedge of the paper. 
One maker claimed his p olicy "exceeds government specification". 
(These specifications do not contain any sort of washability 
requirements yet the paper proved to be washable.) Of the 12 
samples with "washability" marked on the selvedge of the paper, 
three failed to live up to their claims, and of the seven 
claimed by t h e vendor to be washable, two were not so in fact. 
Of the eight samples marked 11fade-proofn, "color-locked 11 , 
rrlig..h.t - res isting" , or 11 sun-tes ted 11 , five showed evidence of · 
color change after 24 hours exposure in the Fadeometer; four 
other samples also failed this test, a total of 9 out of 20. 
Only four samples passed the crocking test, but the r ubbing off 
of color was not considered objectionable in any brand. Factory 
numbers of the samples were included so that it is believed 
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the judgements could apply to some degree to other patterns 
of the same mills, so that a pattern bought from a mill whose 
product was ranked A would have a high probability of ex cellent 
performance, provided paper of the . same type is purchased. 
Since this test was made, more string ent methods of 
inspection have been enforced by these vendors, manufacturers 
or dealers. Spot checks coordinated with perfected means of 
studying these qualities now enable these manufacturers to 
guarantee their product which in few cases is required. 
If there is any doubt as to the washability or fade-
proof claims of a paper there are two tests that a consumer 
can make. Take a clean wet soft cloth and rub it over a small 
area of the sample at least 25 times, using moderate pressure. 
This will ruin the pattern of a non-washable paper. No atten-
tion should be paid to any coloring which may come off on the 
cloth, for if the pattern remains sharply defined after this 
treatment, it is properly classed as paper intended to be wash-
a ble. To test the fade proff qualities, obtain a small sample 
of the paper and hang it in the sun for 24 hours with a por-
tion of the paper protected a gainst the light by black paper 
or thin cardboard. If no color difference is evident between 
the e xp osed sample and the ,Protected part you can be reasonably 
sure that the paper is in the fade proof class. 
14, p;p .. l3-15. 
Ibid., pp.l3-15. 
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Another ch eck of wallpaper having no direct rela-
tion to chemical research but used by manufacturers, is to 
have skilled paperha n gers and decorators check the wallpaper 
after it is on the wall in a sample room. They check it as 
a whole, inch by inch, for desi gn, color, style, and flaws . 
Their main task is to see tha t styling and mechanical details 
a r e correct. The se decorators are another step forward in 
protecting the manufacturer's name and backing up t h e guaran-
tee. 
2. Adding New Products 
These new improvements really b e gan with the style 
trend in 1938-39 toward patterned walls . VVar restr:tct i ons 
which held the use of raw paper stock ·for wallpaper to 61b of 
1941-42 . or 60% of production caused manufacturers to spend 
this time i n r esearch t o better their product . 
United Wallpaper Company, which is the largest sin-
gle U. S. wall paper manufacturer nor-mally making about 25~; of 
the industry's total annual output, led the fiel d in trying 
to g et wallpaper sales bacl-: on t he upgrade. 
The c ompany's first claim to orig inality was a ready -
pasted wallpaper on 207~ heavier stock tha n ordinary paper. 
This is a patented adh esive that stays moist fifteen minutes 
to allow time for amateurs to set t h e pa per, slide it on the 
wall , and match patterns . United worked out t h e adhes i ve with 
~~ Interview with Mr. Ad d ison Hathaway 
-::-..;:- . 11 , -p • 6 8 • 
17, p . 243 . 
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a paste manufacturer and tried it first in 1941, with consi-
derable sales s uccess, in its line of Trimz borders. In 1943 
this pre-pasted paper was ready for the market, and b a cked by 
national advertising in leading ma gazines and store test de-
monstrations, the novelty of t~e product Trimz has had a rev-
olutionary effect on the industry. 
The basis for the company's decision t o branch out 
i nto Ready-Pasted side-wall and c~iling paper was its earlier 
success on the pre-pasted borders. The company was also in-
fluenced by the wartime shortag e of paperhangers. Thus the 
product, it was bel i eved, could sell people on the i d ea of 
putting u p their o¥m wallpaper and eventually developing new 
p ostwar consumer habits. United was also impressed by surveys 
showing that 65% of the people in tovms under 10,000 do their 
own paper hanging. 
Trimz, wh ich c omes in boxes c ontaining eighty-one 
feet of side-wall and twenty feet of matching border, although 
receiving expected criticism from paperhangers has caught on. 
Other manufacturers have started or already have lines of pre-
pasted borders or papers. With United's pioneer work and ad-
h esive pa tent it has maintained this leadership, but is pre-
sently contemplating licensing its patent to other U.S. wall-
paper makers to spur on this new boon. 
Trimz pre-pasted products (which also include cedar-
closet paper and cut-out floral decorations called '~ pplikays 11 ) 
-~- 17, p. 243 
v ,, 
... --.. - Ibid. , p. 243. 
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are sold mainly through general retail outlets; hardware and 
paint stores, department stores, and 5-and-lO's. This is in 
k eeping with their polic y pf diversification at a minimum of 
expense. 
Another example of this method of merchandising by 
diversif i cation on United's part is their most recent ~ew pro-
duct c a lled Varlar. This is a wall covering which by all pre-
v i ous s t andards of the industry, ex cept perhaps that portion 
which went in for oil cloth t ypes, i ·s strictly i mpermeable and 
won't chip. It is made of a combination paper and plastic 
resins. Vfuereas ordinary washable wallpaper is tested by 
wetting a spong e or gauze with a 10% soap s olution pas sing 
over the paper for a total of 50 to 100 motor-driven revolu-
tions, Varlar is tested to 25,000 r evolutions without shining 
the s't:trfa.ce. 
On this product, soap and water will wash off almost 
any kind of blemish for it is made by a "secret" thermoplastic 
proces~ which took United 9 years of research. Varlar sells 
in packa ges rather than rolls at a certain price per square 
foot, t h ere being 100 square feet per package. Coming in a 
number of colors the market for this is directed at institu-
tions, restauran ts, hotels, and theaters which have clung to 
paint because of its washability. Because it is vermin-resis-
tant as well as stainproof and washable, hospitals also are 
sales prospects. 
" 
'l> 12' p. 70. 
~~~~· 
Ibid.' p. 70. 
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With these p roduc ts h a ve c ome new ad~esives, wa llpaper 
cleansers, and tools, all of which provide valuable related 
l i nes for manufacturers to c onsider and perhaps add. Pre-
pasted pap e r has definitely affe c t ed the market and its success 
was verified by Mr. Addison Hathaway at Thomas Strahan Wall-
paper Company , when he said, "Self-hanging or ready-pasted 
wal1paper will stay a consumer product a nd its f u tur e only 
{'- . 
depends upon t he educational p rogram used". 
C. The Reducti on of Costs 
1. Warehousing and Delivery 
Through every phase of operation, methods have been 
improved and tighten ed so that costs a r e lowered while c ontrol 
is improved. Peculiar c ondit ions as p ointed out br ou ght on 
this emphasis for modernizing the industry. 
Insofar as the production process is concerned the 
manufacturers using older p lants h ave modernized as much as 
possible, many n ew methods being introduced. United a gain 
has led the industry in money-saving innovations. They intro -
duced the mech anizing of materials handled in storag e and ware-
housing. The weight and bulk of the product has imposed 
severe b1.1rdens on warehous i n g capacity. Under these condi-
tions, ph ysical inventory control, st ock location, and ware-
housing have bec ome op erating p roblems to be solve d par ticu-
larly in conne ction with finished g oods. 
~~ Interview with TI'Ir. Addis on Ha thaway 
16, pp.lOS-112. 
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With the use of pallets the solution was easily 
found and control improved. ifi th t housands of sty les rr in ted 
each year palletizing allowed storing three pallets high. 
Space was more evenly assigned and handpiling was r educed to 
a minimum. 
To improve order filling a new system was introduced. 
Here is the way it works: 
1. As each shipping order is PTepared, labels pre-
pasted with style numbers are picked from a file . 
One label is pulled for each bundle to be shipped. 
The customer's name and address are printed on each 
label covering his order. 11assembly area " numbers 
for each customer a re printed on the labels at the 
same time. 
2. Labels for all customers' shipments sch eduled 
for a four-h our ship p ing p eriod are sor ted b y style 
number and then a r rang ed ~c cording t o style n1unber 
location in the warehouse. 
3. S t ock is picked from the warehouse and a label 
is attached to each bundle . This replaced the old 
method of stenciling each bundle for LTL (Less Truck 
Load) and LCL (Less Car Load) shipments. The stock 
is then delivered to the order assembly area. 
4. In the order assembly area, bundles ar e sorted to 
individual customer assembly areas, according to the 
16, p p .l08-112. 
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Preprinted shipping label is the backbone of the new warehousing 
procedure. Tickets for customer are all printed at once, then sorted 
by style number for order picker. He labels bundels as he picks them, 
then drops them in customer's assembly area as sho\vn on label. ~~ 
-:~ 16 p.llO Cannon, Philip F . 11 Palletizing Makes New Warehousing 
System Really Work." v.lOS, no.6. 
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area numbers printed on the label. 
5. Orders can also be shipped directly to customers 
from production by attaching labels to bundles as 
they are taken from the printing lines. In thi.s 
case, the bund les are taken directly to the order 
assembly area and is another example of a short-cut 
which further reduces costs and speeds service. 
The principles applied by United to get results that 
proved 87~& labor saving are adaptable to the other firms fac-
ing the same problems. Some are contemplating their applica-
tion while others have already put them into effect. In any 
case it shows a trend in the industry which all concerned 
readily appreciate. 
2. Wallpaper Materials 
Another factor of concern to the industry at pre-
sent is obtaining the necessary materials for production while 
not in.creasing the cost of the product. Ever since 1950, scar-
cities of chemicals, intermediates and dyestuffs, and the 
color mater i als of wallpaper, hav~ made these products more 
difficult to obtain than at any time during World War II. 
Major chemical companies who supply these raw ma-
terials to the wallpaper industry, unable to get their allo-
cations from Washington are about ready to offer the trade 
colors which will r equire less of the basic chemicals such as 
soda ash, sodium, sulfur which affect s many colors, and other 
chemicals. This will make the colors stronger so that 
-:~ 23, p. 56. 
Ibid., p.56. 
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wallpaper producers will have t o mill these colors for longer 
periods and will have to be more car eful in their use. 
Substitute materials means an incr ease in price to 
t h e industry since wa l lpa per colors have always been made from 
the cheapest materials that would produce perfect light fast-
ness and g ood working qualities. At any r a te , if the present 
situa tion continues and the manpower problem gets any worse, 
neither the r aw ma te r ial suppliers nor the wa llpaper industry 
will be able to operate at this past peak l evels of production. 
But this temp orary restriction in supplies in no 
way alter s the fact that modern me thods, greater precis i ons 
in controls, sales, c r edits, production, and finance have 
p laced the manufacturer s in a stronger position than ever be-
fore. The indus try is making sound progress much o f whi ch 
would have been impossible under old methods . 
D. Services To the Trade 
1. Advertising -Sa les Pr omo tion 
The perfe f tion of wallpaper has caused a strong 
d esire on the part of its manu!acturers to see tha t everything 
is done to create and s ecure a favorable market position. 
This advantage has meant a program designed to educate the 
consumer and a promotional campaign to prod the trade . In 
both cases it has inculca ted in the wallpaper industry new 
zest and spirit. 
This attitude all began, quite naturally, with the 
advent of modern mechanical equipment and with the modernizing 
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of living rooms and bedrooms. Women came to realize t h at 
t h eir homes were never completely decorated until the walls, 
too, were made beautiful and modern. 
Editors of the "Shelter Group Ma gazinesu including 
American Homes, Better Homes and G~rdens, Good Housek eeping , 
House and Garden, House Beautiful, Ladies' Home Journal, seemed 
to pay greater attention to wallpaper as a possible adver-
tiser. M~nufacturers a greed that in order to sell wallpaper 
and educate the consumers, a concentrated housewife r eader-
ship is of first importance. 
Therefore, around the late 1 930's wallpaper manu-
facturers invested large sums of capital to a new mark eting 
plan promoting their particula r product, often by b r and, through 
nat ional advertising. Although this was not the f irst case 
of advertising in the industry it was thebiggest, boldest, 
most effec t ive method employed to that date. It '1clicked 11 
and was profitable, as United, an innovator of na tional ad-
vertising , proved by chang ing a net loss of $216 ,197 in 1939 
--~~ 
b efore national advertising i nto a ~p320,000 net profit. 
Other wallpaper executives soon saw color, not on 
t h eir financial papers, but in their national advertising. 
Full-color advertisements be gan to replace the ordinary black 
and white, directing greater attention to the industry. Pho-
tographs showing room set-ups including f u rniture, draperies 
and carpets were the usual laybut of new colorful iililustrations 
20, pp .69-70. 
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and pictures, examples of which are included. 
To back t h ese promotions up, manuf acturers took 
a dvantag e of t h e fa ct t h at American women h ave long been brand 
conscious in what they purchas e . With greater circulat i on in 
the h ouse and home t ype of women's ma gazines went coordinated 
newspaper advertising , made p ossible by advertising ma ts dis-
tributed free t o dealers for print in local p a per s . This was 
an effort to have the c ons l-!lrlers ask for the manuf actur ers 1 
papers by name forcing outlets t o buy through d ema nd from in-
d ividual wholesalers. 
Other media used .have been window dis play materials 
and p oin t-of-·sale rna terials, form letters for direc t-ma. il 
advertising , selling suggestions and s p ot r adio co~~ercials. 
In add ition to the Nati onal Wallpa per St y le Show and other 
conven tions held t hrou gh the year for the purpose of meeting 
p eople and gaining publicity, the present plan of merchandis-
i n g with advertising has g one all out to find and g ive the 
h ousewife what she wa n ts in wa llpaper. 
Ed itor s of new I?apers and ma gazines h ave devoted 
more p a ges in advertising , pu?licity releases and other items 
to wallpa per in recent months. The y are beg inning to tak e an 
interest in styling and new color sch emes, and t hrough this 
interest are impressing t h eir wallpaper c onsc iousness u p on the 
mi nds of their readers. 
The women's reaction to this publicity is shown: 1) 
t h rough their acce p tance of the better wallpaper s as t he item 
I_ 
NO. 726 '' A BIT OF NEW ENGLAND'' D RESS BY CEIL CHAPMAN 
Jke charm o/ new Cnf}land~ coajtline captured by Strahan in this magnificent, five-panel, handprinted scemc-
Bringing the cool serenity and crystal clarity 
of the coast, "A Bit of New England" adds 
depth o.f perspective, spaciousness and beauty 
to your home. Developed from our artist's 
sketches made along Massachusetts' f •med 
North Shore, this superb scenic is made for 
you by Thomas Strahan Company, the na-
tion's leading wallpaper manufacturer and is 
printed in a variety of rich colorings. 
Ask to see miniatures in fu ll color of this 
handsome wallpaper mural and also the many 
Strahan Colonial Repro4uctions to com-
pliment you and your home. 
I 
THOMAS STRAHAN 
COMPANY 
Che l sea , Massachusetts 
MAKERS OF FINE WALLPAPERS SINCE 1886 
HONEY LOCUST-NO. 8234 
Wallpaper makes it home 
... and your home 1:s a man's home too. 
He'll like the wonderful atmosphere of this Strahan wallpaper 
-one of the endless variety of wallpapers created by this famous 
house. Select your favorites together. Your tas te for the new 
and original, as well as the old and authentic, will be delight-
ed by Strahan wallpapers. See them and see what they will do 
for your home ... Strahan-wherever fine wallpaper is sold. 
Thomas STRAHAN Company 
Makers of FINE WALLPAPERS since 1886 
CHElSEA, MASSACHUSETIS 
Showrooms at 417 Fifth Ave., New York 16 • Merchandise Mart, Room 1322, Chicago 54 
Ilo!ISe Beautifttl-Octobet, 1951 
Brides-November, 1951 
Living for Yottng H omemakers-Noz,ember, 1951 
H ouse Beautiful's Guide fot the Bride-November, 1951 
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to use in gaining more pride in their homes, 2) by t heir 
attendance at training pr ogress in painting and d ecorating , 
a nd 3) by t h e interest in films prcduced by wa llpaper manu-
f acturers point i n g out the f ine qualities of' the product . 
I n reaching wallpaper dealers and distributors, 
manufacturers utilize the trade pu b licat i ons l ike :rr.i11.e Wall-
paper Ma gazine 11 • F or contacting other trades t h e i r med ia will 
be house publications such as 11 I nter i or !Jecorator 11 and ;1Arch i -
tectura l Trade Publication:r . 
Plann e d i ncreases i n a dvert i sing a ppropriat i ons by 
manufacturer s show that the industry realizes the importance 
of sales promotion. 
2 . 111ark et Research Stud ies 
Another important i ndus try development is t h e mar-
ket research studies undertak en by the industry or by periodi-
ca ls to study the wallpape r customer in spec i fic areas. The 
averag e number of' rooms papered in a home and other similar 
questions are studied. Th rough t h e Wallpaper I nst i tute, the 
trade assoc i ation f or the manufacturers, surveys a t va rious 
times have been c onducted to determine t h e a cceptabi lity of 
wallpaper in t he Ame rican home, just where anc1 how mo st wall-
paper i s purcha s ed , and wh o applies it to the vmll . The 
c onclus ions t o t h e se studies have aided t h e indus tr y in f ormu -
lating future marketing and merchandising p olicies. 
'I'he most recent research is the series of sc i enti-
fi e studies on wallpaper now taking p l a ce at Rut gers Univers i ty. 
~~ Corresp ondence with York Vfallpaper Company 
·------------------------------------------~------------------
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These studi es are being jo i nt l y fina nced b y .::>tamf ord i'iallpaper 
Company and 'lnoma s 0 trahan Comp any, well k nown manufa cturers 
repre sentinz a coopera tive activ i ty f or which t he industry will 
greatly gain. 
Results of the first study a lready publish ed have 
t o do with t he insulat ing properties of wallpaper. The re-
search es proved that the i nsulat ion value of w~llp~per (# 1. 
h ang ing stock) wa s equiv a lent to 71 coats of pa int. I n t erms 
of heat conserved i n cold wea t her , t his me a ns· 3 .2 de gr ees in 
5 minutes with consequent s avin gs in fuel costs. I n the s ame 
way , i t means t h a t i n warm weather a n equiv a lent amount of heat 
i s s hut out of t he h ou se. 
The study on insulat i on is t h e fj_rst t ime that e xact 
sc ient ific measurements have resulted in specific c onc l u s i ons 
a pp l ying to wallpaper , the product. 'l'he gain f rom t h ese stu-
di es b ~; St amf ord and Strahan are a pub l i c service f or both t h e 
industry and t h e c ons umer. 
I f t h e falla c y is exposed t hat market research i s 
an expens l ve propos i t ion a nd, t h e r efore, too gr eat for the 
poc ke tb ook of a les s than :rmillion dollar out fi t 11 , other i'irms 
will f ollow the e x ample s et by t h e s e two manufacturers. The 
r esults can be brough t h ome t o t he publ i c through other joint 
industry e :t' f' orts, includi ng institutional a dvert:i.sing , publ i -
c i ty a n d point-of -sa l e devices. · 'l'his publ i c ity properly placed, 
should prove an e x cel l ent t heme f or indicating t he va lue and 
.;:- Advertisement on Sc ientific s tudy from The Wa l l pape r ~:Ia gazine. 
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public service 
announcement 
reporting results 
of scientific 
research by 
laboratories 
of RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 
ft~teftawd fot ... 
STAMFORD WALL PAPER CO. 
and 
THOMAS STRAHAN CO. 
#1 in a series of Publ ic Service Announcements reporting results of creative scientific 
research from leading University laboratories on all phases of the wall paper industry. 
This research program is sponsored and financed in the interests of the industry as a whole 
by Stamford Wall Paper Co. and Thomas Strahan Company. This is the first such report 
issued , .. others will follow on every major part of the wallpaper industry . 
A .REPORT OF THE .HEAT FLOW RESISTANCE OF WALLPAPER ... 
', ' 
f\0 ~ 5 (; > n._; .. •·"' '""'··· -. ...• _~11> 
...,; ~ ., 
''"' ... ~ 
f{!jou have often heard someone say, " The wallpaper 
seems to make this room WARMER in the winter-
time (or COOLER in the summer)." The object of this 
research project was to find out just how true that state-
ment was. The resulting findings prove without a shadow 
of a doubt that wallpaper is a definite insulating factor. 
For purposes of comparison these tests were made on 
three types of wall surfaces. The first was treated with one 
coat of primer paint, the second was treated with many 
coats of paint-and. the third surface was covered with 
one coat of Walcrest or Thomas Strahan Wallpaper. 
Identical heat transfer units were con structed and 
placed in a 68 degree F. incubator for cooling and in a 121 
degree F. incubalor for heating rate determination. When 
starting a heating cycle the initial temperature was 68 F. 
and temperature reading were recorded at selected time 
intervals until the maximum temperature of 121 F . was 
reached. A similar procedure, in reverse, was used for 
cooling ( this time we started with 121 F. and ended with 
68 F.). 
Tests proved that the same heat transfer ratings were 
true for both the heating and cooling cycles. Therefore it 
is possible to present one set of fi gures in the conclusion. 
Comparisons proved conclusively that wallpaper was 
an excellent insulating material. For example, the tests as 
shown on graph # 1-show that at point A 4. 78 minutes 
were required for the section coated with primer paint 
to reach a temperature value of 104 F. With 12 coats of 
good white interior flat paint it took 4.97 minutes to reach 
104 F. AND WITH ONE COAT OF WALCREST OR 
THOMAS STRAHAN WALLPAPER IT TOOK 5.78 
MINUTES. Translating this to even values, we can say 
that the one coat of Wallpaper was equal in this insula-
tion test to 60 coats of paint . .. when an average of points 
A-B and C on this graph are taken the values rise until 
one sheet of W alcrest or Thomas Strahan wallpaper is 
equal in insulation value t:o 71 coats of good paint. 
We next tested for temperature differences at different 
times-as shown in Graph #2. This graph shows that in 
only 5 minutes the difference was actually 3.2 degrees F. 
Translate this into savings in fuel during a whole winter 
-into the greater degree of comfort in other seasons of 
the year and you will see just how important these find-
ings are. 
CONCLUSION 
• Insulation Value of One Sheet of Walcrest or Thomas 
Strahan Wallpaper: equals 3.2° in 5 minutes. 
• Gives same insulation as 71 coats of paint. 
• Makes room more comfortable. 
• Saves Fuel. 
• With traditional Walcrest and Strahan beauty of 
design. 
STAMFORD WALL PAPER CO. 
and THOMAS STRAHAN CO. 
STAMFORD WALL PAPER CO. THOMAS STRAHAN CO. 
STAMFORD, CONN. CHELSEA, MASS . 
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quality of the wallpaper product. 
3 . Services Ex tended to Middlemen and Retailers 
l~ 'rom Table XI showinz, a break down of the vmllpaper 
manufacturers by size, i t can be seen t h at most concerns are 
of a very small nature. 'i"'ney a J'e not, therefore, i n a posi-
tion to of':t' er muc h in the way of elaborate services to the 
wholesaler or retailer. 
However, when a f irm's sales personnel make calls 
upon their a c counts, t hey of ten adv i se on s howro oms and pro-
duct disp l ays. Along t h ese same lines the y a l so of f er their 
pr oducts at severely reduced prices for di spl s.y use, even f or 
background use in oth er ind u s tries as in department store win-
dow displays or in the televi s i on production f ield for various 
setting s. 
To the retailer and wholesaler one-day delivery ser-
v:.tce on orders is a ttempted. lhis is an impor t ant feature when 
one considers t he usually i nv olved process of distr ibution. 
Out of t ', is one-d a y service has al so evolved the manufacturer's 
expert a dvice on selecting a s uitab le pattern to suit a c on-
sumer 1 s needs. 'l'his service i s obtainable merely be requesting 
i t. 
'l'he most important c onsideration the manufa cturers 
have given the d ealers and retailers is the holding of costs 
down so that there has been no advance in price over the past 
year. The pr i ce of' wa llps.per, in genera l, has not e;one up 
more than one-third of its pr e-war prices. 
-i< Intervie w wi t h hir. Add i son Hathaway. 
'I'hese facts 
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provi de a better opportuni ty for the sales outlets t o serve 
many more h omeowners, rental propert y mana gers a nd cow ..merc i al 
build ing operators and wi t h g reater decorating economy than 
ever before . 
TABL£ XI 
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V. THE NEED OF A MIDDLEMAN I N 
DI STRIBUTION 
106. 
The 11wholesaler 11 , commonly classified as a middle-
man, is defined by the wallpaper trade to mean any person, 
firra or corporation, operating a business for the purpose of 
selling wallpaper. His function is to carry a well selected 
stock of merchandise, to buy in suitable quantities, to ware-
house a reserve stock for retailers within a radius of econ-
omical distribution, to offer convenience of service, and to 
resel l in proper units to the retailers as ec onom: cally as 
possible. The term 11wholesaler 11 is still further defined, 
as we shall consider him, to mean one who has traveling men 
on the road and/or who has facilities for mak ing and distri-
buting sample books. 
The influence exerted by the wholesaler in the wall-
pap er trade and market can be ap proached by either a quanti-
tative analysis of the number of firms engaged in this level 
and by pointing out t he increase and growth numerically, or 
by analyzing how important his position is t h rough a deta iled 
discussion of his duties and functions. Since the first 
a pproach has a lready been completed in Chapter III, "The 
Present Industry", a widespread run down of the wholesaler's 
services and functions will be e~phasized now by clearly di-
recting the cov~rage to the major task s undertaken at the 
wholesale level. 
37, p.l40. 
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A. The Functions Offered By The Wholesaler 
The functions of the wholesaler, not the whole-
saler himself, are considered highly important in the dis-
tribution of wallpaper. Warehouse facilities, a major 
function, are required for larg e storag e space at the beginning 
of a new line. Dr. Howard T. Hovde, Executive Director of 
the National Wallpaper V1holesalers 1 Association, in a "Journal 
of Mark eting" article stated the importance of the wholesaler 
maintaining warehouse facilities as such: 
11While selection of lines is made carefully, 
error in judgement arises because of style pre-
f erences by consumers with the result that not 
more than thirty per cent of the line will be 
fast movers. Job lots at the end of a line are 
only one of the normal risks of the wallpaper 
wholesaler. Permanent inventory systems (con-
denser records) attempt to overcome the risk by 
more frequent buying from source of supply. How-
ever, if the wholesaler does not buy and ware-
house large quantities for extended periods, he is 
not asslired of available future supply of a g iven 
pattern. As a result, the rate of turnover of 
wholes a lers' stocks may be no more than one to 
three times. 11 -~ 
By maintaining these facilities, the wholesaler 
attempts to offer his buyers quick service. Through careful 
selection of h is stock from reliable ma nufacturers, he makes 
available the merchandise needed in stock in specific quanti-
ties and variety of patterns. Little or no waiting for prep-
aration of the order results in no delay for delivery. Also, 
the buyer, t h rough one purchasing operation, can obtain his 
merchandise because the wholesaler in his constant contacts 
18 , p.344. 
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with these various merchants knows the peculiar characteristics 
of each trading area. From his experience he then can tell 
what should move, when, how, and now more than ever, h ow to 
make and help it move. 
The wholesaler's function as a buyer is to judg e 
this demand from the var i ous territories he covers and relate 
it to the national picture . From this estimate it is hoped 
that only a reasonably small stock will be on hand at the end 
of the line. 
The reach of the wholesaler may be national in the 
case of some wholesale . wallpaper firms that do a nation-wide 
business on exclusive lines. In many instances, wholesalers 
of high-style mer chandise now create their own line and perform 
all the manufacturing functions except the actual printing. · 
Most of the wholesalers, however, c onfine their business to 
smaller territories defined as transportation areas for quick 
and convenient over-night ~hipment of room lot merchandise. 
By merely stocking dealers, sub-jobbers, or branches, whole -
salers' expansion programs are pe~mitted wider territories. 
The extention of credit, another function of the 
wholesaler, has become mor e s ~gnificant to the trad e in recent 
years . During the war period , sales, which had f allen off 
proportionately with production , were made for cash and or-
derers subsequently never needed the 30 day credit period . 
18, p.344. 
·:H~ Ibid, p.344. 
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They preferred to pay earlier and ga in the discount. The 
pendulum has now reversed with credit restrictions more pro-
nounced and paper~angers becomi n g bad risks. The function 
ex ists regardless, but t he d ifference is that the normal pro-
cedure and performance requires more stringent controls. 
The major function of the wholesaler which has 
e volved from the distribution process has been compiling and 
distributing the sample book. The reason for his importance 
in this field is evidenced by the fact that present wallpaper 
is largely identified by the wholesaler's brand name, rather 
than the manufacturer's name . Pattern combinations in a 
sample will tell an inform~d buyer from what wholesale source 
the wallpaper was obtained, even if the cover of the sample 
book may be imprinted with another distributor's name. 1~nu-
facturers in many instances do not even imprint t h eir names 
on the back or selvedg e of the papers. Thus the extensiveness 
an d appeal of a line will determine not only the basic whole-
saler, but his trading market. 
B. Wholesalers' Preferences In 
Pa tterns and Producers 
1. The Production of the Sample Book 
The first essential in compiling a sample book by 
t h e wholesaler is to determine which manufacturers he will 
deal with. This basically involves the type of market the 
wholesaler is plann ing to distribute to. Certain manufacturers 
18, p.344. 
may specialize in a better line of higher priced papers or 
particular patterns as scenics or hand prints. It is the 
wholesaler's problem, then, of compiling the most suitable 
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patterns for his areao He must bring the right people and the 
right wallpapers together. 
To do this most effectively, the · followin g factors 
are considered, their emphasis varying with different whole~ 
salers and areas: 
1. Price Range or Line 
2. Types of Wall~aper 
3. Color Background 
4. Patterns-Periods 
The wholesaler will try to set up a certain ratio 
of companion or blend papers and a certain number for rooms 
in a home, e. g . bedrooms, living rooms, hallways, etc. Their 
position in t h e home, light or dark and other similar s i tua-
ti ons must be considerad . These ratios are difficult to de-
t ermine and even harder t o interpret or compare, for often a 
particular pattern can be used in a number of rooms without 
varying its effectiveness. 
The color factor still r emains the predominate con-
sideration and the most troublesome for which to set a ratio. 
The public is c ontinually being c ondit ioned in major cities 
regarding fabrics and other home furnishing styles. These are 
closely allied to the wallpape r industry yet their influence 
is more potent in re gard to color for they nationally promote 
?:· Interview-:Mr. W. G. Miller, of the Brewster Wallpaper Company 
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their furniture covering s, rugs, drapes, fabrics and addi-
tional items. 
Af ter seeing the v arious l ines introduced by manu-
facturers and sales personnel, the wholesaler states his cho ice 
and places his order. This is hi s most difficult decision for 
it involves a larg e purchase to buy a 4 to 6 months supply 
for all his buyers and himself . Based on how much mone y he 
is capable and desirous of i nvesting , he considers the exact 
number of patterns to be included in h is books a n d where in 
t he room t h ey can be used. 
TI~e manufacturer will, upon r eceipt of the order , 
., 
r ern_i t to the wholesaler or a desig nated binder reams of the 
patterns chosen. These are marked for price, often 11named 11 
for bette r sel l ing appeal a nd clas sification, a nd then bound 
tog ether int o a book averag ing about 14 11 x 20 11 • The c over is 
usually of a hard but flexible variety properly labeled with 
t h e d is tributor's name an d perhaps a brand name which the 
wholesaler may have for his line. 
Some wholesalers use these compiled sample books for 
t heir own selling floors and prefer the 11 canned 11 patterned 
book for distribution . In contrast to the "comp iled 11 book , 
the manufacturer groups together in this 11 canned 11 book , papers 
s pecially made up for a particular type or - level of wholesa ler. 
Included here are all the papers wh ich through the year he has 
stated a preference for, his best sellers, new pat t erns he 
may lik e, same patterns with different color backgrounds or 
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primary colors , and patterns in accordance with future trends. 
The manufacturer t hen properly marks t hese with suggested re-
tail prices, bounds t h em with a hard cover bearing the manu-
factu~er's line or brand name. Tne wholesaler's company 's 
name i s also printed to s how the dealer. 
This 11 canned 11 book i s the most common in the indus-
try as it involves less time and expense on the wholesaler's 
part. On t his type the wholesaler will at tempt. to cover his 
expenses of buying these hard cover sample books by charging 
a minimt.un price to his dealers and also requiring a specific 
amount of purchase or nt.rnber of bundles. 
When i t i s considered that a wholesaler c ompi ling 
hi s own book s must p ick fr om 50,000 to 60,000 different patterns, 
though these pa tterns are not cop~vritten, in order t o choose 
1,000 des igns t h e task is more understandable. Out of t h ese 
1,000 patterns will come his sample b o oks which usually aver-
a ge 18 7 patterns. If he p laces a soft cover on his sample 
book, most likely it will be d istributed gratis, i n expecta-
tions of futu~e sales. If, however, t h e retailer or buyer is 
a larg e dealer and desires add itional books, a slight charge 
is made t o c o ver costs. An a nalysis of his operating ex penses 
will p erhaps explain charg ing in one case and not in another. 
~~-
Interview with Mr. Arnold Grandberg , Grandberg Brothers 
Wallpaper Company. 
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c. Operating Costs of the Wholesale~ 
It is no secret that the wholesaler's success in 
developing a successful and profitable operation depends on 
h andling a sufficient vo1tooe of busi ness at s at isfactory mar-
g ins. This satisfactory profit that is the objective of every 
well-managed enterprise, wholesaler or otherwi se, is attained 
only be selling the desired volume of goods, competitively 
priced, with costs at a minimum level. The c ost factor as re-
lates to the wholesaler is p articularly important in the wall-
paper industry. 
1. Operating Ra tio Studies 
From a study made by the Harvard University Bureau 
of Business Research in 1927, better results of the 54 whole-
sale firms included in the study, showed relatively high pro-
fi ts were accounted for to a greater extent by low operating 
expenses t han by high gr oss marg ins. This can hardly be con-
sidered. ueye revealing ". Yet fourteen years later in another 
study by Dun & Bradstreet made of the same Wholesale wallpaper 
trade 11 success 11 in this particular trade was reproven to be 
de pendent upon the ability to k eep expenses under control. 
Records prove that typical op erat ing ratios vary 
from t rade to trade, and even more sharply as between whole-
s a lers and retail ers. However, wallpaper wholesalers' ratios 
-:~ 34 ' . p .1. 
~~ .. ~: .. 
15, p.20. 
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will tend to differ more noticeably than usual in that there 
is no such thing as a 11 pure wallpaper wholesaler"--one who 
sells only wallpaper and who sells it only at wholesale. The 
Harvard Study definitely revealed that wallpaper wholesalers 
make most of their sales to other wholesalers and sub-jobbers; 
but another segment of this total category of wholesalers s -ell 
at least half of their merchandise at retail. 
This has been a major complication in the setting of 
accurate standards for the trade. Another factor involved is 
the need of the wholesaler for stocking other related lines 
similar to the manufactt~er 1 s latest trend. Many wholesalers, 
to reduce their operating expenses, have added such correlated 
products as glass, window shades, paste, and wall coverings 
other than wallpaper. 
These studies are of value, though, to the wholesaler 
who knows how to help himself. Standards set from information 
gathered through wholesalers willing to cooperate with the 
a gency conducting the research study are in the form of typical 
ratios based on various factors. If _ properly applied, _these 
can be important rules-of-thumb to the wholesale trade. 
To aid in ~he analysis and to show a trend over the 
fourteen year period, these two studies were combined on simi-
lar factors. _ The divisions set up, lt is speculated, would 
point out to those presently in the industry the reasons for 
existing major differences in operation res11lts. Since no 
present fi gures are accumulated various generalizations will 
34, Introduction. 
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be. formed based on past facts and present operations. 
In general, it a ppears although not so conclusively 
in recent years, that the larger firms in point of volume have 
a slightly lower total e xpense, and thus make a considerably 
higher net t h an do the smaller firms. The larger concerns 
tend to operate on lower margins than do the smaller ones and 
their expenses are also lower. The more profitable large con-
cerns report considerably less spent on selling , administrative 
and other general expenses. 
Selling expenses, which probably includes advertis-
ing is 2.1% less in 1941 than in 1927. This is particularly 
surprising with the greatly increased ad~ertising expenditures 
in point of dollar spent to sales gained. In that profit as 
an average shows a .5% drop for 1941 it appears that expenses 
were not held in the same ratio. 
The comb ined advantage of a higher gross marg in and 
a lower total expense for the high profit firms made a differ-
ence between the 1927 and 1941 firra studies. In 1927, the lar-
ger firms were able to gain a 4 % profit; whe~eas in 1941 the 
larger profit was made by the lesser volume stores. 
To a smaller degree, the difference probably is to 
be explained by the fact that the firms in the high profit 
group characteristically handled wallpaper more exclusively. 
Typ ically they made a larger proportion of their total sales 
through sample books than did firms in the other group. This 
situation is more pronounced in 1941 and reflected by the some-
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what higher Sample Book Expense for the high profit firms . 
There are other minor differences such as the 2.7% 
increase in Total Administrative Expense from 1927 to 1941. 
Ob viously this is due to the larger organizations now main-
tained in which more clerical and stock help is needed in or-
der to have e ff icient delivery service available vn1ile a c~ose 
check inventory control. This rise in expense may also be due 
to the higher salaries now being dra\~ at the executive level 
in the wholesale trade. 
On the basis of the ~nswering firms in 1927 handling 
wallpaper practically exclusively, the expense per roll was 
f ound by simply dividing the total expense by the number of 
rolls sold. This rang ed from a little less than 6 cents per 
roll to over 13 cents, the averag e figure being 9 1/2 cents 
per roll. This cannot be definitely determined according to 
present standards, but can be compared with individual concerns, 
taking into consideration changes in the price level over the 
past 25 years. It must also be recognized that the number of 
firms on which the 1927 figure is based is not large enough 
t o warrant drawing any authoritative c onclusions, although 
valuable as a guide. 
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TYPICA L OPERATING RATIOS FOR THE ViliOLESALE WALL PAPER TRADE 
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2. ~ of Customer ~ an Influence 2E Operating Cos~s 
Sales by means of samp le books constituted, for 
the reporting firms of both studies b y far the greatest pro-
port ion of the total wallpaper sales. It proved that there 
are probably very few firms existing today which do not mak e 
sales of wallpaper through sample books. 
Sales to 11 sub-jobbe rs 11 was another method of distri-
bution encountered in these studies, though hardly as important 
as sample book s. "Selling through sub-jobbers!! describes the 
practice of a wallpaper wholesaler in establishing a wallpaper 
dealer, who ord:tnarily has been a retailer, as a sort of semi-
wholesaler. This 11 sub-jobber 11 obtains sample books from the 
wholesaler, which he in turn distr i butes amon g paper hangers 
and decorators or other retail dealers. Pre sumably, such a 
sub-jobber carries a more c omplete line of wallpaper in stock 
than he would if he were mere ly a retailer. 
Traveling salesmen and retail sales were t he last 
two methods of distribution. The firms which sold to a con-
siderable extent at retail commonly obtained a higher Gross 
Marg in but also had a higher Total Expense ratio. On the 
whole, they apparently did not make as high a Net Profit as 
desired, receiving a per cent similar to firms wh ich did little 
or no retail business. 
For a closer survey Operating Results for 68 report-
ing firms have been tabled to compare and show the relative 
c osts, profits, and turnover realized from vari ous types of 
Customers. 
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3. Conclusions to Standardizing Expenses 
A wide disparity was found to exist in 1927 between 
the wholesale wallpaper business and other wholesale trades, 
The study in 1941 made these differences more evident as re-
flected by the e x istence of certain problems of mana gement and 
merch andising. The wallpaper wholesaler closely resembles a 
retailer b y the apparent necessity for high rent locations to 
provide proper facilities for display of g oods to prospective 
final consumers. This resemblance is further borne out in the 
r elatively high salary and wa ge expense. Besides the high ren-
tal expenses, it is necessary for the wallpaper wholesaler to 
incur sample book costs amounting to 3.1 per cent net sales 
and a Total Selling Expense of 12.6 per cent of their net sales. 
In a certain sense, there f o~e, it seems reasonably c onclusive 
that t h e wholesaler of wa llpa per not only incurs ma ny expenses 
of a typical retail character; but to these must be added a 
wholesale administrative expense which is fully as high as that 
" w 
in most other wholesale trades. 
One of the most i mportant, though not surprising , 
conclusions to be d rawn from the studies made is that the 
firms making the best profit s~owing , ordinarily are those 
with the lowest expense ratios. It is hoped, that by taking 
the ex pense and profit f i gures, presented as a guide, many 
individual firms eventually will find it possible to affect 
economies in management that will reduce the high level of 
15, p.21. 
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expenses now common in this industry. 
D. Stock Control as Used By the wholesaler 
To overcome the great risk of remnants and over-
stocking loss, a very accurate inventory control system must 
be maintained. As pointed out previously, the wholesaler an-
ticipates his needs for a complete line at least 4 months be-
fore the line even r each es the actual markets . This is necess-
itated by the manufacturer in order t o insure an economical 
point in production and hel p even out his production program. 
The wholesaler suffers as Dr. Hovde mentioned in his article 
by only having stock turnover at t h e rate of 1 to 3 t imes per 
year. 
The imp ortance of a rapid rate of stock -turn, how-
e v er, is never to be over look ed, for a rapid rate of stock-
turn characteristically d oe s bring with it real e conomies in 
many items of expense . Obviously t h e r e are also advanta ges to 
be g a ined b y a rap i d r ate of turnover from the standpoint of 
merchandise control, and b y avoiding los s es and other diffi -
culties whi ch frequently arise from overstock s and obsolete 
merchandise. 
This results quite often ~n the industry not because 
of an ineffective inventor y control, but more so because the 
stocks must be backed up for the peri od of the line. The per-
petual invent ory control wh ich is used b y the wholesalers ia a 
~~ 
" 1 8 , p . 344 . 
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continuous record of every pattern in stock, showing receipts, 
wi thdrawa ls and balance on hand. File cards or c ondenser re-
cords are k ept up-to-date for each pattern as a running bal-
ance showing the amount on hand at all times of each item in 
s tock . The pr incip le underly ing it is simply this: 
11 Goods on hand at the beginning of the period , 
reckoned in physical units, plus goods purchased, less g oods 
" "'i" 
sold, brought up-to-date currently, equals stocl{ on hand 11 • 
The perpetual unit or inventory control as used by 
the wholesalers c onsiders first the manufacturer, in catalogu-
ing and then the numb ers for patterns and let ters for the 
shades or colors. The complex ity is readily seen ·when y ou c on-
sider the intricate number or code system used by different 
r~nufacturers then cha n g ed by the wholesaler. An example is: 
W 7979-E 
W stands for waterfast, 7979 the pattern, -E is the combina-
tion of color or ncolor way 11 • The wholesaler clip s a small 
p iece of the pattern on e ach file card as a check on his file 
system. Stocks are kept in bins each with a header or section 
of the pattern as a third check for stoc k ing . The fina l check 
is the physical inventor ies, two of which are taken, one at 
the end of the season and the other at the end of the fiscal 
period. The system is set up to indicate activity more than 
the n umber of rolls s old. The wholes a lers are more interested 
in t h e number of purchases or transactions, for in their 
2, p.462. 
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opinion is one contractor may purchas e 1,000 rolls of a 
pa ttern which will consti tute h is only purchase o f a line 
during the period wh ereas he may have ordered 10-100 rolls of 
another pattern. The second is more ind~cative on the part 
of the cons11J1Ille r to which the wholesaler must cater. 
This s y s tem is hardly satisfactory, for the rout ine 
of posting sales is a considerable task . This is especially 
true when t her' e is a l arge number of small sales. This multi-
plies the number of entri e s for a g iven item, and entails a 
h eavy expense which was shown by the high cost of administra-
tive expense in the previous section. 
As a result the wholesaler continu~s to stock in 
excess quantities, suff ering a low rate of t urnover and a 
high remnant los s fi gure. The almost exorbitant mark-up in 
the wallpaper business fr om manufacturer to consumer prices 
has permitted the wholesaler margin to make t h ese errors and 
still fare better than in other less troublesome fields. His 
excuse is, 11 I deserve the higher mark-up for I f1..mc t ion as a 
manufacturer, wholesaler, and retailer". 
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CHAl?TLH VI. THE Rc;TltiL WALLPAPER STORI!; 
The term retailer, as defined in the trade, is 
any person, firm or corporat ion , who performs the f inal 
function i n the distribution of wallpaper. The retailer 
fulfills all the preceding efforts by making wallpaper ava i l-
able to c onslli~ers at t he t ime, place, and in the f orm desired 
by them. I t i s at thi s culmination point that the success of 
all manufacturers' and whole salers' activities are determined . 
The retailer's chi e f problem, sim:tlar . to the whole-
saler, i s to bring the ri ght pe ople and the right wallpapers 
together. I t is to this end t hat t his sect i on will b e based. 
Such functions as the retailer's selection of stock, his plan-
ning of store arrang ement , his displays and other promotion 
devices, and his salesfor ce e mployed , are the ones that will 
be elaborated. 
A. Types of Retail Outlets 
The wallpaper l i ne, as has been mentione d, is not 
s trong enough to exist alone. The sales volume of the pro-
duct is g enerally r egarded as not s uffic iently established to 
warra n t complete attention. However, in certain areas , its 
pr ofitableness is shown by its sale in e x clus i ve wallpaper 
s tores with a l lied products. I t i s more connnonly found, though , 
as a companion i tem in home rurn ish ing s d epartments, paint 
stores, hardware stores, drug stores, and even in New En gland 
37, p.l40. 
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states in undertaking establishments. '11 ogether with direct 
selling by paperhangers, the total consumer outlets range some-
where between eight and twelve thousand. No doubt included 
i n this estimate are the nrunerous contractors and decorators 
that form a large proportion of the total. 
A more ac c uxate breakdown for the types of sales out-
lets is made according to merchandising practices. Character- . 
ized by its own peculiar development here in America, the re-
tail store can be divided into ~vo classifications: a. the 
promotional store; and b. the full-service. 
1. Promotion 
The development of the sample book introduced and 
strengthened the establishing of promotional outlets. The 
course that is taken by these retailers is to stimulate busi-
ness through efforts to feature low pr i ces. No special know-
ledge is needed to see the amount of discontinued stock at the 
end of each sample book period. :Manufacturers, wholesalers 
and larg e retailers ar e thankiul for the opportunity to check 
their losses and sell these overstocked items or distress wall-
paper pat t erns to these promotional outlets. The retailer of 
these items can then, with proper timimg, space these purchases 
t hroughout the year. He also engag es in sound business with 
little or no knowledg e of the product or its decorative quali-
t i es. Th i s t ype of merchandis i n g thus is open to everyone and 
usually find s just that. iiiJallpaper seeks its way into numerous 
Interview wi th l'itl''. Julian Brightman. 
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concerns where t h e proprietor can ~dd t o h~s regular volume 
the sales f rom wa llpaper based on pr i ce and the ab ility to 
offer exorbitant discounts. 
Advert i sements from local promotion stores in and 
around the Boston trading area a r e sh own on the f ollowing 
pages. 'l'ak en f rom local newspapers, these "sa le H notices 
compete directly wi th the decorating or service store. On 
clos e i nspect i on of t hese advertisements, markdowns, if they 
can be con sider e d t hat, r ang e all the wa y up to 80 and 90 per 
cent. I s t here any wonder why a quality item l ike wallpaper 
has n ot r each e d i ts pr oper s t a tus as a legit i ma te decorat i ve 
cownodi ty or art~ 
2. I nterior Decoration 
The man who knows wallpaper and know-s how it should 
b e used to ob t ain the mos t sat i sfac tory e ff ects uses a c on-
structive a pproa ch. To get a way from t hi s compet i tion on a 
price ba sis, his appeal for customers is t h e results that can 
be obtained from the product. To build up a sound and solid 
business, he i s VTilling to acquire this decorative k nowledge. 
His a p peal is thus more e rfective with the customers who are 
more interested i n making t h e ir homes attractive than they are 
i n the differenc e in cost between g ood wa llpapers and ch eap 
wallpapers. 
'l'his stateme nt should be qualified by pointing out 
t h at many pr omotiona l stores ma y be carryin g patterns which 
may be sellin g f or 59 cents p er roll, while the s e s ame patterns 
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Retail Promotional Store Adverti sements 
~,~···································································~ 
' . i Closeout! Famous wallpapers · I 
i Repeat of a sellout! Another special pur~~ae o,f United and Imperial 
de luxe deco-:ator wallpapers. 
59. C Made to sell for $1.25 to $2.71 a rvU aingle roll i t ~ f 
What gorgeous wallpaper patterns and ~ 
colors they are! You'll be delighted with • 
· the selection of 1tyles and colorings for ~ 
every room. <;:OME EARLY! Bring your 
room meaaurements. Wallpaper, Fifth 
Floor, BOSTON STORE ONLY. 
. . . t :"l.··· · ··-··•*"********'"*o ·•·····-·-··•;o?.-.-n.-nu·••·,.-•-uJc***********************"**~ 
SOUTH 
SHORE · 
WALLPAPER 
A PAINT STOAR 
Wallpaper Decorator Store Advert is ements 
~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!:: 
- . -= : ~ 
: ~EW BEAUTY FOR YOUR HOME! _ 
= 
= 
= 
I ~ 
Wal~paper § ' 
To PleCIS~ : : 
The, ·Most_ ~ 1 
~a~ting 
STRAHAN 
LLOYDS 
WALL TRENDS 
JAM'ES SEEMAN 
AND MANY OTHERS 
• Interior Decorator service. 
• Trained Personnel to assist in 
making proper selections. 
• L'argest Collection of W allpape~ 
in stock at all times. · 
Wallpapers 
That Add 
Charm 
Typica l of Lloy$l's 
original patterns that 
are recognized every-
. where for 'exclusive 
design and harmoni -
ous coloring. · 
Ask y9ur local dealer 
to show you this and 
other beautiful Lloyd ~~~~~ 
wallpaper patterns. ~ 
Or write directly to 
Lloyd's for samples, giving a description 
of the room you plan to decorate. 
W. H. 5. fl!loydco., INC. 
""" 405 Boylston Street, Boston 
Visit our modern showroom' nearest you 
NEW YORK- 16 East 52nd Street 
CHICAG0-319 South Wabash Avenue 
Clevelari.d , Ohio Beverly Hills, Calif. 
-
-
- ' 
Advertisement s from the Boston Herald 
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are displa y ed i n the stock of a decorating retailer 1'or as 
much as ~p2 . 25 per r oll. Both retai l e rs may even d i splay t h e 
same sample book s, though the promotiona l s tore off e rs a 
high er discount in accor dance with his reputation of b e ing a 
promo tional store. 
3 . Miscellaneous r roducts 
'i'he retailer of wallpaper, in ord er t o overcome t hi s 
competit ion, offers better individual decorator service. Thi s 
i s done on sell i n g f loors where the a tmos phere is often ma i n-
tained. Pl ush c a r pets , booth s, de cora ting gad -:::ets, model 
ro oms together wlth the s om1.der judgment of a salesman , common-
ly class if ie d an i n t er i or de c orator. Throu gh this pleasanter 
-appea l of service , the v a lue ot' pa per ha s become an i ndepend-
ent product of h igh merit in t he minds o f many people, t ho u gh 
t oo f ew. 
B. iifa llpaper !vierchandising 
1. Disp l a y and Se lling 
lilany people, unfor t unately, h ave f a llen into the 
ha bit of t h i nking first of the p rice of wal l paper and second-
ly of its de cora t ive v a lue. '£his i s mainly bec a use of the em-
ph as i s tha t is present l y pla ced u p on price . The p r omotional 
store s add to t h is undes i r e d stressinG of price by c ontinua lly 
sh owing the importance of pric e in their a dver t isements . 
The re s u lt o f all t hi s is that the c u s t omer too fre-
quently g oes t o the vmll pa per dealer or de cor a t or with hi s or 
her mind ma d e u p to pa y a certain n umber of cents or d ollars 
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a roll f or the pa per for this room or that. Thi s na r rows her 
selection unnecessarily in most cases, since more sat i sfactory 
results v10ul cl come a bout i f price c ould b e overlo ok ed until 
t h e proper pa per vras ch osen . This can be and is b e i n g done 
by many wh o employ t he retail s a le smen who k now h ovi t o sell 
wallpaper in the right way. 
Salesmen too of ten a re temp ted a nd sell customers 
what t h e y t h ink the y want j_n s t e a d of wha t they really do want. 
Thr ou gh i n c r easing amounts of literatur e on h ome d ecoration 
t h e housewife has p i c k ed u p t erms whi ch s ound f ancy but may 
not l o ok suitable i n her h ome. She want s h e r home red e c ora ted 
for t h e purp os e of malcing it mor e beau t i ful and t o provi de a 
d iC'erent or n ew t on e . I t is the wa llpa per de a l e i' 1 s business 
t o see tha t s h e gets t he r i ght paper even wh en s h e do e sn ' t 
k n ow the right paper a n d t hinks the wr on g paper will d o . Be-
cause of t h e grea t number of pr' omoti on a l outlets whi ch g o for 
sales ins tead of' sat i s f :te d c u s tome rs thi s i s n o t o:t' t e n d one . 
The p r ese n t trend n ow r eal i zes t hat sell l ng wall-
paper is sell i ng d ec orat i on . U ons~quently , the wa llp a per s a les-
man should have cons i derable k nowledge of d ec orat j_ on . He 
sh oul6_ · know someth ing of t h e great h i storical per i ods, of the 
thinkin t; beh ind c ontemp orary des i gn, and of the use of pattern 
and color . This kn mvled.ge can b e ea s ily a cqui red by study ing 
the a mple li t era t ur e in thi s f ield and b y vis i t i n g s u ch pla ces 
devote d to t he decor a t i v e arts as mu s e ums • 
.;;- 4' p . 133. 
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An other important area of k nowled ge the wallpaper 
salesman should h ave is t he vocabulary of the professional 
decorator. He avoids making t he mi stake of the salesman vvho, 
when asked by a d ec or•a tor, "Vv-b ei•e are yo1u, 'l'o iles de Jouy?::, 
lowered his v oice an<1 said , ;:Dovr.n t h at c orr i dor , second d oor 
on the lef t. 
Simi l ar l y , he must be prepar ed to h elp and not t a l k 
down to the customer who k nows little ab ou t de coration, as ex-
emplified by the woman who , when asked wha t period wallpaper 
she wanted , replied , 11All I want is that when my f l"iends see 
~ .. ~~­
i t they should dr op dead, p eriod. " 
- . 
The salesman who kn ows the b as i c pr inciple s e.bout 
t h e hanging of wallpaper, i ts c ~ 1., e , a k nowled g e of' cl.ec ora t i on 
and t he f eel i n g of ha v i ng s a tis fi ed clients is t h e type desired 
i n t h e trade . This is a cc omplish e d mainly by tra i n ing ses sions 
i n which t h ese t hin g s a n d t h e me r i ts of the product are pointed 
out . Once t h e y are mastered, and i t i s important t hat they 
are, his d uty on the selling flo or ceases to be mere paper-
fli p pi n g from s ample bo oks. 
A great asset to the salesman i n se l ling wa llpaper 
i s to be a b le t o he l p t h e c ustome r v i s ua l ize patte rns on the 
wall. The a ve r a g e cust omer is shown a s ma ll s ample of the pa-
per a n d is expected t o pictLIT e how it will look i n a complete 
room. 'l 'he salesman often is i n the same predicament, f or he 
rarely e ver sees the fin i shed room for ma ny of t h ese patterns , 
* 4, p.l33, Chapter 13. 
~ ~· ~~ 4 , p.lo3 , Chapter 13. 
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yet his skill in decorat i on is what the c us t omer is paying f or. 
Di splay and sell ing of gadgets a re high l y recommended 
in the industry though too rarely found. Such aides as colored 
slides, phot ogr aphs and displays which show papers on the wall 
are sugg e ste d to wallpaper retailers. Di s p l ays which inc lude 
pat terns in combin a tion ·with oth er home furn ishing s or in fur -
nished rooms hel p cu s tomers to v i sualize t he paper and g ive 
conf idence to the sales person. 
The ideal of t h ese di s plays besidffi assisting in the 
overall sellins fea t ure c a n be h i ghligh ted in window displays 
or in newspaper advert~sements. The va lue of t h ese sets is 
:i.n illustrating the firm 1 s wa llpapers and a s attention getters. 
An attra ctive wi ndow display cha ng ed usually once a month pro-
vide s a us e ful f eature. Eve n when f eatured in an a dvertise-
ment it i s enou gh to ma ek the reader or shopper stop, l. Jok and 
perhap s i nduce them to come i n and inquire. 
2 . dvertising 
'l'he trend towa rd natiom•Tide cooperative pr omo t::t on 
b y manufa ctur ers, retai l ers and trade a ssoc ia tions to elrama-
tize the home furnishin gs story t h r ough a dvert i s ing , publicity, 
d i splay, and special eve n ts h as been a n important factor i n 
a chieving mor e retail sales v olume. By lett i n c t h e customers 
k now you have the st ock t h rough this advert i sement, they then 
f eel the p aper should be purch ased at that part i cular store. 
This necessitates a wide selection o f stock and it requires 
having as many of them in stock as possible. oy carrying a 
i~ .. 
4, Ch a pter 1 3 , 11Lif e of a Salesma n " . 
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com lete line of papers , the retail store can then s a tisfy 
c u stomer 's demand and keep the buyer from go i n g elsewhere. 
r.Jha t determines a comple t e l ine of papers or answer -
ing the ques t i on of wha t to stock or not to stock i s a vel'Y 
special p roblem. The breadth of selection needed var i es wi th 
different areas, stores , and d e alers . The great numbers of 
lines is often confusing to not only the sales staf f but also 
the customers. 
I n stocking a line , what about dama g e incurr ed while 
it is in the storeroom t How about stock that doesn't g o well 
in y our area ? 'fue retailer often wonders about getting suff i -
c i ent t u rnover on his stock in proportion to his c ompar a tively 
larg e investment. Then, of cour se, he mu s t determine if it 
i s profitable . In t h e higher price lines too muc h stock will 
::nvolve tying up a c onsiderable investment. These are mere l y 
a few of the prob lems that a r e evident and must be ans wered 
by a n or derly and profitable buying proce ss. 
C. 11De rbJ:: Hat•i .C:nterpr i ses 
I t is essentia l that every store do some thinking, 
planning , and v10rking to oper a t e, successfully Ol' o therwise. 
'.f'he higher degree and qual i ty of these three fa ctors are more 
e wrdent in the succes s f ul store • 
. However, many wallpaper reta i lers do n ot wo1,k f rom 
any formalize d p lan and a r e char ac ter ize d. by the i r 11 i n the 
hat ;; operat i on. 'i'his term implies that such guiding tools as 
budge ts, purchasing p lans, and most i mportant inventory c ontrol 
are supposed to exist and do, but only i n the minds and 
memorie s of the merchants. 
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1bis is more e vident in the gr ea t number of small 
store wallpaper merchants ·wh o are at a great disadvantage. 
rl'hey a r e handic a pped by the lack of any forma lized t ·y-p e of 
long - term planning. Mos t often this is not attempted because 
t h e y d on't unders tand just how to do it . I nstead , they trust 
to luck or instlnct or wh a t ever it is mer chants are supposed 
to have . The result is week -to- week planning , or even day-
to-da y p l a nning which does not bring fort:-1er full s a les effi-
c i ency. 
i!allpaper me r ch ants have sreat d ifficulty, therefore, 
i n buying correctly. 'l'hough there is no such th i ng as an ideal 
stock for all stores, t h ere are also few determining records 
to work from , except the sample book s. These are too often 
wide selections of innumerable unrelated papers bound by whole-
salers. 
li'rom t he se books the retailer will make h is selection 
of certain patterns, on the b asis of memory of past sellers. 
I n add ition to the patterns, he must d etermine the colors of 
each. 'lihen c omes the p r :i.mary dec i sion of how nmch to stock of 
each. Wallpaper, t hough i t is sold b y the roll, is r equired 
i n quantity for r oom lot application by the p a perhanger. 'l'hen 
there is the problem of p l ain grounds and price lines. 
By t h is time y ou can f ully realize the i nvestment 
in stoc k needed by t h e retailer to carry enough to c omplete a 
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representative job for a line. And when he has stocled 
enough to meet most sales opportuni ties he will eventua lly 
find himself wi t h a var i ety of broken sets. 'rhe back ground 
colors sometimes vary enou gh i n ntone n or shade even wi thin 
a slngle run so that i n reorders or fill-ins they ·will not 
match e xactly with what the dealer bought at a n earlier date. 
F or the privileg e of returni n g these remnant lots, 
wholesalers or distributors charg e the retailer 25 per cent 
extra markup. Th i s return policy i s i mportant to the retailer 
who, on purchas:'Ln g one bundle of 50 rolls .for each pattern 
i n t h e 18 ? page sample book, may end up with seven shades 
for a pattern. 
It is diff i cult for a wholesaler or ma nufacturer 
to a d vise a reta i ler on wh a t to buy. He can tell the merchant 
which pa t t erns a r e t he mos t p opular nation-wide and in certain 
s a les areas; but no one k nows in wallpa pe r what will sell best 
for an i n d ividua l retailer. 
D. Other Problems at Retail Level 
1. Discounts and Credits 
Competition has he i ghtened to the nth degree each 
of the fur ther problems encountered by the reta i ler . A wall-
paper wholesaler will proclaim that there is no such thi n g as 
a retail store bec a use of the great d i scounts of f ered . Thi s 
is merely another way of saying that t h e paperhanger who st i ll 
accounts for 50 per cent of the total volt~e of wallpaper sold 
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def i nitely a ffec ts the retailer op eration. 
A wallpaper salesman who h as covered a territory 
f or any l e n gt h of t i me and i s acquainted with conditions as 
t h ey ex i st today , k nows t his paperhan ger problem. 'J:l o him a 
small d e a ler who d e p ends on special orde r bus i n ess t o supply 
hi s trade is n ot a de a ler but a paperhan ger in di s gui se. All 
argrunents to c onvince a dealer otherwise are ridi.culous. 
Th e paperhang er doing business from his h ome , with 
n o store, no rent, no i nvestment whate v er, has many mor e spe-
c i al order books t han he needs. The liberal discounts from 
t h e list price that makes his cost about equal to that of a 
dealer who attemp ts to d o bus i ness from books. I n addition, 
pa perhangers don't h es i tate, on a g ood job, to p as s their pro-
f i t on to the customer i n order to cl inc h the s a le. 
Chain bar gain stores also off er an element of ser-
ious comp etition to the wallpaper store. 'l 1hey operate in all 
terri t ories and retail their papers a t prices les s t han a 
dea ler buys t hem under a spe c i al order sys tem. How can 
a merc h ant rema i n in the wa l lpa pe r busine s s whe n his cost or 
merchandise is more than tle s a le s pr i ce of some competitors ? 
lnclud ed in the group of compet i tor's are t h e wall-
paper wholesalers who have numerous advantages over the retail 
out lets. Besides having larg er stocks on hand, they ca n offer 
a higher discount down the line to users, constuners, archi tects, 
?~- I ntervi ew with JVJr. Arnold Grand berg 
-lHl- 28, p • 38 f • 
·:Hh~ I bid., p.38 f. 
**** I bid,, p.38 f. 
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construction companies , inter lor decorators and paperhangers. 
I n 1 948 , s a les at the wholesale level p r obably amounted to 
more than 080,000,000. While today, withou t benefit of the 
f orthcomi n g census, :L t is believed that all paper wholesa lers 
sell more than two-thirds. of a ll paper produced in the United 
States. 
2. Direct Contact With I1:lanufacturers 
I s t h ere any wonde r that retailers capable of g oing 
d irect to manuf acturers are seriously considering this type 
of operation·~ If a one-year line i s to be the trend i n sample 
books, the re tail er f eels dir ect contac t with manufa cturers 
p laces him in a more advantageous position. He then can offer 
a be tter pr ice t han sales outl ets like ha r dware stores which 
only carry the product as . an addi tional item. I f h.-".s s a les 
warra nt it, i t would n ot be a very unusual occurrence to find 
h im dealing with manuf acturers in the future. 
Rather than compete with their own suppliers, the 
r etailer is s e riously contemplating this move. Hi s only draw-
back is in expense, but c onsidering the number of times h e is 
und ersold by hi s whol esalers OI' f i nds himself out of stock on 
various pat t erns the inc :--' eased p restige of dealin g d irectly 
with be tter markups warrants s erious thotJ.ght. 
3 . Cost of Operation 
I n the meantime, the wallpaper reta i ler has tried to 
overcome his operat i n g expense by carrying more related items • 
.... t.. 
" 18, p.345 • 
.. , .. 
.. ~·,,- Ibid., p.345. 
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Wallpapering tools, ki ts, pastes and water repe llents are 
essentia l items t o stock. Paint products off er another op• 
portunity of i ncreasing the unit s a le and ol.J tain an add ed 
markup. In recent years wal lpaper has been c oor dinate d with 
dr apery and upholstery materials which has proven very e ff ec-
tive. 
All ind icat ions point to a new and profi t ab le item 
to stimulate busine ss. thi s fa ll several manuf acturers have 
made a concerted entry into the f ield of' correla te d papers and 
fabri cs. If properly promoted, correlated f abr i c a nd paper 
lines can play an important role in selling more wallpaper. 
F or one thing , the advantag e of the coordinated pr o -
du c ts to the averae:;e consumer are mor e than slight. Compe lled 
to do her own de cora ting , the c onsumer need no longer b e an-
xious about achieving ;:happy combinations::. The i terilS will 
n ow be presented togeth er, styled by experts who have actually 
done the job for her . 'l'hen, too, there is t he conven:tence of 
shopping in one place instead of looking f or matches from 
s mples o f a l r eady purchased papers. 
'I'here i s no doubt that co ordinated merchand i se will 
create new mar~~ets f or wallpaper among: customers who h ave in 
the past pref e rred paint. However, for the reta i ler to take 
full advanta ge of this new development an avmreness of style 
ana f ashion merchandising will be necessary on his part. It 
will not be suff i c i ent for him to merely show bolts of fabrics 
?:- 25, p.l5. 
->H:- 25, p.l5. 
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on a c ounter and expect a big business t o follow. 
The wallpaper store can and eventually will, with 
prope r me r chandising and promot ion , be a decorating head-
quarter. Mak:tng a vai l ab le this decorating sel~vice and taking 
advantage of t h is new decorating t r end will make wa llpaper a 
more ex tensive inter ior dec orat i ve product. 
/LitJ. 
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CHAPTER I 
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE 
PAINT -BUSINESS 
The Outlook Is Good 
Young men who start their own paint stores. in the next few years. will enter 
a promising fi eld. Nearly 90 percent of all homes in the United States now 
need painting. The interiors of homes need redecorating, too. A recent sur-
vey made by the Curtis Publishing Co. in 119 cities showed 46 percent of 
home owners planning to redecorate home interiors as soon as paint and 
painters. become available. 
Besides the painting and decorating needs of homes already built, there 
will al so be the tremendous paint, wallpaper , and glass demands of the 
millions of new homes to be constructed over the next 10 years. And to 
existing and new home needs must also be added the paint requirements 
of all types. of vehicles and articles around homes and farms. that have been 
neglected in recent years. In summing up the demand picture, the Depart-
ment of Commerce estimates that the volume of paint sales for many years 
to come will be at least 40 percent greater than that of any prewar year. 
More Paint Stores Needed 
Not all of this paint demand backlog can be adequately met by the paint 
stores now in existence. To fully develop the potential market, new stores 
are needed. For instance, many communities, especially in small towns, do 
not now have paint stores. As a matter of fact, the Census of 1939 showed 
that 18 percent of the 8,480 paint stores then in operation were located in 
New York State alone, and .54, percent were grouped in only 6 States. Thus, 
most of the retail paint sales h ave been from hardware stores, lumber yards, 
building material dealers, heating and plumbing equipment dealers, depart-
ment stores, farm implement dealers, and var iety and general merchandise 
stores. As a rule such stores do not h ave specialized paint salesmen and often 
have nei ther the interest nor the facilities for the development of the extended 
possibilities in this business. Even some of the small paint, glass, and wall-
paper stores have been merely side lines for men who spend most of their 
time and all of their efforts in contracting businesses. And , many of the own-
ers of the small p aint stores are painters, n ot retailers. 
Some enterprising young men who will learn the paint business thor-
oughly an d do a specialized ~ale~. and merchandising job will be able to find 
opportunities to start their own stores in just such communities as described 
l 
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There is a big future market for paints. This chart, published by the Bureau 
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in 1943, did not exaggerate the sales pos-
sibilities. A ctually, the sales in 1946 will be higher than the trend line shows. 
above. Even if these cities are in rural areas the pros pects are good. A sales-
man who will become famili a r with the needs of farmers will very likely 
be able to sell a great deal more paint to them than those who handle paint 
as a side line. 
Busine.ss Is Hazardous 
No matter how good the outlook for the paint business may be it is well to 
remember that " going into business" is always hazardous, Every year in 
the United States nearly half a million small business owners. " throw in the 
sponge." Half of all men who start their own business are forced to close 
their shop doors, within 2 years, and about one-third fail during the first year. 
To be successful in any retail busjness you will need experience of the 
ri ght kind, sufficient capital, a store of the right size, proper equipment, and 
many other important " musts." The rest of this manual will discuss these 
"mmts" as well as other problems. involved in getting started in the paint 
retail business. 
Study the Hazards of Business Now 
In addition to this manual the Department of Commerce issued in 1945 a 
booklet called "Veterans and Small Business" which can be read profitably 
by anyone planning to open a small store. This publication is a reprint of 
20 articles. published in Domestic Commerce, and treats of such subjects as 
" Survival Chances of Retai l Stores," " Risk Taking in a Postwar World," 
and "How Long Can I Stay in Business." 
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CHAPTER II 
WHAT IT TAKES 
TO BE SUCCESSFUL 
Your success in the paint busine•s will depend on many things. But prob-
ably most of all your business success will depend on you-your energy, 
your training, your honesty and dependability, your ability to get along 
with people, and many other such special abilities. But above these personal 
characteristics there are some very basic requirements that must be met. 
Experience Must Be of Right /(ind 
Experience in the paint field is important. On an .average successful small 
business operators are about 10 years older than those who work for others. 
This indicates that they have been spending some of their years in accumu-
lating experience in their line of work. Two out of every three wccess.ful 
business operators in the United States are over 38 years of age. If you are 
still in your twenties, and have not had direct experience in the retail paint 
business, you can well afford to spend considerable time in gaining experi-
ence by taking a job with a well-established paint dealer or a manufacturer's 
sales staff. School education or special courses in retail selling alone will not 
give you the working knowledge that you can get by day after day practical 
application to the actual problems as they come up. 
Su.ffi.cient Capital Important 
Most business failures occur for two reasons. These are (l) lack of business 
capacity and (2) insufficient capital. If you do not have enough capital or 
credit to start the size •tore you have in mind and to cover living and 
store expenses for the first few tough months you had better wait until 
you have saved as much as your banker thinks necessary. Consult your 
banker frequently when estimating capital requirements for your specific 
paint store business. 
Store Must Be Right Size 
Just any size paint store will not earn a living for you . Of the nearly 7,500 
independent retail paint, glass, and wallpaper stores in the United States in 
1939, some 2,700 had annual sales of less than $5,000 per store. It is obvious 
that from the margin of profi t on $5,000 worth of busine•s annually a store 
proprietor cannot expect to pay his rent and operating expenses and have 
much of anything left over to pay interest on his capital and give himself a 
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salary. Another 1,4.00 of the established retail paint stores operated by 
independent owners had total annual sales between $5,000 and $10,000. 
Thus, about 55 percent of all the in dependent paint stores were hardly in a 
po;, ition where the Olmer could pay hi mself a wage equal to what he might 
get by workin g for someone else. 
This situation is not characteristic of the paint business alone . It is 
t ypical of all small r etai l business. It is the reason why half of the small 
businesses fail in a year or two. If the owner has. sufficien t initial capital 
he may struggle through the second year, but he eventually fai ls if the 
amount of possible business is not avai lable in his community or if he lacks 
the ~alesman ship to arouse the latent sales that do exi>: t. The result of much 
study of the retail paint trade by a number of manufacturers indicates that 
th e sm.all retail paint store 011ner shou ld ftgure on doing a minimum total 
annual sales business of $25,000 i n order to realize sufficient net profit to 
pay him,elf a reasonable salary and haYe a small bala nce for expansion. 
It is not t o be implied, however, th at total s.ales of $25,000 are necessary 
at the start. In a recen t survey conduc ted by Dun and Bradstreet, Inc., fig-
ures on 14.8 paint, gl as~, and wal lpaper stores showed sales amounting to 
an average of $18,700 per ~ tore . The grosE profit after payment of trans-
portation expenses on goods. and special Eales discounts was 36.55 percent. 
The average expenses for operati on of stores were as follows : 
Percent 
Salaries 11.3 
Wages 8.1 
Rent 3.8 
Adverti sing 1.2 
Bad debts 0.7 
Miscellaneous 6.2 
Total 31.3 
This indicated that in these 148 profitable r etail stores the owner took for 
himself an average salary of $2,113 and had left over for his profit dividend 
and for future expansion a net proftt of $972. The experience of manu-
facturers who operate thei r own stores indicates that the properly located 
paint store can cut the above operating expense of 31.3 percent down to 
around 25 percent when the sales reach above $25,000 or $30,000. 
Location and Mar ket Must Be R ight 
The location of your store may have a great deal to do with your success. 
Not only must the sto re generall v be si tuated on th e right street, it must 
also be in the r ight tom1 . H peorle in yo ur town have enou gh money to pay 
the bill, can be convin ced to paint and decorate, and if there isn't too much 
competition, you may have the right spot. 
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You Must Like Your Work 
An imp01tant requirement for true success in any field 1s real interest 
in and liking for the job. If you are short on experience one of the best 
ways. to find out how you \rould like the paint business is to get a job in a 
paint store. Besides finding out your suitability for this t ype of business, 
you would learn a great many things that might save headaches later. 
Store Must Be Well Managed 
Besides all of thes.e "musts" yo u will have to manage yo ur business well. 
This means knowing what to buy, how much to buy, where to buy, how to 
buy, how to price, how to sell, what to do about establishing sound credit 
and record systems, and many other things. Find out \Vhat all of these things 
involve either by working in another pain t store, or by study and consulting 
with paint manufacturers, wholesalers, and bankers. 
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CHAPTER III 
SELECTING THE LOCATION 
A marketing specialist may tell you that the proper way to determine the 
best location of a prospective store is to study and compare all factors in a 
number of communities. This is the scientific method used by chain systems 
who have no personal interest in any one community, and who, after loca-
tion of the store, can hire its operators locally. 
But this method does not lend itself to store location for the average 
citizen who intends to start a business. The average American and his family 
have sentimental attachments to some particular town or county. If he goes 
further away from this. favored community his move is likely to be deter-
mined by some knowledge of the region, by friends or relatives there, or 
because he i~ seeking a particular climate. But whether location is deter-
mined in advance by personal considerations, or is entirel y new to the 
prospective store owner, there are certain fundamentals necessary to study 
and consider carefu lly. 
Study the Traffic 
Taking the s.elected community as a whole, how is it served by paint dealers ? 
Are there any specialized paint stores in the community? Are these stores 
located where shoppers from all parts of the town and surrounding country 
can shop for paints without making a special side trip, or are they serving 
only selected parts of a town? A typical case is. a town of 20,000 where the 
streetcar lines and roads from the outlying country districts come in from 
four directions at right angles and run parallel through three blocks in the 
center of the town. Obviously, a store outside of a range of two or three 
blocks or squares of the three blocks where all traffic passes will serve con-
veniently only that part of the town in which it is located. The rural buyer 
who comes in from another direction and parks his car near the general 
shopping center just may not get to the store at all. 
On the other hand, some paint stores that do much of their business 
through painting and decorating contractors have found it advantageous. to 
be outside of the heavy-traffic business section where they can better make 
the store a service center for contractors. Some stores encourage contractors 
to use their offices, manufacturers' catalogs, and trade literature. These 
contractors who obtain a real service not only become good customers, but 
often recommend the store to home owners who want paint and wallpaper 
for the jobs they plan to do themselves. The paint store that builds up this 
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An old store remodPlcd into nn attractiL·e paint and wallpaper store. 
kind of a business may find it better to locate just outside the main busi-
ness, section. 
Make certain that the store location selected has the right kind of neigh-
bors. You will not want it in a bank or church center or in a factory distri ct. 
Note where furniture and house[ urnishings stores are located. Your problem 
is similar to theirs except that you must take more pains to avoid traffic 
congested areas that would keep away the contractors .. In most towns yo u 
will find the paint stores. already located close together on one or two streets. 
Consider Buying an Existing Store . 
If there are paint stores already established in the community, would it be 
better to buy one of these or to open a new store? If the investigation shows 
that there is considerable bm-iness in the community which the existing 
stores are overlooking or which they lack sales ability to develop, the best 
plan might be to buy one of these stores and build yo ur own business from 
there. In either case, future success and expansion wi ll lie in the development 
of the painting and decorating opportunities not visualized by someone else 
rather than in trying to take business away from other stores. 
The marketing divisions of the paint manufacturers are usually alert to 
locations that need good progressive stores. They, and also the wholesalers, 
often know of present store owners who want to sell. The business organiza-
tions of the community also often know what stores are available for sale. 
The man who wants to sell his store may give an enthusiastic sales t alk, 
all of which should be checked by counting the number of persons entering 
the store daily. Inquire outside about his reasons for giving up the business. 
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Does he have legitimate personal reasons <mch as health, leaving the town, 
or retiring, or is he seeking to abandon a sinking busine~s? Look over his 
profit and loss statement, that is, his real statement attested by an account-
ant, not some figures on the back of an envelope. One of the best ch~cks is 
his income tax return. A successful businessman will not hesitate to show 
this to the prospective buyer of his business. 
Select a Progressive Area 
If the retail paint store is wen located, the buying "community" will mean 
more than the immediate neighborhood. The selling terri tory of a paint s tore 
is normally much more extended than that of a drug or food store . If it gives 
the right kind of service its operations can extend far into the surrounding 
country. Your ability to sell your ideas may be more important than the 
actual location of the store. 
Be ~ ure that the community and surrounding rural areas show good 
growth pos~ibilities, that the people are progressive, and that their finan cial 
condition is good. The marketing division of the Hearst Publications issues 
maps of the trade areas of the United States. These maps show trade possi-
bilities based on census records, personal income-tax returns, pay roll~. and 
freight-traffic reports. 
The Sales Management Magazine also issues an annual "Survey of Buy-
ing Power" which is useful in estimating probable retail sales in any given 
area. It gives. the "effective buying income" per famil y in the various coun-
ties and communities in relation to the United States. as a whole. Knowing 
the total sales ·of paints and related materials you can readily fi gure the 
probable purchases of paint per family in your area. 
Unpainted Districts Need Sales Pioneering 
Some areas of the country have well-painted houses , while in other section!'! 
the houses are seldom, if ever, repainted. You may open your ~tore in one 
of the former areas where the people are already paint cons.cious, or may 
feel that you have the sales 3bility to pioneer where the houses and farm 
buildings badly need painting. Certainly, in the latter case, there will be a 
bigger market for quantity sales than in the former type of area, but it may 
mean much harder work to develop interest in painting. In several reported 
cases the painting of the fir~t one or two houses in a locality "acted like a 
revival" and home owners flocked in to talk over their paint needs. If a large 
proportion of the ho mes are in bad paint conditi on tr y to lea rn if the 
people can be sold on the value of painting and if they are able to pay for it. 
On the other hand , if the majo ri ty of houses are new, can the home owners be 
convinced that frequent painting and decorating keeps up property values ? 
Map Your Sales Area 
It is easy to plot on an ord in ary road map the rural area outside of the town 
which can be ~erved by your store. You can then estimate the buying popu-
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lation in this area from statistics of county population. Population is not a 
true index of potential buying power, but one of the large p aint manufac-
turers considers a retail paint and wallpaper store successful if the first 
year 's sales equals $2 per capita. You should comider the population of the 
whole trade area, not merely the town , in this estimate. 
The population that is reached from your center also constitutes your 
advertising group. Inquiries made of merchants in the community and 
town officials will give an idea of the shopping customs of rural families. 
The fanner is no longer limited to doing his week-end shopping in the 
neighboring village or small town. He may bypaso the small town to go to 
a larger one 25 or more miles further away. 
Where Are the Present Paint Stores? 
Be sure to check on the hardware stores, building supply dealers, variety 
and other stores, that handle paints, glass, and wallpaper in the community 
to see what real competition already exists. Do these stores treat the business 
only incidentally, with general clerks who have no special paint knowledge ? 
Does the paint merely sell itself because there is no other place to buy it, or is 
there an efT ort made to learn and develop the customers' needs? Do these 
stores pay any special attention to paint s.elling in their advertising ? Do 
they have connections with painting contractors who buy regularly from 
them? Most of this in formation can be learned readily by trips to the store 
paint cou·nters for simple purchases. Some can be learned by discreet 
inquiries in the community. 
Renting a Store 
When yo u have decided on a location for yo ur store the determination as 
to whether you will r ent, buy or build largely depends upon local conditions. 
If no vacant stores are available in the community, or if the prospective store 
owner wants to start on a modest scale, he can sometimes lease space in an es-
tablished hardware or variety store and arrange it as a forceful paint center. 
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A rental contract should a~ sure p roperty use for at least 5 years with options 
for longer periods. The purchase of an existing store may be the only way 
to obtain space. But this may involve bringing the former owner in as a 
partner or member of the firm. In such a situation be certain not to sacrifice 
personal ambitions for the sake of a location. and so bring upon yourself a 
possible permanent! y unhappy po~ ition . 
If the community already has a number of stores that handle paints 
and wallpaper, you may find that one of the stores, say a hardware dealer, 
is carrying the busi ness onl y as a side line. In such a case, a deal might 
be made to ta ke over the paint and wallpaper part of the bus.ine~s . In some 
places where there were no available store locations for rent this has been 
done with success. One does not enj oy quite the independent position that 
one has as an independent owner, but it does have the adva ntages of an 
established customer clientele. However, yo ur le a~e arran gement should be 
drawn up to give you co mplete freedom of control in all operati ons con-
nected with the paint products business including all buying, selling, adver-
tising, a nd policies. 
Importance of Painting and Decorating Contractors 
It is important to learn how man y and what type of painting contractors and 
independent pai nters ope rate in the community, and where and how they 
now buy paints and painting supplies. At the outs.et, before you are reason-
ably sure th at the communit y is the one you will select, you may not want 
to betray yo ur inten tions by approaching these painters. But before the 
final decision you can approach them openly, not with any purpose of 
trying to solicit their business away from someone else, but with the idea 
of findin g out their present complaints. Some of them may have long stand-
ing annoyances relatin g to wrong kinds of paints, unreliability of dealers' 
stocks. poor service, or lack of availability of related products which forces 
them to the inconvenience of dealing with several stores, with a remote com-
munity, or even resorting to mail orde rs. 
Lontact the Business Groups 
Before making your final decision on location , visit the local chamber of 
commerce or similar organization in the community. If there are farmers.' 
granges in the rural area talk with some of the leading men in these. You 
will get many an gles from these people, including some insight into past 
service by present paint dealers. Also, such organizations are good sounding 
boards for general community business spirit. Last on your li~ t, perhaps, 
but of first-line importance, are talks " ·ith the paint wholesalers who do 
business in the area. Are they satisfied that the retailers in that community 
are selling all the paint products that could be sold, or are they hoping for 
a retailer with more initiative? 
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CHAPTER IV 
ORGANIZING AND FINANCING 
If you are the sole owner of a small store remember that your business 
operations are limited by the extent of your capital and by your own per-
sonal ability in each of the many phases that make up business management. 
You will have to be a combination of salesman, purchasing agent, account-
ant, banker, promoter, and public relations man. 
Partnership or Full Owner? 
A partnership can relieve the individual of some of these phases of business 
operation if the coowners are agreeably matched and can work well together. 
But single-handed control permits more direct action, a greater degree of 
flexibility, and creates a feeling of independence. The profits earned will be 
yours if you own the business, and you can perwnally direct the surplus 
Junds into the type of expansion that you want. 
If you do decide to enter a partnership, the agreement should be in 
writing, preferably drawn up by a reliable attorney of the community. In a 
general partnership all of the property is usually owned in the name of the 
partnership, and each partner is personally liable for all of the partnership 
debts. Likewise, each partner may be considered as a legal agency of the 
partnership, and your partner thus can make commitments that are binding 
on you. 
But it is usually possible to organize a limited partnership in which you 
have the greater responsibility and control. The second person in such a 
partnership contributes only a specified sum, and his liability is limited 
to that amount, and his control of operations is limited. State laws vary 
regarding organizations. and partnerships, and you will need the advice of a 
local attorney before you proceed. Regardless of personal sentiments to-
wards a prospective partner, you should have an independent investigation 
of his business standing and his personal character. Many a partnership 
business has been wrecked because relatives who put up some of the money 
have been given partnership controls which did not fit their business abili-
ties. If a brother or other close relative puts money into the business and 
wants a partnership with you, it will be well to make certain that you are 
not yielding powers to him that are beyond his business. ability. 
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An zmcrowded lay-out in a small store handling paint, wallpaper, glass, and 
decorative novelties_ This store has only an 18-foot front with a width of 
22 feet in the rear behind the stairway. 
Start Modestly 
In starting a business large companies often skip the normal initial steps of 
business growth, and begin with a large new building well stocked with 
supplies, an ample sales force, and extensive advertising program. They often 
do not expect to make any profit or even meet expenses the first year. This 
method of opening a business is only for the compan y with large capital as-
sets and with so much experience in the business that it is certain of its steps-
your business beginning will be assumed to be on a much more modest 
plan. You have a certain amount of capital in cash_ If you have a good 
previous record and an attractive plan for your business you may be able 
to get a loan from a local bank. Servicemen will be helped in getting busi-
ne~s loans by the Servicemen's Readjustment Act which provides for the 
partial guaranty of loans to purchase business properties. The guaranty, 
which is made by the Veterans' Administration , may not be for more than 
50 percent of the amount harrowed or $2,000, whichever is greater. The 
Veterans' Administration does not make these loans. They must be pri-
vately secured through regular lending agencies either governmental or 
private. 
Stocks of goods are not the only cost of doing business. Your plan of 
operation will largely determine your expenses_ Have a well thought-out 
plan to follow. The store owner 'vho has such a plan and can show oppor-
tunity for continued progress will have the respect and cooperation of the 
banks where, incidentally, he may need some financial a::sistance from time 
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to time. It is a general saying among bankers that character and capacity 
determine 80 percent of a loan and collateral only 20 percent. Bankers like 
to see your program for paying back a loan. 
Cash in Hand 
It is well to start with minimum stocks and rented space, but with stocks 
ample enough to reach and hold customers and space adaptable to expan· 
sion. Cramped quarters and skimpy stocks will give the customer a feeling 
of inadequacy. But you won't want to "go the limit" and invest every cent 
you have in the bminess so that you will have no reserve to take care of 
larger opportunities as they arise. Many banks consider it sufficient for 
small businesses to have on a noninterest ready drawing account an amount 
of cash equal to about 20 percent of current liabilities, that is, 20 percent 
of the outstanding loans and credits on stocks. In other words, a retail 
store that has liabilities of $5,000 would be considered in a good liquid 
state with an average checking balance of $1,000. But this does not hold 
true for the beginner who needs more cash for unforeseen purchases. One 
authority in the paint business states that the beginner in the retail paint and 
wallpaper store who is aiming for a $25,000 annual business ought to have a 
credit balance on hand of about $3,000 and discount all bills promptly. 
Merchandise Stock Is Biggest Item 
The average stock carried in paint, glass, and wallpaper stores in 1939 was 
$4,130 per store. But this average includes stores with very small stocks 
doing an annual business of le3s than $3,000 up to the heavy stocks of the 
big stores operated by large manufacturers. Stock turn-over usually expected 
in retailing is from 2.5 to 3 times per year. At about an average of these 
ratios, therefore, you would need stock of close to $5,000 at cost prices if 
you figure on doing a business of $20,000 a year. When fully acquainted with 
the requirements. in your community and when doing considerable of the 
business with painters, you will be able to order much paint direct for the 
particular jobs and thus have a more rapid turn-over for that part of the 
business. One of the largest paint manufacturers has found that a properly 
conducted paint and wallpaper store has a minimum of a four-time mer-
chandise turn-over per year. 
Don't Rely on Stock Credits 
Even the 30-day sales made by factories will permit com.iderable stock on 
your shelves covered only by your cash in bank and credit. Some manu-
facturers and wholesalers, if they approve of your methods, will extend 
longer credits that will enable carrying considerable stock with relatively 
low investment. Long-term credits are dangerous for the beginner, and in 
general it is unwise for the new· store owner to buy stock on credit. There is 
nothing that can equal the satisfaction of goods paid for promptly at the 
701643 °-46- 2 
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end of the 30-day accounting period. You are not then owned or dominated 
by anyone and can hold the opportunities for long-term credits for financing 
substantial orders from any contractor who cannot pay until he completes 
a job. The retailer who has been meeting bills regularly will usually have 
no difficulty in arranging 4 to 6 months' credits when needed for larger sales. 
Cost of Stocks 
Credit terms. on wallpaper · are generally tighter than those for paints. The 
first purchase for stock is usually on a 30-day net bas is, and current pur-
chases are paid for on the basis of 10 days net after the end of the month. 
It would thus normall y req uire a higher investment in wallpaper than in 
paints in proportion to the business done. Be careful, therefore, not to over-
stock on this line. The wallpaper houses, however, are willing to work 
closely with the retailer both in selecting only those designs for stock that 
have good sales possibilities in his locality, and in giving quick delivery on 
designs selected by the customer from sample books. Thus, wallpaper stocks, 
if well selected, can be kept below $1,000 for the small store. Considered 
from all an gles, you should fi gure around a $5,000 total stock in paints, 
wallpaper, glass, and sundri es if you are going to try for the $20,000 to 
$30.000 annual sa les. 
Cost of Eqnipment 
These stocks of sa lable goods will not be yo ur only investment even if you 
are locating in a rented store. In normal times, a I andlord will often fix up 
the building and make changes at his own expense, but at times when vacant 
p remises are scarce he may prefer to wait for another tenant rather than 
make changes for you. Renovating and equipping the store, therefore, can 
vary from a few dollars to several thousand dollars. Unless you have a 
long-time lease, you will not want to spend a large sum on fixtures that are 
,not removable when you move. It has been found to be good practice to 
limit total initial equipping expenditures to an amount equal to not more 
than 5 percent of expected annual sales. Thus, if you expect to do a business 
of about $20,000 the first year you would set a limit of about $1,000 for 
expenses in decoration and installation of new fixtures. 
Overhead Expense 
In addition to rent there will be a number of regularly recurring monthly 
expenses, namely, light, heat, telephone, insurance, clerical wages, and your 
salary. There are also certain other recurring running expenses that should 
be budgeted on a monthly and annual basis, such as advertising, occasional 
travel expenses, and community welfare donations that are chargeable as a 
legitimate part of doing business. All of these recurring expenses will be 
charged against your operating ex penses. and paid for out of sales income. 
But you will need to estimate what these recurring expenses might be in 
advance so that you will cover them amply in your first stage of operation 
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and have enough capital left over to avoid being worried by finan cial opera-
tiom .. This will leave you in a proper mood for the enthusiastic development 
wnrk th at is needed. 
When establi~hed it is well to have connections with a reliable public 
accountant to make up annual statements, tax accounts, and otherwise give 
that independent fin ancial check-up that is needed for establishing credit. 
It is well to consult a public -accountant and go over yo ur estimates. and 
figures with him before approaching an yone for a loan. 
Borrowing the Capital 
In addition to the loan possibilities open to the veteran through the G I 
bill , some States have laws to g ive additional aids to veterans. But it is 
advisable at the outset to make up your min d to borrow as littl e as po::sible. 
Before making any loan, consider carefully yo ur chances of meeting promptly 
all capital and interest payments. 
Many a successful smail business has been started with less than $5,000 
capital, but if you can see yo ur way clear to a possible capital, in hand 
and borrowed, of $8,000, arid then use only $5,000 of this possible amount 
to get started in the first year, yo u will h ave hurdled one of the big worries 
of small 1 usiness. Besides the loans, which are given to veterans through 
banh , the Government also advances loans. direct to businessmen. The book-
lets "Government Financial Aid" to Small Business," and " Credit . Sources 
for Small Business," which can be obtained from the Su perintendent of 
Documents, United States Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C., 
for 15 cents each, will be helpful in getting a picture of credit and fin an-
cial aids. 
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CHAPTER V 
WHAT TO SELL? 
If you have made a survey of the paint s.tore situation in the community 
where you propose to e~tablish yourself, you will already have a good idea 
of the varieties of paint products and related accessories required in that 
community. The number of different items to be handled may seem consid-
erable at first glance, but in general they are not costly items, and the total 
stocks normally carried by paint, glass, and wallpaper stores are u~ ually 
small in comparison with the monetary value of the stocks that must be 
carried by drug stores or dealers who handle expensive farm equipment, 
hardware. or electrical appliances. 
As indicated previously, the average stocks carried in 1939 by the 8,840 
retail paint stores in the United States. was $4,] 30 per store. This average 
includes the very small stores and the large dealers. To be on the safe side 
an estimate of $5,000 for stock costs should be used by the beginner who 
plans for the $20,000 to $30,000 annual sales level. Tabulations. made by 
some manufacturers have shown that on an average the paint and wallpaper 
store doing an annual business of about $25,000, has paint sales of from 
60 to 70 percent of the total, wallpaper sales of from 10 to 20 percent, and 
sundries sales from 15 to 25 percent of the total. 
The paint retai ler must be thoroughly familiar with the various types of 
paints, enamels, laquers, pigments, specialties, accessories and other items 
that he will eventually ~ ell. The following describes. the various items sold 
by paint stores. 
Classes of Paints 
Paints are divided into four general classes: Oil paints, water paints, emul-
sion paints, and bituminous or asphalt paints .  The oil paints comtitute the 
great class of paints for general painting. They are mixtures of color pig-
ments in drying oils with perhaps a solvent thinner and a metallic drier. 
They are divided into outside paints and interior paints according to whether 
or not the pigment and oil will withstand outside weathering. They are also 
further s.ubdivided into gloss paints, semi-gloss, and flat or matte finish 
paints. In general, oil paints do not contain gums or resins, and they are not 
quick-drying nor do they have the tough film of the enamels. About 42 
percent of all paints so ld are oil paints. 
Water mixed paints include the calcimines, portland cement base, and 
the casein type paints. They are lower in cost &nd easy to h&ndle, Emulsion 
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paints possess some of the characteristics of both the oil paints and the 
other water mixed paints. They are a combination of pigment, drying oil, 
resin, and an emulsifying agent, and are sold in pa;; te form to be mixed 
with water. The emulisifying agent in the combination enables the water 
to mix with the oil. 
Bituminous paints may be simple mixtures of asphalt and a solvent, or 
they may contain resins, asbestos. fibers, or mineral ftllers . Since the asphalt 
is black, these paints are available only in very dark colors. These paints 
are used for roof painting, damproof-ing masonry walls, protecting pipes, 
and waterproofmg wooden tanks. 
VARNISHES 
About 20 percent of all paints sold are varnishes. These varni;;hes are 
combinations of drying oils and resins, either natural or s.ynthetic. They may 
depend for drying upon the evaporation of the solvent or upon the oxida-
tion of the drying oil. The spirit varnishes are those simple solutions of a 
gum or resin in alcohol or other solvent , and shellac solutions are classed 
with these. True varnishes are always clear and without color pigments. 
r 
Actual plan lay-outs for two small paint stores. Both are sufficiently wide to 
permit wallpaper demonstration on one side. 0 /fice and storage spaces are in 
rear. Most manufacturers provide a lay-out service for prospective retailers. 
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ENAMELS 
Enamels are pigmented varnishes, and 15 percent of all paints sold are 
enamels. With the exception of special industrial enamel:;, they are always 
made with the varnishes. con taining resins and dr ying oils. They thus dry by 
oxidation and not by evaporation of the solvent. But modern enamels now 
made with synthetic resins also include those that dry to a film by chemical 
polymerization of the resin either by baking or by inclusion of a chemical 
catalys t to cause polymerization. Enamels are heavier in consistency than 
paints, and they flow onto the surface so that no brush marks are left on 
the work. They are used for painting automobiles, furniture, stoves, farm 
implements, and innumerable other articles. 
LACQUERS 
Lacquer was originall y an Oriental finish, but the word now refers largely 
to the cellulose compou nds in a solvent. The solvent evaporates leaving a 
Lou gh, hard , and resis.tant ftlm. They may be dear or pigmented in colors. 
About 18 percent of all paints marketed are in the class of lacquers, but 
these go largely to the industrial trade. 
SPECIALTIES 
There are also many specialties which the retailer may be called upon to 
handle from time to time. There are the marine paints that contain anti-
foulin g and anti-conosiYe chemicals. There are ah.o paints and other fin-
ishes that contain germ-killing chemicals. The luminescent paints and lac-
quers, used for painting numerals ·on houses, theater guide lines, and for 
road markers, contain sulphides and other chemicals. Stain is another type 
of paint product for wh ich the retailer finds. extensive sale. It is used on 
furniture, floors, and interior panel work to equalize the color of the 
wood and to bring out the full beauty of the grain of the wood. It also used 
on shingles and fences. 
PIGMENTS 
With the possible exception of bronze powder and aluminum powder, 
you will probably have little to do with the direct sale of pigments. But 
you will want to learn something about these materials because it is the 
pigment that often determines the qualiti es that your customer is seeking. 
The color tone is set by the pigment, and if the pigment is a chemical that 
is not stable to light or weathering the color of the paint will fade. In cer-
tain colors the on ly stable pigments are quite expensive, and the cheaper 
paints in these colors may fade rapidly. You will sometimes want to warn 
your customers about fadin g and the characteri:::.tic of some pigments to 
"chalk." You should know the good qualities of the product you handle, so 
that all your arguments will ten d towards impressing the customer with the 
service value of your paints. Making unfavorable comparisons with the 
products of other retailers i:::. poor busines::: . 
The "hiding power" of a paint, that is, the ability of the paint to cover 
a surface with a single coat, depends almost enti rely upon the pigment, and 
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some pigments have much greater hiding power than others. Some pigments 
:may have a chemical reaction with the metal over which they are painted, 
a1~ d it will be necessary to put on a first coat of another paint before apply-
ing the desired color. Some pigments give special protection against rusting; 
red lead, for example, and a primer coat of paint containing these pigments 
is applied first before applying the desired color. 
DRYING OILS 
Drying oils are usually vegetable oils that dry to a hard, tough film by 
absorbing oxygen from the air. Linseed oil is the most common drying oil , 
but the processes. for chemically and mechanically treating oils to give 
them good drying characteristics have been so developed that many excellent 
drying oils are now made by compounding other vegetable and fish oils that 
do not have good drying characteristics in their original condition. Driers 
are distinct from drying oils. They are usually solids, not liquids. They 
promote the oxidation or polymerization of the drying oil and make the 
paints fast drying, but excessive use may cause wrinkling and cracking of 
the paint film. While you do not have to have any thorough knowledge of 
paint manufacture, you will find it useful to read up on paint. Remember 
that you are selling a service, and you will want to feel that you are selling 
the customer the proper paint for his job. The National Paint, Varnish, and 
Lacquer Association has prepared a textbook designed to give the dealer and 
the painter the kind of information they need in regard to paints and color. 
Paint Accessorie.s 
The accessory paint materials fall into several classes. Among these items 
are materials needed in preparing and repairing the surface before painting 
which include: paint removers, cleaners, crack fillers, putty, putty knife, 
and glue. The materials for cleaning the surface include: sponge, scrub 
brushes, liquid cleaners, sandpaper, steel wool, scraper, wire brush. Tools 
for applying the paint include: brushes, rollers, grainers, and spray guns. 
Materials for finishing include: waxes, stencils, decalcomanias, and deco-
rative trimming papers. 
Wallpapers 
To carry a full line of wallpapers in the low- and medium-priced classes 
about 300 different items would have to be stocked. A bundle of 50 single 
rolls of each of these items, together with 4, rolls of matched border paper 
to each bundle, might make a total investment of $2,500 in paper. It will 
be best to make a real study of the types of paper being used in the com-
munity, and then make a careful selection of those to stock for sale. The 
more expensive papers and those not stocked can be shown to the customer 
by means of sample books. Usually, delivery can be had within a reasonable 
time, often 24 hours. A set of sample books covering 300 samples of wall-
paper will cost $3. You may want extra sets to loan to the paperhangers. 
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The wallpaper department should be apart from the traffic of the store where 
the customer can be at ease in looking over samples and display books. 
Stocks of paper need not be carried in the store. 
The small store will find it more conven ient to deal with a wallpaper jobber 
rather than direct with a manufacturer as this results in faster deliveries 
on small orders. Select a distribu tor who carries a stock near enough to get 
one day 's service if possible, and try to get his agency for your community. 
A survey made by the Wallpaper Institute showed that paperhangers 
hang more than 70 percent of all wallpaper, and buy from 4.0 to 65 percent 
of the paper direct from wholesalers. The latter claim that it has been much 
more costly to sell to retailers. This can only he exp lained by the fact that 
most retailers are not alert to wallpapering opportunities. The enterprising 
small retailer who wants to sell paper to the paperhangers must learn enough 
about wallpaper to he something of an authority in his community. 
The same survey brou ght out the star tling fact that on! y one person in 
37 who bought wallpaper was ever solicited by a retailer. It showed, also, 
that 60 percent of all complaints against wallpapering jobs were attributable 
directly to poor workmanship in hanging. There thus appears ample oppor-
tunity for the paint and wallpaper store owner to actively develop wallpaper 
sales. He can do this by havin g the wallpaper section of his store comfort-
ably arranged and equipped with samples and sample books w both the 
customer and paperhanger will find it a convenient buying center. He 
should also furnish to the paperhangers the information and helps which 
the manufacturers and jobbers offer to enable them to do high-grade work. 
Before the war wallpapers suffered because of the fashion for plain 
painted walls, but they have returned to fashion and a better styling job is 
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now being done-by the manufacturers. The retailer who wants to do business 
year after year in the same community must never permit himself to be 
oversold on fashions, styles, or specialties .. Be alert to style changes, but 
don't "go out on a limb" in pushing them. Remember that a last year's 
ladies' hat looks silly the next year. 
In regard to specialties, be alert to disadvantages as well as advantages. 
For example, the ready-pasted wallpapers will save fussing with paste for 
the householder who wants to do his own papering, but they cost more and 
there is smaller desjgn selection. In general there is good profit in wallpaper, 
and with proper handling it can reach about 25 percent of the total store 
business. It is an excellent item for tie-in sales with paint as the sale of 
wallpaper almost invariably leads to the sale of paints for woodwork and 
enameb and varnishes for furniture and floors. 
If it is planned to make a real wallpaper department, you will need the 
same personal advance study needed for paints. Some communities use only 
cheap papers. Others use expensive papers almost exclusively. Some use both, 
When patterns. are considered as well as g rades the normal stock carried 
could be extensive and costly. Only an intelligent survey of the local situa-
tion will prevent errors in stocking this commodity. The local paperhangers 
and the wholesalers can give information on types of papers being used in 
the community, but their data on present mes will not be conclusjve evidence 
that the community is being served to its satisfaction. You will do well to 
contact manufacturers, •not only to see what they have to offer, but also what 
aid they would afford in pushing a better line of papers in the community. 
Glass and Sundries 
If you plan to handle glass and wall paper, there are also a number of acces-
sory tools, pastes, sizings, brushes, and other items that should be handled. 
In making up lis.ts from the catalogs of suppliers you should at the same 
time visit other dealers and painting and decorating contractors to see what 
is being used in the community. Glass sold at retail is usually in small quan-
tities, more often single panes cut to specified dimensions. The store must 
be equipped with a table and cutting tools to meet the requirements of the 
individual customer. However, glass manufacturers and distributors will 
advise on boxed stocks of glass. cut to standard dimensions which require 
usually only sl ight cutting to fill customer's needs. If handled properly there 
is good profit even in small sales of glass, and the transaction usually leads 
to s.ales of paints, putty, cleaning materials, and other items. 
Window glass usually comes to the retailer from the wholesaler in cases 
of 50 square feet. There are 90 panes of 8 x 10-inch glass in a case, but in 
the large size, 36 x 48 inches, there are only 4 panes to the case. To have a 
fairly complete stock of cut-to-size glass a store would need about 50 cases. 
The small retail store can manage well on from 10 to 20 cases. When a 
cut is made to a smaller size the store usually charges for the larger pane 
cut. The glass generally costs $3 to $4 a case. 
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Whether or not yo u stock such items as ladders will depend upon how 
well the community is ~ erved and on your available store space. Much also de-
pends upon the type of relations developed with contractors. There are some 
fairly expensive pieces of equipment, such a~ fl oor sanders and polishers, 
that might be handled on a rental basis if your co mmunity does not already 
have such services. The manufacturers of these items ha ve merchandising 
p olicies already worked out, including customers' fees, deposits, and books 
of instructions. The actual income from rental of these pieces of equipment 
is not the only value to the store, as their use by customers leads to the sale 
of sandpaper , waxes, and polishes. The connections developed through them 
often lead to the sales of paints and wallpaper. 
Diversified Line Stabilizes Sales 
The exclusively paint retail store was hit hard by the depression, especially 
in the years 1931 an d 1932. But normall y in periods of shorter unemploy· 
ment, or during strikes, t here is an increased demand for paints and allied 
product5 in small quantities because workers then have time to do home 
r epair and decorating jobs. It has been the experience in several depression 
periods that workers will spen d part of their savings for paint to improve 
their properties. The retail store that, in addition to paints, has a ful l line 
of painting and deco rating accessories, and has ~ ufficient knowledge of the 
business to make tie-in sa les for complete service, is in the best position to 
weather periods of depres5ion. 
Some stores have found it advi~ able to offer picture-framing glass in 
connection with their windowglass department, and a few stores in favored 
positions have been sellin g decorative novelties such as fan cy vases. that can 
be displayed as "naturals" in connection with interior wall paints and wall -
paper. Framed mirrors are a lso being sold effectively. But too great a 
diversification is not recommended. Take on new lines gradually, and only 
after full consideration of their value for your particular community. 
As. you learn more about paints and your community you may find a real 
satisfaction in_ specialties that tie in directly with the painting needs of the 
area. For example, a tree paint containing anti-fungicides can be featured 
in the spring, and a special offering of \vater proof concrete paint can be 
made in the fall when the home owner is in the mood to fix up his basement. 
You can keep alert to these specialties by reading paint magazines and the 
literature sent you by manufacturers. Don' t ignore the dime-store type of 
small containers of enamels. Women buy these for touch-up jobs, and they 
are bought by Boy Scouts and other children for painting tools, bicycles, 
and other items. They do not take up much room as they can be displayed 
attractively on a counter near the entrance. 
Merchandise Should Fit Community Nee.ds 
In making your location in vestigati ons yo u may have talked with some of 
the whole~ alers in your selected area. They may have liked your looks, may 
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have been dissatisfied with the methods of retailers already in the com-
munity. and may have made flattering offers. of long credits on their brands 
of products. But it wo uld be unwise to make your decision on the types or 
brands of paints and other goods that you will try to sell merely because the 
sales terms are favorable. Perhaps that type or brand of goods has been in 
disfavor in the locality, or perhaps it is not locally suitable. 
Painting contractors also have their particular likes and dislikes, and 
their influence in the community may be consideral)le. You may be able to 
prove conclusively that a contractor is wrong in his technical judgment of 
the type of paint he prefers, but the approach must be diplomatic until the 
time is ripe to sell him. 
Aho, some brands. of paints have been extensively advertised in some 
localities and not in others. Some classes of people are immune to repetitive 
adverti sing wh il e others become so imbued with the idea of one trade named 
product that they will not accept an alternate product even if superior. Any 
other product to them is a "substitute." 
Price also may be important in the particular community. And where 
price is a fetish, only a long education can break down the resistance. You 
have seen the price-minded person who has a top limit in his mind which he 
refuses to abandon in bu ying any article. The fact that he has to replace 
the shoes or the suit in a much shorter period of time does POt impress him. 
Paint sales are also affected by these fa ctors, and it is necessary to study 
the buying habits of the community before s.electing the brands. Or, better 
still, those articles which the community is accustomed to buy can be 
stocked along with sufficient quantiti es of the brands eventually wanted. 
Remember the public likes to retain its independence in buying. One 
cannot be too far ahead of his customers. But avoid having too many brands. 
Have a few lines that yo u believe in and learn to sell these with confidence. 
It is easier to build a reputation that way, and keep your stock inventory 
to a minimum. 
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CHAPTER VI 
EQUIPPING THE STORE 
If the practice of the majority of small retail store owners i, followed you 
will rent a store at least for the first few years of your business life. Renting 
decreases capital requirements. The cost of the rent is a fixed charge that is 
met out of current income. If you decide to move later you can usually sublet 
until the lease runs out. 
But the limitations of the store rented will be permanent limitations 
upon your business as long as you occupy the place. It is not wise to spend 
any considerable sum upon the improvement of a rented place unless. you 
are so sure of the location that you can take a long-time lease and charge 
off improvement" as capital expense over the years. Before signing a long-
term lease check the property and location carefully. And make certain 
that the neighborhood is not deteriorating. Be sure also that there are no 
clauses in the lease that will prevent planned improvements. In general, a 
shorter-term lease with renewal privilege is more satisfactory for the new 
operator. A local attorney familiar with customs and laws of the community 
can help in making a decision. 
Evaluation of Old Equipment 
Because of the importance of the store's equipment in any determination of 
your capital assets when seeking financing or expansion loans do not permit 
sentiment to influence anal ysis of the real values of the fixtures and equip-
ment when buying or renting an existing paint store " ·ith installed fixtures. 
If they are obsolete or do not Et your plans they are of little value regardless 
of what they cost. If they are suited to your needs. and in good condition you 
can figure a fair value minus about 10 percent a year for depreciation. If 
they are not suited to your needs, but can be used in part or temporarily, 
do not pay more than they are worth on that basis. 
Be cautious about any investment in a truck. Painters have their own 
trucks, and a delivery tru ck is seldom a wise investment for the new paint 
store. In buying fixtures or any other real property make sure that they 
are not covered by a lien or mortgage. An examination of the public records 
will not always reveal this fact, so that it is best to obtain an affidavit from 
the seller. 
If there are outstanding time payments still owed on the fixtures, stock, 
or other property, and you are willing to assume the liabilities, make sure 
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A form er drug store remodeled into a paint and wallpaper store. Much of the 
old equipment was salvaged. 
that the creditors. are willing to accept transfer of their claims. To do this 
you will need to have records of the entire transaction signed and witnessed. 
If the seller agrees to pay off all the outstanding liabilities, you must have 
written proof of this, otherwise the creditors can collect from you under 
sales laws. 
Evaluation of Old Accounts 
You may find in the purchase of an existing s.tore that you will have to buy 
it as an entity. This means that besides the purchase of the stock and fix . 
tures, you will have to purchase the " accounts receivable." These accounts 
receivable are the accounts of customers who owe money to the store. 
Remember in this. connection that when a store is closed or is transferred 
to another owner, it is always more diffi cult to collect outstanding accounts. 
Current accounts, that is, accounts from customers who pay regularly and 
which are less than 2 months old, are usual! y readily collectible. But accounts 
that are at least 6 months old have a collectibility rating average in the 
credit agencies of only 67 percent, and when the collecting has to be done 
by a new owner this. percentage may drop to p ractically th e vanishing point. 
Old accounts, therefore, are likely to be a dead loss, and it will not be wise 
to buy them unless the purchase is involved in the settlement of an estate 
where it is impossible to make an y other kind of a deal to acquire the prop-
erty. You are then not purchasing a real asset, but are paying out for that 
most indefinite of all assets, which goes under the name of "good will." 
WHAT IS "GOOD WILL" WORTH ? 
If, in the purchase of a store, yo u are confronted with a demand for a 
substantial amount of money in payment for the "good will" of the store, 
you will find yourself trying to solve one of the most intangible of all busi-
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ness problems. Good will means the name, location, and established custom-
ers of the store as built u p by the old owner. It is in reality his personal 
service to the store that he is t rying to sell yo u. One way to test it is to as.s ume 
a reasonable organi zati onal and development period for your new store, 
say 3 years, and then charge off the amount annually as if it were a salar y 
for him. Thus if he asks $500 for the good will, you will ask yourself if the 
business he has already prepared for you r store is worth to $166 a year for 
3 years. Your investigation of the former owner 's standing in the community, 
plus an inquiry from the local banker , will give the answer. 
Appearance ancl Size of the Store 
The store &elected for yo ur new business should have good display windows. 
Striking effects are not necessary, but a paint store does need an attractive 
and well lighted fr ont. The front of the store is your invitatinn to the public 
to enter. It should refl ect the character of your business. Too many small 
paint stores still adhere to the ideas o f several generations ago when paint 
s.tores were operated by the local painters who used the sto re as a central 
place to mix paints and store errui pment. By all means have a bright front 
to your store and cheerful display " ·indo1rs 1rhere yo u can demonstrate the 
many new angles of modern paints and allied products·. But avoid giving 
the store an ultra-moderni stic or flashy appearance that will tend to scare 
away the painting contractor in ove ralls. 
One authority states tb at a 35-foot minimum frontage is desirable for a 
good paint store, but most of the p rinciples that apply to an y other type of 
retail store also apply to the paint store. If you are in an area where there 
is a dow-mo ving crowd on the sidewalk yo u can proba bly get more attention 
with a small frontage than if you have large frontage in a position where 
the crowd is swee ping along toward a r ailway stati on. A store of 25-foot 
11·idth can be made into an attrac ti ve fr ontage, and it 1rill give ample dis.play 
space to handle a retail business of $30,000 ann ually. In fact, an excellent 
paint and wallpaper store can be an-anged in an 18-foot store width if there 
is depth enough, or if you have additional storage space in the basement or 
in a building in the rear. De pth i' of mo re importance than great width in a 
paint and wallpaper store. 
STORAGE SPACE 
It is im portant to have a good dry basement for storage, m1xmg, and 
cutting glass. If possible make this basement a convenient place where the 
local painting contractors can come to look over stocks and even to use as a 
laboratory to try out their ideas. An additional detached shed for storage of 
flammable materia ls will be valu able and may help to reduce insurance on 
your stocks. 
DISPLAY EFFECTS 
Good lighting is a real a id to retail selling. The local lighting company 
can help on this. The interior painting and decoration of your s.tore is very 
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Some mannfactt£rers have available small-scale models of shelving, tables, 
and other store furniture which th ey arrange in a scale model of your store. 
They offer this service free to retailers. 
important because a paint dealer should practice what he preaches. To get 
the best effects in the display of your goods in the store interior requires 
careful thought. Visit other paint store~ to see how other dealers handle the 
goods. Then make some scale lay-outs of the store interior on paper, with 
the various fixtures and counters cut out to scale on pieces of cardboard 
and move them around until you have a clear picture of where they ought 
to go. If the store is already equipped with shelves, you will need to see if 
they are strong enough to carry the ~ tocks of heavy paint cans. Some of the 
paint manufacturers furni~h their dealers blueprints of shelves and displ ay 
tables especially designed for paint storage and display. Some manufac-
turers also make layouts of the store for prospective dealer~, suggesting 
location of counters, shelving, and displays. They will alw give illustrations 
of good lighting effects that will enable you to show your stock to best 
advantage. 
Avoid a too crowded condition of display counters. Leave room for the 
manufacturer~' advertising display pieces. Many of these are remarkably 
\\·ell done and hel p to make self sales. Give you r cuE.tomers a chance to study 
your displays and you will find that they like a certain amount of self 
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service. Normally aisles should not be less than 4 feet wide, and the space 
should be wider at the wrapping counter. About 7 feet from the door is con-
sidered a good spot for the first dis.play island. Too great a space in front 
creates a spot where customers may remain and then leave if not waited on 
immediately. 
OFFICE SPACE DESIRABLE 
If it is possible to do so, reserve a small space for an office. There is 
good psychology in having an office in a small store. It keeps. ever in mind 
the fact that you ·need to keep and use records of your operations·, and it 
also impresses customers 'vith a feeling of your stability. If the store is 
located in a town where you are likely to ha\·e customers who drive in from 
the rural districts., the little office is a good plnce where they can sit down 
and discuss their painting problems. Stores so located have also found it to 
be advantageous to fix up the washroom as a public restroom for the rural 
customers. 
Spend Cautiously on Equipment 
There is no yardstick to measure the amount of money you can spend on 
equipping the s.tore except the experience of others. For your initial outlay 
you will be wise in not exceeding an expense greater than 5 percent of 
expected first-year sales. Some excellent small paint sto·res have been 
started with the same shelving and show cases left from the previous busi-
ness, although a good paint dis.play does require special fixtures. There is, 
however, no fixed rule about this matter, and if you find that the expenses 
will run higher to equip the right kind of a store in the right location, you 
should weigh the amount of extra expense against the possibilities of in-
creased future sales with this equipment and this location. By all means 
consult with the manufacturer whose line you intend to feature. All of the 
manufacturers give a service to· retailers in helping them to lay out and 
equip the store. Whether you equip with new fixtures or try to use those 
already installed in a rented store make sure that your merchandise is 
displayed openly 'vithin easy reach of customers, that related items are 
close enough together to promote impulse sales, and that the counters and 
display islands are so located as to permit easy traffic throughout the store 
with the wrapping counter preferably towards the rear. 
Good Appearance Is Essential 
The same principles of neatness and attractiveness apply to a store as to 
the individual retailer himself. It sl10uld be neat and clean, and decorated 
in keeping with the type of business and type of customers. Overdressing 
beyond the normal good custom of a community can make a man appear 
haughty and drive away customers. A paint and wallpaper store certainly 
should practice what it preaches in being well decorated, but the painting 
and decorating must be in good taste and avoid flashy effects that may jar 
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the sensibilities of the customers. Remember that you are selling color and 
decoration, and make your own store advertise that fact. Select the color 
schemes for walls and ceilings carefully. Make your tables and fixtures stand 
out attractively but not gaudily. A linoleum or composition floor covering 
that harmonizes with the color scheme will take your store a little out of 
the class of the ordinary small retail store. Much of the retail buying of 
paints and wallpaper is done by women, so make the store a place where 
women will want to trade while not making it so elaborate that you will 
scare off the painter who may come in the back door in overalls. 
701643"-46-3 
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CHAPTER VII 
BUSINESS RECORDS 
Your time will be very much occupied during the first period of preparation 
and opening. You will probably rebel at the thought of any more details 
being added, es.peciall y anything th at has the appearance of figurin g and 
desk work that would take yo u away from the job of selling. So you are 
going to have the same question come to yo ur mind that occurs to eve ry 
small busine~s man: "Why keep a lot of records? I am here every day and 
can see what is going on." 
Lack of Records Leads to Failures 
Studies of small business failures sh ow that inadequate records constitute 
one of the most important reasons for failure. You may rightl y say, "How 
could lack of records came failure in a little business? I buy so much, and 
I sell so much, the difl'erence between cost and selling price is my pro-fit and 
I know what that percentage is." Lack of records is not itself the cause of 
business difficulties, but it is the reason 1rh y the store owner cannot ~ee in 
advance the direction in which he is heading. Appraisals of small business 
failures made by the Temporary National Economic Committee and by the 
Department of Commerce sho wed th at most of the small store owners who 
failed were not aware of their im pending doom until it arrived, although for 
many months they had been on the road to ruin. Failure might have been 
prevented had they kept up·to·date records. 
When the small store owner lacks accou nting records of his operations 
he has nothing to show his suppliers when the time comes to ask for an 
extension of credit. This alone can mean the loss of some of the most profit· 
able business where he might have a chance to sell large quantities of goods 
to a contractor who cannot pay until the completion of the j ob. Further-
more, no banker would care to extend credits or give a loan to a business 
th at could not produce adequate reco rds to indicate past business and future 
trends. Then there is the important matter of local, State, and F ederal taxes 
which require that statements be backed up with records. 
Good Records Are Working Tools 
The most common error made by the man starting a small bus.iness is to' 
look at record keeping as a continuance of the arithmetic lessons he disliked 
in school. The real fact is that proper and adequate records for the small 
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store are merely tabulated answers to simple questions that every good 
business man asks himself continuously and upon which he ought to have 
straightfon,·ard, clear answers at least once a month: 
How much business am I doing? 
How much am I collecting, and do my charge customers owe me too 
much? Are they paying their bills promptly? 
How much are my credit sales costing me to carry? 
Am I realizing sufficient profit on the discount sales made to contractors? 
How much stock do I have? Have I too· much of the slow-moving items, 
and too little of others? 
How much do I owe the wholesalers? 
How much are my various expem·es? Do I need all of them? Could I 
save on express bills by combining orders. and having freight shipments 
made? 
What is my net worth from month to month? Are my cash in the bank, 
inventories, customers' accounts due, and other assets increasing or de-
creasing? 
What are the profitable trends of the business and what are the unprofit-
able ones so that I can concentrate my efforts where the work will pay? 
Am I saving money by taking advantage of discount dates on my bills? 
Have I a proper system to keep these dates. before me? 
With amwers to these and other questions available, the small business-
man knows when something is wrong, and he also knows the favorable 
places to which he ought to be turning his efforts. Records necessary in the 
small store are simple, easy to make, and easy to use. Instead of being a 
burden to the small businessman, he will find that such records can be a 
source of joy to him. The successful small store owner will get the same 
satisfaction in looking over a set of clear and concise records as the farmer 
does when he takes his Sunday morning stroll over the fields to take a 
survey of the growth of his plantings. 
Good Records Keep A.way the "Jitters" 
Do you know that insidious ailment that the doctors call "traumatic neu-
rosis"? It is more common than we sometimes realize. It may occur to any-
one. It strikes many a small businessman during his first year in bu~iness. 
You suffer a defeat, a set-back, or a slight injury to your business plans. 
You begin to ponder on all the hazards of the business, and you develop 
a sense of fear and im:ecurity, a consciousness of dangers lurking. You have 
nothing to shed light on these fears and they increase until you have a 
desire to avoid the threatening dangers, to escape to a s.afe haven. You 
develop mental defenses to avoid contact with the world about you. That 
mental defense of the individual to these lurking threats is what the doctor 
calls "traumatic neurosis." It is one of the causes for the 50 percent of 
failures of businesses that started out with high hopes and failed within 
2 years. It is one of the reasons why many small businessmen seem content 
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to &tagnate in tiny stores that give their families only a miserable existence. 
In plain English it is simply " losing your nerve" or "creeping into your 
shell." It is the same mental reaction that the little child has when he hugs 
his mother to protect him from the terrors of the night. The best preven· 
tion and cure for "traumatic neurosis" for the small businessman is a 
simple system of records that tells him the cause of each failure and gives 
him the light to see the many problems and their answers. 
Credit Accounts 
Your credit accounts '"ill depend largely upon the customs. in your com-
munity. As a rule the larger sales of paints and allied items that require 
credit may be handled through the painting and decorating contractor who 
does the work, and your extension of credit on the paint and supplies will 
thus be to the contractor and not directly to· the customer. But in many of your 
direct sales, especially in rural areas where payments are often related to 
the sale of crops, a considerable part of your business may depend upon 
credits. This credit may consist of current charge accounts or may be longer 
time payments or both. Experience sho ws that as high as two-thirds of the 
sales of the retail paint and wallpaper store is on current credit accounts 
collectible in from 30 to 60 days . You will need to study the customs of 
other stores in the community, and it will then be best to talk over with 
your banker the policy you intend to follow·. All credit systems require 
careful record keeping, so a definitP- system to cover your credit operations 
is needed. 
Re.cord Systems Available 
There are many good books on the subject of record keeping. It is advisable 
to get a copy of "Record Keeping for Small Stores" which can be obtained 
from the United States. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C., 
fo-r 35 cents. This booklet is a small manual printed for the use of the Senate 
Special Committee to study the problems of American small business. It 
shows the simple forms needed as well as giving an explanation of the 
methods. The paint manufacturers. also help the retailer in setting up an 
accounting system. 
Most progressive small business owners call in an independent public 
accountant at least once a year to go over the books and prepare statements 
that can be used for tax purposes and for dis.cussions with bankers and 
creditors . With this in mind you will do well to select a good accountant 
at the very outset and discuss with him a simple system to in stall for daily 
and monthly records. Let him help you set up a budget for all your operat-
ing expenses : rent, wages, light, heat, telephone, office supplies, advertising, 
warehousing, delivery, insurance, traveling, taxes. Do not overlook any-
thing. A good general is one who seldom has to say, "I did not think of that." 
It is better to be on the safe side, and take your satisfaction in operating 
below the estimated budget. When you have this operating budget you 
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can divide it by the number of working days and keep a constant check on 
youro.elf. If your operating expenses plus your own salary total $30 per 
working day, for example, and your average gross profit on sales is 35 
percent, you will know that you have to make about $85 in sales every 
working day just to come out even. 
Depreciation and Stock Replenishment 
The retailer should also take out of profits each month an amount oufficient 
to replace fixtures and other equipment. If he estimates the life of a piece of 
equipment as 10 years. !lis depreciation rate will be 10 percent per year, 
and he should set aside on his accounts each month a sum sufficient to make 
up the 10 percent each year. Periodically, a retailer ~hould take a physical 
inventory of his merchandise stock and check it against his records. The 
total merchandise in stock should be the difference between total invoices 
on merchandise purchased and received and the total of his sales !dips. Many 
of the paint manufacturers have developed inventory and stock systems that 
they offer to the retailer. With the aid of the manufacturers whos.e products 
you intend to sell, and with the advice of a local accountant, you will have 
no difficulty in cho0sing a simple set of records to be kept for all ~tore 
operations. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
BUYING AND PRICING 
You must realize that before you can begin business your store must be 
stocked with a variety of lines and grades, and that all of these types, of 
goods are subdivided by a variety of container sizes. This then means hun-
dreds of separate items. You will lose a sale if you have only one gallon 
cans of a certain paint when the customer wants only a pint. Or, the cus-
tomer will not want to pay the extra cost of eight pint cans if he asks for a 
gallon. Then again you will need a wide selection of color choices in the 
various types of paint and sizes of container. 
Buy Wisely and Cautiously 
Thus, a goodly amount of real thought should go into the listing up of 
your first stocks, and it should be based on knowledge gained by study of 
the buying customs in the community, what other stores. are selling, and 
what the suppliers have to say about the matter. Do not be stampeded by 
ambitious salesmen who offer discounts for large purchases. If you are 
located in a district where a 2 months' supply on order, in transit, and on 
your shelves is sufficient to take care of any normal sales, and you are offered 
an extra 5 percent discount on an amount equal to 6 months' to a year's 
supply, a little figuring will show that you will lose in interest charges more 
than is saved on the discount. Beside~, you will have the worry of too much 
capital tied up in stock. 
Too often traveling salesmen flit around from one job to another, and 
their only interest may be in making immediate large sales. But in general, 
the wholesaler and the manufacturer are interested in your successful long-
time trade, and it will be wise for you to talk over your initial stock require-
ments directly with them. 
Wholesalers Carry Stocks 
If the wholesaler in your region carries a stock of widely assorted goods in 
his warehouse, you can readil y calculate how long it will take to replenish 
your shelves, and can thus gage what you need on the shelves. The prices 
and discounts of one wholesaler may be different from those of another, 
but his services in stocking, quick truckin g deliveries to your door, advertis-
ing, and credits may more than offset higher prices by saving you money 
on stocks carried and transpo1tation charges, and by giving you merchan-
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dising helps. Some wholesalers and manufacturers employ expert merchan-
dising men who can give great assistance. 
Some manufacturers sell direct to retailers, and there may be a number 
of items or brands of goods. that you will want to buy direct. Wholesalers do 
not require that a retailer obligate himself to buy exclusively from them. 
But sometimes a small store owner becomes so indebted to one wholesaler 
that he either does not have the moral courage to buy elsewhere or the others 
will not give him credit while his financial obligations to one wholesaler 
are too long overdue. Keep yourself free of s.uch financial bondage. 
Choosing the Brands 
The choice of the brands of goods to stock will depend upon what your 
investigations have indicated for the locality. You may be convinced that 
you would like to have the sale of a certain brand in your community, but 
that brand may not yet be well known in the community, or it may be on 
the shelves of a competitor who already has an agreement with the manu-
facturer. You cannot be too far ahead of your public in the introduction of 
new goods, so you will have to stock and sell certain other items that are 
being called for, and then gradually build up the business in your favorite 
brand. The manufacturer and the wholesaler of this brand will help you in 
your plans for development. 
When you have decided upon the wholesalers and manufacturers with 
whom you are going to do business, it will be well to obtain letters from 
them covering prices, terms of credit, methods of delivery, notices of price 
changes, and other matters connected with purchase. Firm purchase con-
tracts that bind you to definite brands must be studied from all angles before 
you sign, and if they are for long periods they will require more knowledge 
of customs and trends in the customer community than the new store owner 
is likely to have. 
Good purchasing for the retailer involves a resulting condition where the 
store will never be out of an article that the customer calls for yet not be 
overstocked. You will thus have to watch the average sales on all items and 
then place the order as far ahead as necessary to insure delivery from the 
wholesaler or factory at the time you will need it to replenish your stock. 
Some goods sell better in summer than in winter, and you will have to be 
careful that your shelves are not stocked heavily in one season with the 
goods of another s.eason. 
Balance Purchases With Sale.s 
This matter of gaging the proper amount of stock for your shelves and 
the proper minimum stock at which you should reorder, as well as the 
proper amount to order, is called stock control. You should set up a simple 
system of stock control that will help you to check your store quickly at 
short intervals. In factories and in warehouses, the usual custom is to mark 
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A successful 25-foot paint and wallpaper store that gives a real service to the 
painters. Only 40 feet in front is used as a retail display store; the other 100 
feet of store depth is employed for office and storage accessible from the rear. 
the maximum and minimum ordering amount on each bin, but in the retail 
business where the only desirable marking that the customer will see is the 
price, it is customary to have a defin itely sized space so that the owner 
knows at a glance when the stock is depleted to a certain percentage and that 
it is time to reorder. The paint manufacturers usually have standard stock 
control systems which they will help the retailer set up. 
Don't ~peculate 
If you stock up because you anticipate a price rise or to meet some unusual 
sales condition in your community you are enterin g the fi eld of speculative 
buying, and, in general , speculation is a dangerous practice for the small 
busi nessman. When such conditions arise the speculative element should be 
removed as far as poss ible by having frank talks with your suppliers and 
with your banker. In cases where the manufacturer is trying to intra uce a 
new item, or is attemptin g to p ut across a seasonal campaign, he may help 
you materially by send ing the stock on consignment, or by making s:pecial 
arrangements with yo u, such as allowances for advertising the special cam-
paign. In general, the manufacturer and the wholesaler are desirous that 
you succeed. It is to their interests that you do not make errors of judgment 
on the stocks, and they are usually prepared to help you in your planning. 
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When preparing an order on the supplier, the quantity you order should 
depend upon the rate of sale of the item. Do not rely upon gues~work , but 
have in your office a stock control check list that has been made up and 
adjusted from time to time by comparisons of actual sales. Wholesalers often 
furnish retailers with check lists of all their goods against which you can 
post your own figures. 
Competitive Prices 
Your selling price on all goods will be the net cost to you plus your "mark-
up." The net cost is the cost minus the discounts and plus the cost of trans· 
portation, insurance en route, and all other outside costs. The retail selling 
price of some goods is already set on a national basis, others vary in differ-
ent localities. You may even find that your price will have to be slightly 
above that for the same class of goods in the bigger stores. In general, prices 
will have to be in line with those of competitors, but neighborhood or com-
munity stores can frequently obtain the slightly higher differential because 
of their convenience and their more personal service. 
When a manufacturer ·figures selling price the general practice is to 
compute his production cost and then add overhead costs, s~les costs, and 
profit, and the resultant is the selling price unless the competition is so 
keen that he has to drop below this level. But the retailer is more definitely 
obliged to figure from both ends. His purchase price is a set figure, and his 
selling price is set by the price at which others are selling. He can vary 
little from these. He may get an added small discount on the purchase price 
by quantity buying, and he may top a competitive retailer's price a little 
by extra service to his community. But his chances for increased profits lie 
in keeping his operating expenses down to a safe minimum. Certain fixed 
operating expenses cannot be cut, but the cost of these operations chargeable 
against the units sold will be cut automatically as the quantities s.old are 
increased. Thus, if the cost of your salary, rent, light and heat is $3,500 for 
the first year, and you have made $10,000 in individual sales that year, the 
cost of this overhead has been 35 cents per dollar of sale, but if you can 
increase individual sales to $20,000 the second year you will drop "this 
overhead to 17lj2 cents per dollar of sale. 
Mark-Up vs. Margin of Profit 
In figuring what your profit will be on sales you mmt be careful that there 
is no confusion between "mark-up" and profit "margin." Thinking in terms 
of the mark-up you have placed upon the goods will not give you the 
correct percentage of profit. The figures in dollars and cents may be the 
same. If an item costs you $1, and you mark it up to $1.40, the mark-up 
will be 40 percent, but the profit on the $1.40 sales will be only 28.5 percent. 
To realize a profit margin of around 40 percent on sales, therefore, you 
would have to have a mark-up of 65 cents, bringing the sales price to $1.65. 
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It is vitally necessary to see that your fi gures are ke pt uniform in this 
respect because you will be constantly thinking of what your profits are on 
sales rather than on costs. 
The retail paint dealer must be extremely careful of the so-called cour-
tesy discounts to customers. You can arrange a fixed set of discounts to con-
tractors, and the manufacturers will help you in this. But the retailer who 
begins to give special discounts to fr iends, relatives, and to social and 
business "buddies" only builds trouble for his business. The news of these 
special favors gets around quickly, and then you make enemies if you do 
not treat everyone on the same terms. With the help of your suppliers you 
should set do wn your prices and terms and then stick to them. 
Retail prices are often suggested or even fixed by the manufacturers. In 
the case of nationally advertised products these prices become well estab· 
lished. In the case of goods bearing a brand unknown to the public the 
customer often expects to get a lower price. but prices that are too low are 
likely to create the impression that the goods are inferior in quality or not 
up to the standard that he expected. It is not uncommon to find that goods 
cann ot be sold because the price is too low. Staple items such as linseed 
oil and turpentine are often carried in bulk and sold at low competitive prices 
as loss leaders to attract customers. It is poor business for the small retailer 
to do this. You C8.n carry the bulk items in your storeroom for sale to 
painters, but it is better to stock advertised brands of these products in 
conveniently sized cans and bottles in your retail store. The average 
customer will prefer the goods in this way, and the transaction will net 
you a profit. 
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CHAPTER IX 
ADVERTISING 
Perhaps, you will have the feeling that your business will be on such a mod-
est plan during the ftrst year that you will pay no attetion to advertising. 
H.ight at the start you should discard any such feelings . You cannot avoid 
advertising, because anything yo u do in connection with the store will be 
advertising, and it will be good or bad according to how it reacts in the 
community. You must therefore direct it to work for you rather than 
against you. 
Retain Former Customers 
If you have bought out an existing paint store you will want to keep as 
many as possible of the former customers who buy and pay for what they 
buy in a reasonable time. Some of these will come to the store from 
force of habit. Others may have come only because they were relatives of 
the former owner or through personal friendship with him. One of the first 
steps in advertising your business is to send out letters to all of these old 
customers announcing new ownership and outlining your policies. 
The former owner can s.upply you with a list of the names and addresses 
of the old customers. In the letter which you send you must avoid making 
any reflections on the former owner. Many of the old customers may come 
to your store out of curiosity after receipt of your letter. You will then have 
wider opportunity to expand on your policies, and they will be able to see 
from your sales talks and your displays the added lines and new policies. 
CAN THE FORMER OWNER HELP? 
The former owner can often be of assistance in introducing you to old 
customers and to other businessmen . But this should be approached with 
caution until you are sure that the community is not prejudiced against the 
former business and that an introduction from him will not injure your new 
business by leaving the impression that you are merely a continuance of old 
practices which they have di sliked in the past. On the other hand, if you are 
fortunate enough to be buying out a business where the former owner is 
retiring because of health or old age reasons, it might be possible to have 
an understanding with the old owner that he will stay on with you at least 
part time for a few months or a year. If his reputation is good he will be a 
good advertisement for you as well as helping you to get acquainted with 
the business and with the community. 
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Make your window displays feature one thought. A void overcrowding and a 
jumble of ideas. 
Window Displays 
A considerable proportion of small paint stores pay little or no attention to 
window displays. This is contrary to the best practice in retail selling. If 
your store has ample window space yo u will find that by a littl e study you 
can attract customers by windo w displays as readil y as many other types of 
stores. It is in the window that yo u can educate the passersby to features 
of modern fini shes, heat- absor bing glass, new types of insulating window 
glass, modern arti5try in wall coverings, luminescent paints for special 
purposes, flameproofing and waterproofing finishes, and a host of other 
features of the business. You can also remind them by window displays of 
the seasonal applications of paint, such as painting the lawn furniture in 
early summer. Use your store windows to attract new customers. P aint is a 
replacement item, and once you attract the customer to the first purchase 
he may get the paint habit and become a steady buyer. 
The small store often makes the mi~ take of crowding the windows with 
mis.cellaneous displays. Better to have one neat display that tells a single 
story and then change the window displays frequently. Arrangement o f win· 
dow displays requires much imagination and art and it takes much time, 
but manufacturers and wholesal ers are usuall y prepared to help with display 
material and with suggestions for setting up the displays .. Some progressive 
retailers have set up window displays of sections of rooms containing panels 
showing papered walls h armonizing with furniture in the window. The furni-
ture was b orrowed from a neighboring furniture store. 
How Much for Advertising? 
The experience of many retail s.tores is that an amount equal to 3 percent 
of the total gross sales can be spent profi tably for advertising. The average 
of 148 profitable concerns in the paint, glass, and wallpaper retail business 
was 1.2 percent spent for adverti sing. This paid-for advertising includes news-
p a per space, r adio time, theater films, outdoor signs, and direct-mail matter. 
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ewspaper Advertising 
small community where there is only one newspaper, 
· advertising at all, you may be obligated to give some adver-
paper. In general, the newspaper is the most economical form 
advertising for the retail store, and in the small town it helps to make 
the retailer an active part of the community by his support of the local 
paper. But if there are several papers covering the community, you will 
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Modernize Your Sleeping 
Room With Color 
T 00 often some other room gets major atten· 
tion when redecorating. How about your bed-
room? Is it truly restful? Has it an harmonious 
color scheme? · 
Proper selection of colors can transform an 
outmoded bedroom into a pleasant, cheerful, 
happy room conducive to relaxation and rest. 
Why not rejuvenate your bedroom with color? 
Make it a room of which you can be proud and 
in which you can rest in perfect contentment. 
We will be glad to assist you in choosing colors 
which will do something for your bedroom. 
YOUR STORE 
Address and 
Phone Number 
NAME 
o aid the paint dealers in creating painting interest in their communities 
some manufacturers and magazines offer mats of prepared advertising for 
two-column newspaper advertising to their dealer readers such as the one here 
illustrated. These mats could also be used for making plates for printing 
oversized postcards. 
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need to check the circulation in your locality with r 
covers as ·well as the number of subscribers. ~ 
You will need also to give careful consideration ~,..~<:> 
tisement and to the frequency of running. A reasonab c~ t. 
0 
spaced at frequent intervals is generally more effective t <"¢~ 
taken only infrequently. But unusual events and special o &"1-0 
have larger space proportionate to their importance. The e "0 .ti-
newspaper advertisements can be checked occasionally by the o 
"specials" that are directed towards bringing the reader to your s -
certain times. Manufacturers will furnish the retail store cuts and mats 
newspaper advertisements, and most manufacturers offer to share the cost o 
advertising when the name of their product is mentioned in the advertise-
ment. 
You might save money and at the same time get more direct action by 
combination advertisements with local painting and decorating contractors . 
In a number of communities the contractors and the paint dealers have 
banded together for joint general advertising to promote painting. Some-
times this has been done in connection with town "clean-up" campaigns. In 
one New York State town where this was done, the joint group paid for 69 
columns of advertising during the 3 days' campaign and the newspapers 
ran free 35 additional columns of articles, news stories, and pictures. Such 
general community campaigns always create stimulating news. 
Radio Advertising 
The small retailer, of course, cannot afford to sponsor expensive radio pro-
grams. · But the 1-minute spot announcements that the local radios offer 
between programs and during musical programs are not expensive and are 
very effective. You will need to study the habits of your community to find 
out the best times in the day for these spot announcements, and the t ypes 
of announcements that will fit your community. One of the very successful 
paint dealers in New England has sponsored an early morning radio pro-
gram on the local stations with a message of "Do it yourself and do it now." 
Cooperative advertising on these radio programs can be just as effective as 
it is for your newspaper advertising, and by cooperative effort you may be 
able to sponsor a full program of entertainment. The National Paint, 
Varnish and Lacquer Association has a series of spot broadcasts that it has 
prepared especially for paint retailers and which you can obtain simply by 
writing to the association. Some manu£ acturers also provide their distribu-
tors with recordings of spot broadcasts. 
Motion Picture Advertising 
Some 80 percent of all families in the town and rural areas of the Unh 
States are consistent movie goers. In the smaller towns and rural area 
many theaters make · it a practice to insert local advertising either on thf 
films or by slides. The advertisement is shown full screen size and no other 
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advertising is competing at the same time, so that everyone in the theater 
sees your message. In places where this is done the theater manager is. gen-
erally equipped to give you information on how to arrange for and obtain 
the slides or films. In some " trailer films" described by the American Paint 
and Oil Dealer pictures of drab and dreary rooms were shown which were 
suddenly transformed before the eye into dream living rooms by the pic-
tured use of paint and decoration, or a rundown house was shown changed 
to a house of unmistakably increased property value. 
Mail Campaigns 
Many folders and leafl ets sent to you by the manufacturers show before and 
after effect of painting and wallpapering. Some of these that you consider 
particularly suitable for your locality can he. obtained in quantity and sent 
out to a selected list with a letter or card from your store. Postcards can 
serve as an inexpensive and effective way of getting frequent messages out 
to your prospects. But you must remember that a postcard is something that 
the prospect holds in his hand for a moment only and then sets aside. Thus, 
it should he limited to one definite subject and he attractive enough to catch 
the attention instantly. One of the large window glass manufacturers furnishes 
attractive folders of small size which the retailer can send out with his letters. 
Your s.ales letters should he personal enough to fit the particular people 
you are trying to reach. They should also fit the time. They should call atten-
tion to the spring painting at just the right moment, and you should watch 
carefully every campaign of the local chamber of commerce or other organi-
zation to see where there are opportunities for your store to fit into the 
picture. In the early summer some of your advertising may he directed 
towards painting up the garden and lawn furniture, while in fall special 
wall paints may he featured for rejuvenating basement playrooms. You 
should take an active part in the annual "clean-up" campaigns which are 
becoming a regular feature in many towns. The paint and wallpaper business 
normally has slow periods in midsummer and in midwinter, and you will 
want to plan wisely to try to fill in these gaps. 
General Advertising 
There are many other advertising outlets, such as calendar advertising, 
·----~!'"'MH.c;u directories of your community, handbills, and outdoor signs. You 
need to budget your advertising funds carefully so that the whole is 
balanced. All businessmen are called upon to imert advertisements in local 
publications, school papers, church benefit programs, and political affairs 
programs. Many of these are of doubtful advertising value. In most com-
munities now the local businessmen have agreements. that they will not give 
advertising to any group that does not first get the approval of the business-
men's organization. In any case you must be careful that you do not cause 
hard feelings in the community by buying advertising space from one group 
and not from another. 
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CHAPTER X 
DIRECTING SALES 
It is in an analysis of the type of salesmanship for a paint store that the man 
who considers this business as his life work can see the opportunities that 
lie ahead. Marketing surveys have indicated that in many retail stores from 
50 to 60 percent of the customers who enter the store account for 98 percent 
of the total sales volume. The others are just "shopping around" and they 
bring only 2 percent of the sales volume. These "shoppers" constitute a loss 
item because the margin of profit on this. 2 percent cannot cover the sales. 
activities in attending to this gro up. 
Customers Are Individuals 
But loss-customers cannot be treated like stock loss-items which are elimi-
nated from the shelves when they do not sell rapidly. The purchaser of a 
15-cent can of varnish to touch up a piece of furniture may eventually 
become a consistent buyer of various products if he likes the service and 
can be interested. The hesitant "shopper" who takes up 10 minutes of the 
sales clerk's time with aimless questions and buys nothing may have a real 
painting and decorating problem that he has not yet solved. Perhaps he has. 
visited several stores, and when he finally makes up his mind and decides 
to go ahead, the treatment that you have given him may be the deciding 
factor in where the business will go. 
Drawing out the prospective customer to tell abou t his painting problem 
without giving the impressjon of being too "nosey" offers more interesting 
possibilities in the paint store business than in almo~i: any other type of 
retail selling. The customer may still be doubtful as to the color he should 
employ. He may need guidance as to the type of paint. He may be thinking 
in terms of the lowest cost paint he can get when a little educative selling 
would show him that first cost of the paint is little compared with the 
faction of a good finish and long wear life. Possibly he wants information 
on how much paint will be needed for the job. Perhaps the little job he is 
contemplating would be a forerunner of a whole plan of redecorating if it 
could be solved to his satisfaction. 
Selling Service 
These are only a few of the questions that arise when a customer asks for a 
can of paint. It is well to bear always in mind that when you sell paint you 
are not selling the final product as when a dress or a hat is. sold. The final 
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product that the customer is really seeking is the effect of the paint on the 
wall or other object he intends to paint. To give him what he wants you 
should know what he is going to paint, the present condition of the surface, 
and the class of paint surface he wants .. But a survey made in two widely 
separated cities showed that the sales opportunities are sadly neglected in 
most paint stores. In no case, in the surveys made by professjonal shoppers, 
did the paint salesman inquire as to the address of the buyer or show an 
interest in his problem. That the buyer might hold a sentimental interest in 
the building or the room he was about to paint was completely overlooked 
by all. No salesman attempted to persuade the buyer to employ a painter. 
It is in filling this real need for service that you can make success. 
Get the Large Orders 
You will have to know enough about the general painting situation to be in 
on the initial stages of large contracts where there is opportunity to sell 
considerable quantities of paints, glass, and wallpaper. Then, if you know 
your own store situation by having kept adequate records, you can determine 
quickly what discounts you can afford to give to obtain these larger sales 
and yet make a profit. Suppose the school board is letting a contract for the 
decoration of all its schools. Undoubtedly, a dozen or more manufacturers 
and jobber s.alesmen will contact the painting contractor with offers of dis· 
counts. But if you can get this business you can place the order in one 
transaction. It will save you several hundred separate transactions in making 
equivalent sales over your store counter. Obviously, you can afford to give a 
discount. But how much? If you have foreseen thes.e contingencies and made 
a wholesaler's arrangement with your suppliers your course of action will 
be simplified. 
If a paint salesman for a manufacturer is able to get in ahead of you 
on a new painting and decorating job for a property owner, it may be a 
sign that you are not well enough acquainted with activities in your own 
community. In a certain coal mining district where the houses were notori-
ously unpainted a manufacturer'~. representative went from door to door 
talking to owners and was able to sell more than $5,000 worth of paint sup· 
lies in a short time by convincing them of the added property values of 
ainted houses. In this case the local retailers had taken for granted 
ainted houses were typical of the region and they had made no effort 
the situation. 
will also usually find that where manufacturers and wholesalers 
have been selling direct to garages and small shops and to property owners 
it has been because of neglect of this business. in the past on the part of 
retailers. You should contact the garages and small shops and show them 
the service you are able to give them, especially in having available a wider 
variety of stock than they could conveniently keep for themselves. These 
garage men use types of spray lacquers that are not normally sold to the 
retai I trade. 
701643 °-46-4 
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Cultivate the Contractor 
One of the most important customers of the retail paint store is the painting 
contractor. There are about 75,000 of these painting and decorating con-
tractors in the country besides many master painters and interior decorators, 
and they use about one-quarter of all the paint manufactured. Every paint 
store owner should have friendl y relations with a number of these contrac-
tors whom he can recommend to his customers. Such relationship leads 
to a steady day-after-day use of his paints and allied lines. If you are close 
enough to the contractor to suggest that he try out the new ideas that manu-
facturers send in, and then watch the results, you will not only establish a 
relationship that results, in business, but you will also learn more about the 
business yourself. 
You can only meet the competition of the jobbing and manufacturers' 
direct sales to the painting contractor by learning and understanding his 
problem. For example, about half of all the painting and decorating jobs 
done for low-income families have to be done on installment payment plans 
where the families cannot get banking credits to finance the work. The 
painting contractor has, to finance the job and carry these famil y credits for 
2 or 3 months or longer. You may fmd that the contractor has been induced 
to buy direct from the manufacturer because he can get a 3 months' credit. 
If your standing is good you can do as well or even better than the contrac-
tor, and by passing on the credit to him you can save the business for yourself. 
It is also good business to keep in contact with the real estate people in 
the community. Houses that are going to be rented or sold are good pros-
pects for paint, glass, and wallpaper, both before and after renting or sale. 
This retail paint and wallpaper store has only a 16-foot width, but does a1. 
annual business of $90,000. Note the office and storeroom in the rear where -
painting contractors can enter in their worlc clothes. 
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Know All the Trade Angles 
If you intend to be known as. the progressive paint dealer of your com-
munity, you will have studied in advance all of the trade angles of the 
business and made agreements with your suppliers to meet all of the con-
tingencies. In some cases the manufacturer in his agreement with the retailer 
reserves all State and municipal contract business for himself, but when you 
have built up your business to an effective institution in the community and 
can show the manufacturer that you had a part in getting the business, you 
will find that the manufacturer will be glad to arrange so that you can share 
in the profits of the contracts. 
HOW TO PRESCRIBE FOR THE SPEClAL JOB 
There are a number of paint specialty products which it would pay 
the store owner to read up on and know about for special uses. Many of 
these are quite common and well known in industrial plants, but not well 
known by painting contractors and retailers. For example, an occasional job 
comes up for waterproofing a flat concrete roof or farm water tank where 
the ordinary roofing paint will not do. There are waterproof and alkali-
proof finishes used in industry for protecting electroplating tanks and chem-
ical equipment. These specialties. are generally more expensive than ordinary 
"paints" but they are not expensive in the long run because they do the job 
and give long life. You would not have to carry these materials in stock, as 
small quantities can usually be obtained in a short time from the manufac-
turers. But if you have a knowledge of these products and what they will do, 
you will find that contractors will rely on you for assistance on the unusual 
job and you will have their good will for other business. 
KNOW WHAT YOUR MERCHANDISE CAN DO 
Knowledge of color, its uses and effects, will help to establish you as a 
factor in the painting and decorating business of your community. When 
you sell paint or wallpaper you are affecting the lives of the people more 
than you may realize. Man, from the most primitive times, has recognized 
the value of colors for their effects on human feelings. Primitive men used ~their war paints the bright reds that have the effect of stirring the emo-
tions, and the somber black has been used as a sign of mourning. 
A pigment in a paint is said to give color to the paint, but color is not a 
material thing that has mass and weight. Actually the pigment has certain 
light-absorbing and reflecting abilities which split down the white light, 
absorbing some of the colors and reflecting back others. The mixture of light 
rays that is reflected back from the paint to the eye makes the color impres-
sion that you see. These different light rays, or colors, actually have real 
effects on the human nervous. system. 
SELL COLOR 
As a good retailer interested in satisfied customers and looking forward 
to the building of a solid long-time business, you will want to understand 
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color. Color can add more pleasure to living, or it can make life more 
unpleasant or even cause nervous disorders. The retailer who knows, his 
colors, for example, will try to prevent his customer from using bright reds 
or purples on his bedroom walls. He will know when to use the stirring 
colors for temporary inspiring effects, and he will know the value of s.oft 
pastel shades for sleeping and living rooms. He will also know the value of 
blended color effects in the various rooms of the house. 
Much has been written on the subject of color. You will find books on 
color in your local library. The painting and decorating trade magazines 
also run frequent articles. on color with pictures of color effects that make 
for attractive and comfortable homes, offices, and public institutions. The 
paint manufacturers provide for the retailer much literature on color and 
its decorative effects. But in spite of all the .published literature on the sub-
ject, you will find that the average person does not have a great insight into 
the proper use of color, and he will welcome your aid in planning his paint-
ing and decorating jobs. The selection of paint and wallpaper colors must 
also take into consideration the color of the furniture and draperies so that 
there will be harmony and not a clash of colors that is disturbing to the 
sensibilities. 
Interior decorators make a specialty of the study of color harmonies. 
But the average home maker who has only an occasional painting and refin-
ishing job to be done seldom consults a professional interior decorator. 
You will thus find a ready· use for all the knowledge that you can acquire 
on the subject. 
It is not a difficult job to acquire a fairly good knowledge of color har-
mony so that you can apply it intelligently in discussions of decorating jobs 
with your customers .. Color application is an art, but you need not be a color 
expert to be able to talk about the subject intelligently. Colors arrange them-
selves naturally around a circle, and many of the paint manufacturers print 
these "color wheels" in their trade literature. The three primary colors, red 
yellow, and blue, are located equal distances apart on this wheel. Half way 
between red and yellow is orange, which in practice is derived by mixing 
these two colors. Half way between yellow and blue is green, and half way _,..-" 
between blue and red is purple. These are secondary colors. lntermedi~ 
colors are interspersed between these colors. The "tints" are made by adding 
white to the colors. Pink, for example, is red diluted with white. The 
"shades" are made by adding black to the colors. The "toned" colors are 
made by adding gray, that is, by adding both black and white. 
Complementary colors that harmonize with each other are directly 
opposite each other on the color whe~l. Thus, red and green are comple-
mentary colors, and blue and orange are complementary. It does not com-
plicate your thinking when you go into the tints and the tones because the 
same rules apply. You will find it fascinating to get or make one of these 
simple color wheels and study the effects, later applying what you find 
to so~e practical examples to see how the reddish mahogany furniture 
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harmonizes with the walls painted green and with the ceiling papered in 
white with tones. of green and red. 
Then, there is the reflective value of paints and wallpaper. White, which 
is a mixture of all the colors, will reflect nearly all of the light. The so-called 
pastel colors are made with color pigments heavily diluted, or tinted, with 
white. Thus, they are very reflective to light. If the customer has a room that 
has only one window and is normally quite dark, dark colors that absorb 
the light certainly should be avoided, and for this situation you will want to 
recommend light reflective shades that will brighten up the room. Black, 
which is really the absence of all color, will not only absorb practically all 
of the light rays that fall upon it, but it will also absorb the heat rays, and 
a building painted black will naturally be hotter than one painted white. 
Thus, when the job is to paint a.n oil tank or a farm water tank that should 
be kept cool, you will want to recommend a white or an aluminum paint 
that will reflect off the heat rays. The knowledge which you will acquire 
regarding color protective values, and other features of paints by reading 
the literature you will receive from the manufacturers and by talking with 
their representatives can help make your store a headquarters. for the local 
painters as well as giving you the sales arguments in dealing with your 
customers. 
ARTISTRY IN WALLPAPER 
Not all paint retail stores handle wallpaper, but wallpaper is. a "natural" 
for the paint retailer who thinks in terms of the complete color decorating 
job. Many customers, prefer plain colors for most of their house walls, but 
stripes and ornamental designs are possible with wallpapers that are not 
obtainable with paints. The newer waterproof papers and waterproof print-
ing inks have resulted in wallpapers that are truly washable so that some 
of the old objections to wallpaper have disappeared. Ready pasted wall-
papers are also available for the householder who wants to put up his own 
paper without danger of smearing the paste. Manufacturers will tell you 
the kinds of paper that are selling in various localities, and they will furnish 
you with literature and with pictures of wall combinations that show the 
artio:.tic effects of the various designs and colors of papers. 
SEASONAL SELLING 
The retail paint store business is not highly seasonable like some busi-
nesses, but there are normally low points in sales in July and in December, 
and two peak sales points in May and in October. Taking the first quarter, 
January through March, as normal 100 percent, the average store sales in-
crease to 115 percent in May and 130 percent in October, with the low point 
of 95 percent in July and 90 percent in December. You will need to direct 
your selling effort to try to fill out these low sales periods through feature dis-
plays, mail campaigns, newspaper advertising, and personal selling espe-
cially with the painters. 
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You may sit m an office and learn all the essential sales points about 
an electric appliance or other piece of equipment, but you will never be 
able to learn to talk paint sales intelligently and persuasively until you see 
various. types of painting done by a painter who knows his business and 
until you go out and see some of the problems of the painting contractors. 
Get Some Practical Experience 
It will pay the prospective paint store operator to do some "shop visiting" 
when the painters are at work. You will see what the painter expects in 
"flow" of the paint, and you will see why some walls eat up yo ur paint and 
require double or triple coats when the salesman has assured you that his 
magic brand will cover an ything. You will get that "feel" of the .business, 
without which you will not be able to accent and dramatize your sales talks 
convincing) y. 
Summing up, the owner of a paint store should be an authority on paints 
in his community, their uses and applications. If he is willing to apply 
himself diligently to the task by study of the many aids furnished him by 
the manufacturers, and by obserYing at close hand the painting jobs done 
by the contractors, he will attain this position fairl y rapidly. His personality 
and selling techniques can thus be expressed in a more effective manner than 
can those of his competitors. in the chain stores and other stores handling a 
variety of other products and whose selling has to depend upon hired 
employees. 
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CHAPTER XI 
ESTIMATING COSTS 
The retail paint store owner gains prestige with many types of prospective 
customers when he can advise them intelligently regarding the costs of the 
job. And the shopper who is looking for this information covers a wide 
range from the local farmer who wants to know the cost of the paint for 
his barn to the town school board that would like a quick advance judgment 
on the cost of paints and finishes for summer redecoration of its schools.. 
Shopping surveys have shown that paint salesmen have been woefully 
neglectful of this important phase of sales even when it is evident that the 
shopper is. disappointed and cold to further sales approaches when he fails 
to get the information. The retail paint store salesman is not expected to 
furnish over-all costs of painting. In fact, he should avoid any attempt to 
estimate or to guess what the costs of painters' labo r and time will be on 
the job. But he should be able to estimate with a close degree of accuracy 
the amount of paint materials. needed for any particular job. 
Estimating Knowledge. Essential 
At the outset this will require considerable figuring with paper and pencil, 
but it is all simple calculati on of areas and reference to the number of square 
feet that the given type of paint will cover. A painter of long experience can 
, visualize areas rapidly in his mind, and many short cuts will eventually link 
-~selves in the mind of the paint salesman to shorten the work. He soon 
learns. that window frames in certain types of houses in his community are 
standardized in size and he thus soon knows that a gall on of his paint will 
cover so many windows. 
Accuracy in estimating has been proven to· be a good business. "Playing 
on the safe side" and overestimating to make sure that the customer has 
plenty for the job may lose the job to another dealer who has given a lower 
figure. On the other hand, telling a customer who comes in for a gallon of 
paint that he needs only two quarts may win for the store a permanent 
regular customer. You may find it good business to offer to take back the 
unopened containers that are found to be in excess of the requirements of 
the job. 
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Cooperate With the Contractors 
It is not to be expected that even the most experienced paint salesman can 
tell without seeing the house or object to be painted whether it will require 
one or two coats. Condition of the old paint on the building will have a great 
influence on both the type of paint to be used and the quantity that will be 
required. In such cases the retailer's regular connections with painting 
contractors can be suggested to the customer. But where the customer is 
determined to do his own painting, a visit to the house may be suggested. 
The condition of the wood and of the old paint will then indicate whether 
one coat or two coats will do the job properly. If there is any doubt, a small 
demonstration will show the effects to the customer. An experienced painter 
can usually tell by the condition of the wood whether it will require 10 
percent or 25 percent more paint. With a little experience the retailer can 
make fairly competent estimates himself. In general, however, it is good 
diplomacy to work closely with the painting and decorating contractors. It 
will pay you to get a copy of "Establishing and Operating a Painting and 
Decorating Contracting Business." The booklet can be obtained from the 
Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton 25, D. C., for 25 cents. It will familiarize you with the work of the con-
tractors and show you their methods of estimating costs . 
The covering power, that is, the amount of surface that the paint will 
normally cover, is always given by the maker of the paint. But an old dry 
open-grain board will naturally absorb more paint than a solid close-grained 
board. New stucco of open or medium texture will also absorb much paint. 
These points are easily observable to the paint salesman who has given a 
Books on painting, trade literature, and small items of ready sale are displayed 
by this store close to the wrapping counter. 
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little study to the subject, and he can thus s,how the customer how the appli-
cation of a coat of nonpenetrating primer paint may save in quantity of 
the more expensive finish paint used and will give a better job. The "Price 
Guide" booklet of the Painting and Decorating Contractors of America will 
give the paint salesman ready information on figuring paint coverage. 
Estimating Not Difficult 
From the very wide variation in estimates given by paint salesmen to profes-
sional shoppers in s.ome typical surveys, some of the estimates varying as 
much as 1,500 percent from others, it is evident that many salesmen never 
get over the first stage fright of the "figuring." But to the paint salesman 
who digs in and learns the fe·w basic principles and then exercises his. inquir-
ing mind to learn later how the customer made out, there comes a time when 
he seldom has to employ his paper and pencil. He learns to make an "edu-
cated guess." He knows that John Jones used a gallon o.f paint for his porch, 
s.o when John Doe comes in with a similar job but a porch that is half again 
as long his "educated guess" is that it will require llh gallons to do the job. 
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CHAPTER XII 
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
The average small ' tore in the United States usually has no more than one 
employee. You may decide to open up with no regular hired employees and 
possibly depend on part-time help to relieve yo u at times. But if you are 
going to be successful the time will shortly come when you will need some 
regular help, and there are certain principles that it will be well to consider. 
Eliminate Sentimentalism in Hiring 
Too often the small businessman is ~wayed by sentimentalism in hiring and 
dealing with his first employees. This is a fatal mistake, and s.ometimes the 
bad effects of the initial mistakes can never be shaken off. Every community 
otore has the breezy neighbor who is looking for a job for his boy. If the 
boy turns out to be sloven l y, unfitted for the retail business, or an intolerable 
nuisance, there is little that you can do about it after you have hired him. 
Discharging him will make a number of enemies for you in the community. 
Whether you intend to hire a full-time clerk or a high-school boy to help 
in the afternoons, you should do the hiring on a completely business basis. 
Do not limit yourself to talking with one. applicant. Make your needs known 
and then interview a number of pros.pects. By all means get references on 
the prospect before you hire him. Be sure that he has the personal qualities 
that will make a sales clerk. 
Employment Responsibilities 
In taking help into your stores yo u are assuming a certain responsibility ----
over the lives of others, and you will need to consider very carefully the 
matter of workmen's compensation . Your State laws may not require you to 
take out compensation imurance if you have only one or part-time employees, 
but this does not free you from all liability in the courts if a workman is 
injured while on your work. Proper insurance is the best means of avoiding 
possible financial embarrassment in case of accidents. 
Before you hire a helper make certain that you know what work you 
intend to assign to him. Analyze the work to see what can be shifted from 
your shoulders. This will gi\'e you a fair idea of the kind of employee you 
need. A mistake often made by the small employer is merely to reason: "I 
need someone to help me." Then he proceeds. to hire a young man, perhaps 
a high-school boy with no experience either with work or with people, and is 
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disappointed and angry with the boy when the latter fails to "·show initia-
tive" and assume burdens and carry responsibilities suddenly thrown upon 
him. 
FEMALE CLERKS 
There is a class of customer coming to a paint store who will not want 
to deal with a female clerk. He is the man who has a paint job that requires 
estimating and knowledge of outside painting work that he will consider is 
too technical to discuss with a woman. But do not let this deter you from 
the hiring of a female salesclerk if a good prospect comes to you. You will 
probably handle the estimating jobs anyway. Women as a rule are more 
adept in talking paint color and wallpaper than men, and a smart female 
clerk may be just the balance you need for the store in your community. 
SUPERVISION 
You will have set up certain rules for the treatment of customers, and 
in the preliminary training of your new employee he should be ins.tructed in 
these rules. But letter-of-the-law discipline over employees is neither con-
ducive to good employee relations nor is it good business. Supervision is 
necessary, particularly when the employee is new on the job. But avoid over-
supervision. Do not permit yourself to interfere with all the actions of the 
employee so that he will dislike having you around. If he is the right kind 
of a clerk he will soon begin to develop techniques of his own. Some of 
these may be wrong approaches, and will have to be corrected by you, but 
others may be improvements that you can adopt yourself. The kind of sales 
person you need for a small paint and wallpaper store is, one who is eager to 
learn by study and by asking questions, and who greets customers in a 
friendly way and sells by suggesting additional needs. He will never permit 
a customer to be content with asking for a can of a certain color of paint 
and walking out with the purchase. He will learn to develop discussions 
about the paint problems of the customers. 
-~LOYEE RIGHTS 
If you have only one or two employees many of the laws pertaining to 
labor will not affect you legally. Do not let this interfere with your sense 
of justice and fair play. Set up a system that corresponds as nearly as pos-
sible with the working cus.toms in the community. This will embrace pay-
ments for overtime, vacation with pay, and pay during periods of illness. 
How you treat your employees will have an effect upon their work and 
their loyalty to you, and will also have an effect upon your standing in the 
community. 
TRAVELING SALESMEN 
Many paint stores, particularly in rural centers, have found it profitable 
to employ a salesman on a commission basis to get business for them in the 
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What can be accomplished in store lay-out in a limited space is exemplified in 
this paint and wallpaper retail store. 
outlying districts. Usually, an arrangement is made with a salesman who 
works out of your town visiting farms and rural residents in the s.ale of 
non-competitive lines. If he is already traveling in the territory introducing 
some articles of farm equipment he may be able at the same time to create 
interest for your lines of paint products. 
Store Hours 
Legal restrictions and local customs will regulate the number of hours. that 
you can work your employees, but for yourself there will be no restrictions 
on hours, and the successful small sto·re owner may have to work early and 
late. Painters like to deal with a store where they can drop in for supplies 
before going out to a job in the morning, and they often drop in at the store 
in the evening on their return from a job to discuss their pro·blems. They 
do not like to leave the job during the day, especially if it is at a distance. If _ 
you give them this early and late service you will find that you have a~ 
advantage over your competitors who handle paint only as a side line. 
Train Y onr W orke.rs 
A survey made by one of the large paint manufacturers. indicated that 4-0 
percent of the success in the operation of a retail store is in the caliber and 
training of the personnel operating the store. You should have a sales train-
ing program planned even if you have only one employee at first. The 
National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Association is preparing such a train-
ing program in book form, and the American Paint and Oil Dealer has 
published a sales training series. 
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CHAPTER 
AIDS FOR 
XIII 
THE 
SMALL BUSINESSMAN 
There are two general approaches to the development of your position in 
your business community. One of these is the building up of your own per-
sonal knowledge of the technique of s.ales and business by reading, observ-
ing, and discussion with salesmen, manufacturers, dealers, and contractors. 
The other is more external. It has to do with the cultivation of a clientele 
by your relations with customers and by contacts with the community as a 
whole, particularly through the business organizations. This latter, besides 
helping you to develop business, will have a direct bearing on your ability 
to obtain loans and credits. 
Keep Abreast by Reading 
Numerous general business magazines are published. You may already have 
read some of these. But you will want to subscribe to a trade magazine that 
covers your immediate retail business. Reading the trade magazine of your 
field keeps you in touch with what is happening in the business, the new 
products, new applications. This type of magazine usually carries stories of 
the experience of others, how they make sales, how they arrange their stores, 
how they keep their records, how they create interest in their communities. 
Also valuable in these magazines are the advertising pages that tell you 
about the latest products and give you the best sales arguments .. 
'- Government Helps 
~ 
In ;uraition to publications already mentioned in this manual, you may want 
to obtain the booklet "Establishing and Operating Your Own Business," 
published by the Department of Commerce. In this pamphlet you will find 
several check lists which will be of help in your analyses of your o•wn per-
sonal and financial qualifications, the economic factors in the community, 
the points relating to the location of the store, and the store policies. 
A number of mimeographed publications are available from the National 
Bureau of Standards, United States Department of Commerce, which will 
help the retail paint store operator in learning about his products and their 
use. Some of these are: The Painting of Exterior Wood Surfaces, LCSlO; 
Painting Plaster, LC304; Paint and Varnish Removers, LC749; Refinishing 
Wood Furniture, LC748; and Spray Painting, LC773. 
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For a mo·re complete list of publications that pertain to the paint and 
allied products busine"s it would be well to send for the mimeographed list 
published by the Department of Commerce under the name of "Some Ref-
erences of Interest to Painters, Paint Dealers, Wall paper Hangers, and 
Interior Decorating Trade." Bulletin No. 193, of the Trade and Industrial 
Series No. 55, entitled "Training for the Painting and Decorating Trade" 
also contains much useful information that will be helpful to the retail paint 
store operator. This publication can be obtained from the Superintendent 
of Documents, United States Government Printing Office, Wa~hington 25, 
D. C., for 45 cents. 
Books Can Be of Service 
Color is a fascinating and interesting subject, but it requires considerable 
study to be able to discuss the subject intelligently with the customers. There 
are many books on the subject. One that is particularly directed to the paint 
trade is "Color Schemes for the Home" by George Boardman Perry. It indi-
cates the methods of color planning for various types of rooms in both the 
small and the large house. The book is available from the American Painter 
and Decorator, St. Louis 8, Mo. , at 50 cents. "House Painting Methods with 
Brush and Spray Gun" by F. N. Vanderwalker, available from the same 
company for $2, is a book that will familiarize the paint dealer with meth-
ods used in painting. A book that gives a home-study course in painting 
techniques. is "The Practical Paint Course" published by the American Paint 
Journal Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Let the Manufacturer Help You 
Maimf~eturers' catalogs are often real textbooks on their lines of products, 
and the study of these catalogs will be found well worth while for the 
retail store owner. A recent descriptive booklet and catalog of one of the 
large brush companies, "Knowing Your Brushes," illustrates 1,500 types ,., 
of brushes with descriptions of the qualities and uses. One of the large _.-
_.-----
wallpaper companies has issued a "buying guide" showing designs, decorat-
ing trends, kinds and qualities of papers, and their various features such as 
fadeproof and washability. Some of the paint manufacturers publish attrac-
tively illustrated booklets on "Painting on the Farm," "Paint in the Home," 
and other subjects which they will furnish you in quantity for mail distribu-
tion to prospective customer~. These booklets usually have a blank space on 
the cover for the printing of your store name. 
Manufacturers are also prepared to help the store owner in making 
proposals on important painting and decorating jobs, such as schools, 
theaters, and public buildings. Some of the manufacturers have artists and 
interior decorators on their staffs who will lay out the job and furnish 
sketches showing co lors and designs to be used. They also furnish informa-
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tion and practical helps for you in remodeling your own store and give you 
plans for window displays and interior stock displays. · 
Community Business Activities Help 
Community activities constitute an important part of the business life of 
successful small businessmen. Your standing with the Chamber of Com-
merce or other similar local organization often determines your standing in 
the busine~: s community. If these civic associations are alive and aggressive 
they can help you in many ways. Your active association with the men in 
them may als.o be the means of turning sales business your way. By taking 
part in civic activities your name and the name of your store is kept before 
the public. The same applies to the local veterans' organizations as well as to 
the business associations. You must never make the mistake of thinking 
that you are entitled to the s.ales business of fellow members simply on a 
friendship or fellowship basis, but if you do your part in these organiza-
tions and make yourself a worthwhile factor in the community, you will find 
that it will also pay dividends in bringing business to· your store. 
Be a Factor in Community Life 
One of the chief benefits which the small businessman obtains from connec-
tion with the local business organizations is that it keeps him from sinking 
into a rut. The small retailer has to be a buyer, salesman, bookkeeper, and 
manager, and must maintain a fairly broad outlook on merchandising eco-
nomics. Constant contact with other businessmen will keep you alert to better 
methods of doing business and to new trends and developments. Paint 
sales clubs have been set up in a number of regions . If the nearest club to 
you is too far away for you to attend its meetings, perhaps you can help to 
organize a branch club in a nearer community. The retail store owner who 
interests himself wisely in community affairs will find that his efforts to 
help promote the general welfare of the town will broaden his viewpoint and 
-'- make him a better businessman, and in turn will help to promote business 
---.. for his store. 
-----.. 
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141. 
A. An Evaluation of the ·J,jallpaper Industrv' s Prospects 
A proper appraisal of the wallpaper potentialities 
in the United States includes a multitude of problems. Every-
one in the industry is justifiably concerned with what the 
future has in store for him. All the immediate problems can 
be summed up in one important question, 11 ~i>bat can be done to 
get more wallpaper on the walls of American homes? 1 
rl'he future of the wallpaper business d oes not de-
p end entirely on price cutting and s mart merc:handi sinr; as i s 
c oilllnonly believed by the trade. Granted t hey are b enef :tcial 
polic i es. But t h e y woul d not be so effe ct i ve as a greater em-
pha sis directed to intelligent arg uments on t he merits of the 
prod uct. This should be undertaken in conj1.mction with pro-
p e r methods of d isplay. ~ ogether these sugge stions c an gra-
tify t h e deslres of t he pub lic f or beau t:Lful e f:':' ects i n more 
suitable decorat ion a t a modera te cost. 
Adapting to c hanging conditions is the f irs t con-
s i d.e :.'ation t h e industry must undertake. On a seasonally ad-
justed basis, gradual reduction has been talcing plac e s ince 
mid-1951 from t h e record levels of the preceding 1 8 months. 
lnis downward trend is the result principally of a decline in 
new private homebuildin g and commerc i al con s truction. Also 
t _ .ere has been delay s in non-defense proje cts be c ause of 
I nterv i ew wi th iV.ir. Hennessey- His informatj_on obtainecl_ from 
supp l ement ar y sta t :L st:l cs publ i she<.l by the Bureau of Labor. 
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mater i al shortage. 
'lhis ac cen tuates t h e n eed of t h e i n dus try to cul-
tivate the e x i st i n g ma r k et more thoroughly. ~ ith r ent con -
trols more relaxe d and an i ncrease in the numb er of h ome s, the 
land l or d s v1ill on c e a ga i n re h .l.I' n to ye arly re decorat ing t o 
ma k e t h e i r a partments a nd h ome s a t trac t i ve. Hous e k e e pers 
want t h e:lr homes t o l ook f resh a nd br i ght, a f ac t attr i buta ble 
to the high sales of tele v i s ion which h a s inc r e a sed t he time 
s pent in the home. ·,'fa l lpe.per, then, h as a treme ndous market 
just wa i t i n g for it. 
I would l ike to quote S . Abbot ~mi th , ~res ident of 
'i'homas Stra ham da J.lpa p eJ' Company , on h i s opinion of t h e va lue 
of vvallpaper. He s a id i n the January 1 9 52 is s ue of t h e 
:r ~Ia ll paper hiag a z ine 11 : 
;;· i e h a ve a wonder1'ul p rodu ct. I t n ot only can 
be valuable in physical ways, even i n :L ts i n -
sulat i on va l ue, but far more i mporta nt p s y ch o-
logical values. I t can p r oduce a ny mood de - . 
sired in any room. I t c an b e cozy , ga y and in-
forma l, d 1gn if i e d and f ormal, b r i gh t · or s oro1bre, 
warm or cool. You name i t; wallpaper c an pr oduce 
it. I n offi ces, public bui l d i ng s of a ll k inds 
or i n t h e h ome i t i s pee r le s s. No ot her me d i um 
of de c or a t ion can compare wi t h i t. " -;:-~~ 
B. Smoothi n g t h e Ed ges of t h e Channel 
Thi s thesis has attempted t o r eport the di str i bu-
ti on pr ocess of wa l lpap e r ; but i n addi t ion, i t h as s i ncerely 
b een pointed towar d b r ing ine to l i ght s omethin g of mor e value. 
I nter view with I~:Ir . Henness~y • 
..;.;· ~~· 2 9 , p.l9. 
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It s hows t h at t h e re gular met 1ods of manufacturing and dis~ 
tr :tbuting wallpape l~ have basic weak nesses. The comp l ica ted. 
method e mployed by the industry and especially by most dis-
tributors to b r ing out a line of wallpaper leaves much to b e 
de n i ed. 
~ V11.at course of a ct i on must be taken to put the in-
du~try ahead of its pre sent status ? 
1. :ivlerchand i s ing- Selling 
Une of t he most imp ortant cha n ges t hat h as b een 
tak ing p l a ce i n the l a st f ew year s in the wallpa ~ er industry 
h a s b een on t h e part of the home owners a nd t enants . Survey 
a fter survey c on ducted by independent r es earch s taff s such as 
El mo Hop er have reveale d t hi s trend--:.more and more are doing 
t h eir own v10r k . These S"Ll.rveys show t ha t 65 to 8 5 p er cent of 
the paint and wallpaper used h as b een b ought and a pp l i e d by 
I·,rr . Home Ovmer himself . 
This appears to be the peop le's a nswer to these in-
f lat i onary t imes and t h e hi gh cost of redecorating . 'l'he pa-
perhanger is slowly losing his trade because of his high la-
bor costs. li th him g oes a partial riddance to the 11 phony 11 
discounts t ha t h ave so long prevailed . Also lessened will b e 
the un h e a lthy situa t i on of one-year, two- year or mult iple 
ye a r sample b ooks . These h ave c ons tantly squeezed t h e trade's 
profits a nd put i t on an uns ound economi c basis. 
·vh at 's t h e thing t o do ? F or the wallpaper i ndustry 
" 
.,,- I nterview wi th Ivir . J u lian Br ightman. 
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the moral is easy to perceive and smarter to f ollow. !/all -
paper has b een selling in smaller rollas e not only because of 
i ts high price, but also because not enough has Lleen done to 
make it eas:l er and smarter f or the housewife and her hus band 
to put i t up on the walls themselves. 
Although t h ese, products are related in home de c or-
ation, there is a wide dif f erence in the degree of selling in-
volved. It is apparent that almost anyone can use a paint 
brush with f airly g ood results. 'i 'he promotion of the past 
few year s by the wallpaper trade has not convince d enough 
consumers that "Sure ••• they can hang it themselves 11 • ~'his 
program is important and needs to be intensified by every me -
dium. 
The wallpaper industry in the future must make this 
comp lete trans i tion to the self-hangin g of wallpape r by con-
sumers. Accompa n i ed with thi s merchandising chang e mus t -be 
the moderni zing of t he related wallpap er p roducts . 1-'re-trim-
ming , perhap s pre-pasting or some similar me thod, attractive 
and modern, boxing and packaging of wallpap er are a few of the 
r ecent improvements that must be elabora t ed and pushed more 
ser iously. 
HoVlever , major activities such as these must b e per-
f ormed as a unit e d lndustry. Competition is encourag ed within_ 
t h e industry with funeral f'j_nali ty. If everyone concerned 
within the d es igning , manufacturing and merchandising of wall-
pap er could get t ogeth er, seekin g points of a greement rather 
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t han d isagreement , vote i nto be i n g certain essential changes, 
a n d go forth r e ady to a c t wit h inspir ed d eterminati on, be -
l ieve the ent ire industry could undergo a marvelous rejuvena-
tion. 
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2. Advertising Conclusions 
To arouse the rea l des i re of the public t o buy 
wallpaper is the problem of everyone i n t he wallpaper indus-
t ry. 'l'he percentag e of the c onsume r dollar that the trade 
has b een gett i n g has been shr inking year by year. The in-
dustry' s components can restore thi s by better tra i ning o1' 
the sales he l p , modernizing their s tores, be tter displays, and 
p l a nned publ i city and advertising. 
Current p romotion to ga i n mor e business i s directed 
at the point-of-sale. The se are f i nally the result of joint 
efforts p lus the experience of a fairly s u cces sful h i story of 
former campa i gns. These must be perfec ted and promote d more 
extensively. 
Past e xperience has shoVIm conclusively that to s how 
t h e product i s to sell i t. Wallpaper a dvert i s i n g expendi ture 
ha s har d l y pene t rate d the vast market availab le. 'J.lelevi sion, 
t he p r ide theater of e v ery horne, is a comparat i vely untouched 
medium. r1'he numerous sets and backgrounds too often show paint 
instead of wallpa per. lvianuf acturers must awaken to increased 
advertising c udg ets t o move their wallpaper off dealers' sh elves. 
Institu tional advertising of this n a tur e s i milar to 
what must be undertaken i n magazines will be permitt i n g greater 
promotion at a relativel y low cost. As gr a tis servi ces to 
t elevi sion, rugs , and other home fu~ni shings a d vert i sements, 
t h e wallpa per product should be sh own . Eventuall y a by-l ine 
will e a r n the i ndividual compa ny more volume. But the st ory, 
* I nterview with Joseph Ballet. 
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in color, as desired or not, must be told better, louder and 
more of ten than ever before. 
3 . Bt.qing Practices 
A serious dif' 1' icul t y i n the wallpaper bus i ness l:les 
i n the seasonal demand for the product, with the resultant 
m1certainty to both manufacturers and distributor . Seasonal 
promotion has partially answered th is fluctuation problem. 
Better merch andise control and budgets .is one thing 
ov erlook ed whi ch is the first and f oremost plan to get a 
dea ler to help himself. Wi th the great inventory losses inc-
urred by the dealers and the staggering sum of job lots that 
remain at the end of each fiscal p eriod, this is the area for 
immediate attention. 
'l'her are numerous sources of literature to whi ch 
an individual store can turn to find the type of control 
needed for his store. Preferably i t should be the industry 
working together which can more aptly set up the necessary 
system f or its sales outlets . 
I nventories must be carefully watched, and the 
d e a ler must learn to strike a balance between over-s t ocking 
and too cautious a buying p olicy. 'lbus, ·whether• the industry 
has a reasonably g ood year or a disasterous one depends on 
wha t i t d oes wi thin the near future . It must train the indi-
vidual dealer s t o develop loc a l potent ials and then bring their 
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i nventories into line wi th actual business prospects. 
4. Re ducing Costs 
_nasmuch as people are inclined to do tomorrow the 
t hings they did yesterday, many business enterprises are con-
ducted along the lines of least resistance. 'rhis has often 
involved waste f ul and costly methods and has bad a tendency 
to d ecrease the manufacturer's profit and inc r ease the cost 
of the product to the consumer. This is especially true in 
t h e business of distr ibuting wallpaper. It is t h eref ore ex-
- adient for wa llpaper manufactuT•ers to band t ogether with the 
view to effect reforms in the dis tl, ibution of their product. 
Even thoug h such reforms may be both difficult and inv olve 
t h e expenditure of a considerab le sum of money the :y- must be 
undertak en to save the indus try. The ex tent of this recom-
mended unified action is limited Dy t h e Robinson-Patman Act. 
Re gardless, these topics can be d i scussed at the industry con-
ventions. 
Take the money that is wasted yearly i n re-hashea 
designs, new rollers, job lot losses, a nd wasted sample book 
distribution, and spend it wisely and construct i:vely. Find 
out how your d istr i bution costs can be lowered and in what 
specific areas, using a pos itive appr oach. 
Cartoning of wallpaper is not a brand new idea. Yet 
only a few manufacturers in this country have attemp ted to car-
ton, and then for only their highest-grade merchandise . The 
:rna jority of t he r:-: persist in shipping all of their ~ aper s in 
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flimsily wrapped bundles which are highly susceptible to 
water and oil damag e while in transit, not to mention the 
crushed rolls and chafing caused by this method of packing. 
Bad merchandising such as this on the part of manufact~~ers 
whose responsibility it is to see that their customers re -
ceive clean merchandise is the t~~e of rut thi s ind ustry is 
in. 
Ther e a r e so many a dvantages to cortoning which 
greatly benefit all concerned, it is a wonder it hasn 't been 
used for years. \/Jhen wallpaper is bundled , there a r e d e1'ini te 
rope marks and od d-s h a p e d rolls which interfere with machi ne 
t rimm.ing , and sometimes these rop e ma r k s c an easi ly be seen 
after the pa per has been h ung on the walls . Cartons stock 
ea s ie r in s t orage, and k eep the pa per cleaner a nd fres h er 
longer besides eliminating oil and ·water dama g e , ch afi n g and 
crushing. A g reat s aving of time and money , while increased 
bus i ness to every one concerned, seems available by one ma jor 
n e cessity--cartoning . 
All segments of thi s industry must ·r ealize that 
c o sts must h e cut at all p ossib le po i nts if the product is 
to b e merc h andised more i mag i n a tively and e f fectively . F a n-
ta s t ic ma rk- up s with e qually fantastic discounts have hurt 
the industry a nd must be eliminated . I! each element will do 
hi s share, no one would have to worry a great deal about t he 
future of the wallpaper industry . 
Ili'l1.GRV I.i:!NvS 
November 8, 1951 
I'/ir. W. C. Nii1ler 
Brewster vfallpaper Co. - 'vJholesaler 
103-5 Broad Street 
Boston 10, Iviassachusetts 
l1ir. Hennessey 
u.s. Department of Commerce 
Bureau of the C~nsus 
40 Broad Street 
Boston 10, Massachusetts 
November 14, 1951 
Iv!r . E.'mi 1 Lewi tus 
Buyer-Wallpaper Department 
Gi lchr i st's Department Store 
Washington Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
if~. Jack Cosgrove 
Sa lesman-Wallpaper Department 
Gilchrist 1 s Department Store 
Washington Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Nir. Joseph C. Bailet 
Ba ilet 1:Val1paper Company 
Retailer and Vl.h.olesaler 
62 Summer Street 
Bost on 10, Iviassachusetts 
December 20, 1951 
I'i r. Addison Hathaway 
Thomas Strahan Company - Manufacturer 
Heard .::;treet 
Chelsea 50, Massachusetts 
December 26, 1951 
~ir. Addison Hathaway 
'lhm1as Strahan Company 
Heard Street 
Chelsea 50 ., Massachusetts 
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January 25, 1952 
1vir. Arthur rrapper 
Harmony Supply Inc. - Retailer 
20 High Street 
:ivledford, Massachusetts 
Hr. Arnold Grandberg 
Grandberg Bros. Wallpaper Corp. 
iiJholesalers and Importers 
212-220 High Street 
Boston 10, Massachusetts 
Ivir. Julian Brightman 
Julian Brightman Advertising Agency 
702 Beacon Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
February 7, 1 9 52 
Ivir. Hennessey 
U. S. Department of Commerce 
Bureau of liensus 
40 Broad Street 
Boston 10, Mass a chusetts 
February 10, 1952 
l1Ir . Lester Shore 
Ace Wallpaper Company 
Lynn, Massachusetts 
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